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ABSTRACT

RIGHTWARD MOVEMENT: A STUDY IN LOCALITY

SEPTEMBER 2015

JASON D. OVERFELT

B.A., PURDUE UNIVERSITY

M.A., PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Kyle Johnson

The irregular behavior of rightward movement presents a challenge to theories that

treat such configurations as the direct product of the mechanism responsible for leftward

movement. For example, rightward movement appears not to besubject to certain island

constraints and famously appears to be subject to stricter locality conditions than leftward

movement. This dissertation presents investigations of two particular instances of right-

ward movement in English: Heavy-NP Shift (HNPS) and Extraposition from NP (EXNP).

I argue that, by identifying the proper analyses for these phenomena, we can begin to at-

tribute their apparent differences from leftward movementas the products of more general

constraints on movement and properties of the particular mechanisms involved.

Chapters 2 and 3 present a case study on HNPS. Chapter 2 argues, on the basis of par-

asitic gap licensing, that there are instances of right DP-movement that are best modeled

as the product of rightward linearized syntactic movement.I also present the results of

vi



an acceptability judgment study to address the argument by Postal (1994) that it is in fact

Right Node Raising that generates what are only apparent parasitic gap. Chapter 3 builds

on research conducted by Nissenbaum (2000). I argue that theneed to bind a parasitic gap

licenses potentially unbounded and successive-cyclic rightward movement beyond what is

possible for standard HNPS. This suggests that the localityconditions on rightward move-

ment are not categorically different that the locality conditions on leftward movement. I

attribute the otherwise exceptional locality of standard HNPS to a constraint on economy

of derivation (Chomsky 1993).

Chapters 4 and 5 present a case study on EXNP. Chapter 4 proposes a novel connectiv-

ity diagnostic that strongly suggests that an extraposed relative clause is generated inside its

host DP (cf. Rochemont & Culicover 1990). The results of an acceptability judgment study

suggest that an NPI that appears in a relative clause and is licensed by the universal quanti-

fier everyremains licensed in an EXNP configuration. I argue that the QR-based theory of

EXNP from Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) best models the available data as well as some of

the irregular properties of EXNP. Chapter 5 investigates the locality conditions on EXNP. I

present evidence for a set of strong subclausal locality conditions on EXNP. However, we

will see interpretive evidence that an extraposed relativeclause can be interpreted outside

of its containing clause. I suggest that these facts can be made to follow from a treatment

of QR as an unbounded successive-cyclic instance of covert movement (e.g., Cecchetto

2004). The result is that both HNPS and the movement responsible for EXNP, are poten-

tially unbounded and successive-cyclic movements, just like their leftward counterparts.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM OF RIGHTWARD MOVEMENT

In English and other languages it is possible to displace rightward various types of

syntactic elements. This thesis is concerned with two particular cases of rightward dis-

placement in English. The structure in (1b) is a non-canonical word order relative to its

counterpart in (1a). This was calledComplex-NP Shiftby Ross (1967:54), but more re-

cently is referred to asHeavy-NP Shift(HNPS). In (2), we see another non-canonical word

order alternation that Ross (1967:18) called Extraposition from NP (EXNP). In (2b) a rel-

ative clause has been displaced rightward away from its hostNPcoffee.

(1) a. Tim bought[DP some coffee] for his co-workers.

b. Tim boughte1 for his co-workers[DP some coffee]1.

(2) a. Tim bought[DP some coffee[CP that they serve downstairs]]

for his co-workers.

b. Tim bought[DP some coffeee1 ] for his co-workers

[CP that they serve downstairs]1.

Our interest in these configurations concerns the type of operation that the grammar em-

ploys to generate them and how to best model the constraints on this operation.

Debates regarding whether the displaced element undergoessyntactic movement and, if

so, whether this movement is in fact rightward have arisen for these and most if not all other

instances of rightward displacement cross-linguistically. The main theoretical force that

underlies the majority of such debates can be attributed largely to recurring observations of

the irregular nature of rightward displacement. As we will see in section 1.1, this includes

1



the fact that rightward movement is rare relative to leftward movement and, in a number

of ways, it does not display the same behavior as its leftwardcounterparts. This includes

island effects and locality, among other things. For some researchers, then, it is suspect

that the grammar should be designed in such a way as to have different types of movement

operations and, further, that the decision of which type of movement to employ corresponds

to the direction of displacement. The latter point rests especially heavily on the minds of

those who view the linearization of syntactic structures asa purely post-syntactic operation

(e.g., Kayne 1994, Chomsky 1995). In a grammar that determines the linear order of the

terminals in a phrase marker outside of the narrow syntax, itis not a straightforward matter

to provide a model where linear order can affect syntactic operations.

I will argue in this thesis that it is possible to understand the rightward displacement

phenomena in (1) and (2) as the direct product of the same syntactic operation that generates

leftward movement configurations. In section 1.2 I will outline an influential view of this

operation: theCopy Theoryof movement (Chomsky 1993). The irregularities of these

rightward displacement configurations, I will argue, can beattributed to constraints on the

application of movement that are independently motivated for leftward movement (viz.,

economy conditions) in addition to differences in the specific properties of the particular

instances of movement under consideration. I will overviewthe evidence and arguments

for these claims in a chapter-by-chapter outline of the dissertation in section 1.3.

1.1 Understanding the Problem

Rightward movement presents a problem for models of syntactic movement because it

is ill-behaved relative to leftward movement. In addition to the fact that, relative to leftward

movement, the motivating factors of rightward displacement are not well-understood, many

researchers have been led to pursue analyses of rightward displacement phenomena that do

not employ rightward movement.

2



One recurring alternative involves situating the displacement operation in the phonolog-

ical component of the grammar (e.g., Chomsky & Lasnik 1977, Rochemont 1978, Chomsky

1986, Huck & Na 1990, Göbbel 2013, Hunter & Frank 2014). However, we will identify

a number of cases of rightward displacement that have clear semantic import. Observing

that rightward displacement affects both the linear stringand the semantic interpretation,

strongly suggests that it takes place in the syntactic component. The other common al-

ternatives, which we will investigate extensively in the following chapters, propose that

rightward displacement configurations are derived via leftward movement (Larson 1988,

Kayne 1994) or via base-generation of the extraposed material directly to the verbal spine

Rochemont & Culicover (1990). Let us turn now to some of the factors that have motivated

these alternative approaches.

1.1.1 Typological Rarity

Part of the issue surrounding the undesirability of a grammar that permits movement

that is linearized to the right stems from recurring observations by Kayne (1994) and many

others that it is a cross-linguistic rarity for specifiers tobe linearized rightward within

particular domains. Dryer (2013a) provides one of many confirmations of the claim by

Greenberg (1963) that languages that have a preference overwhelmingly tend to order the

subject before the verb (1,193/1,387; 86.02%).1 Dryer (2013b) also observes that, when

languages prefer to displacewh-phrases in constituent questions, this most often involves

placing thewh-phrase at the beginning of the utterance while “a few languages exhibit at

least a weak tendency to place interrogative phrases at the end of sentences”.

These types of facts have lead Kayne (1994:33–36,47) and others to conclude that a

universal word order exists in which non-complements necessarily precede the head of

their containing phrases. This is argued to be true of both base-generated and derived

1Broekhuis (2010) provides a more fine-grained perspective on these facts which takes into account the
typology of the possible derivations for each of the six permutations of the subject, object, and verb.
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specifiers. In simpler terms, Kayne (1994:71) states explicitly that “no movement rule can

adjoin anything to the right of anything.”

1.1.2 Illicit Movement

Another apparent issue for rightward movement is that the set of elements and cate-

gories that can be displaced rightward is a superset of thosethat can be displaced leftward.

The problem is that there seems to be no principled reason forthe directionality of dis-

placement to affect the range of categories and syntactic objects that can be moved.

The example of EXNP in (3) presents a particularly salient example. While a relative

clause can apparently be subextracted rightward, a relative clause cannot be subextracted

leftward from its host (4)

(3) Sam brought[DP some potato salade1 ] to the party

[CP that he made last week]1.

(4) * It was [CP that he made last week]1

that Sam brought[DP some potato salade1 ] to the party.

The examples in (5) adapted from Fox & Nissenbaum 1999:133–134 illustrate the well-

established observation that complements, but not adjuncts, can be extracted leftward from

an NP. The examples in (6), also from Fox & Nissenbaum 1999, illustrate that this same

argument/adjunct asymmetry is not observed in EXNP configurations.

(5) a. [PPOf whom]1 did you see[DP a paintinge1 ]?

b. * [PPFrom where]1 did you see[DP a paintinge1 ]?

c. * [PPBy whom]1 did you see[DP a paintinge1 ]?

(adapted from Fox & Nissenbaum 1999:133, (1))
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(6) a. We saw[DP a paintinge1 ] yesterday[PPof John]1.

b. We saw[DP a paintinge1 ] yesterday[PP from the Museum]1.

c. We saw[DP a paintinge1 ] yesterday[PPby John]1.

(Fox & Nissenbaum 1999:134, (2))

1.1.3 Island Violations

Among the most recognized sources of evidence for movement is the fact that dis-

placement from particular domains is disallowed (e.g., Ross 1967, Huang 1982). Chomsky

(1973) observed that one such domain is a DP that appears in subject position. A DP that

is otherwise transparent for subextraction, as in (7a) and (7b), becomes an opaque domain

when it is in Spec,IP (7c).

(7) a. This is[DP the animal]2 that they reviewed[DP a documentary aboute2 ]

last week.

b. ? This is[DP the animal]2 that there was[DP a documentary aboute2 ]1

reviewede1 last week

c. * This is [DP the animal]2 that [DP a documentary aboute2 ]1

was reviewede1 last week.

I will capture this data as an effect of theSubject Conditionas it is formulated in (8).2

(8) Subject Condition

A DP in Spec,IP is opaque for subextraction.

Culicover & Rochemont (1990:23–24) and Rochemont & Culicover (1990:33) point

out that EXNP configurations presents an apparent obviationof theSubject Condition. The

examples in (9) show that the PPwith blonde haircan be subextracted rightward out of a

DP in Spec,IP. The example in (10) assures us that this PP cannot be subextracted leftward.

2See Haegeman et al. (2014) for a discussion of ameliorating effects for the Subject Condition.
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(9) a. [DP A man[PPwith blonde hair]] came into the room.

b. [DP A mane1 ] came into the room[PPwith blonde hair]1.

(Culicover & Rochemont 1990:23, (2))

(10) * [PPWith what color hair]1 did [DP a mane1 ] come into the room?

(Culicover & Rochemont 1990:24, (5a))

On the basis of this data, some researchers, including Rochemont & Culicover (1990) and

Webelhuth et al. (2013), conclude that rightward displacement cannot be the product of the

same mechanism that generates leftward movement. If it were, one woulda priori expect

to find that they are subject to the same set of island constraints.

1.1.4 Exceptional Locality

Perhaps the most well-known obstacle for the equal treatment of rightward and leftward

displacement is that, in as far as its locality conditions can be pinned down, rightward dis-

placement appears to be subject to stricter locality conditions that than leftward movement.

Again, if rightward and leftward displacement were products of the same mechanism, it

is not immediately obvious why the directionality of movement should affect the distance

over which that movement can operate.

Leftward movement is commonly recognized as a potentially unbounded operation in

the sense that it can theoretically cross an arbitrary number of clausal boundaries (11).

(11) a. What1 did Tim buye1?

b. What1 does Pam think[CP Tim boughte1 ]?

c. What1 did Kim say[CP Sam thinks[CP Tim boughte1 ]]?

d. . . .

Ross (1967:307) formulates the now famous condition on rightward movement that limits

it to application to a single clause. He observed that rightward displacement operations,

including HNPS and EXNP, are clause-bounded operations. The contrast in (12) illustrates
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the clause-boundedness of HNPS. Rightward movement of the embedded object over a PP

that modifies the embedded predicate is a marked word order, but entirely acceptable (12a).

The minimally differing example in (12b) shows that rightward movement of the embedded

object over a PP modifying the matrix predicate results in unacceptability (12b). This same

manipulation in (13) shows that EXNP, too, is a clause-bounded operation; it is not possible

to extrapose a relative clause to a position outside the clause containing its host.

(12) a. Pam said[CP that Tim boughte1 for his co-workers[ some coffee]1 ].

b. * Pam said[CP that Tim boughte1 ] to her co-workers[ some coffee]1.

(13) a. Pam said[CP that Tim bought[ some coffeee1 ] for his co-workers

[CP that they serve in the library]1 ].

b. * Pam said[CP that Tim bought[ some coffeee1 ] ] to her co-workers

[CP that they serve in the library]1.

1.2 A Theory of Syntactic Movement

The goal of this thesis is to model rightward movement and capture as many of its ec-

centricities as possible. The model of movement with which we will do this is the so-called

Copy-Theoryof movement (Chomsky 1993). On this theory, movement is a syntactic op-

erationMovethat creates an exact copy of the instance ofwhich picturein the complement

position of the verbtook in (14). This copy is then merged into a c-commanding position,

such as Spec,CP in the present example.

(14) They know[CP [DP which picture]1 C◦ [IP Tim [vP took [DP which picture]1 ]]]

This essentially makes Move an operation indistinguishable from the basic structure build-

ing operationMerge. The difference between movement and other instances of merger lies

primarily in the fact that the material that serves as the input to Move is taken directly from

the syntactic structure that is being constructed.
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Evidence for this particular conception of Move can be foundin the inability of move-

ment to repair Condition C violations. An example is provided below where the disjoint

reference effect in the source structure (15a) persists following displacement of the offend-

ing R-expression (15b).

(15) a. * They know[CP he1 took the older picture of Tim1].

b. * They know[CP [DP which picture of Tim1]2 he1 tookx2].

The previously standard analysis of movement suggested that the so-calledtraceof move-

ment could be thought of simply as a variable bound by the moved element (e.g., Chomsky

1973). This is shown roughly in (15). Given this picture of movement, moving the of-

fending R-expressionTim from the c-command domain ofheshould repair the Condition

C violation. The fact that the Condition C violation persists suggests that movement in fact

does not completely removeTim from the c-command domain ofhe. We can capture this

observation fairly straightforwardly, however, if we assume that the moved element has left

behind a copy of itself. As shown in (16), the result is a representation in which there is an

instance ofTim present in the c-command domain of, and coreferent with, thepronounhe.

(16) * They know[CP [DP which picture of Tim1] he1 took [DP which picture of Tim1]].

The copy theory of movement raises some interesting questions regarding how move-

ment is interpreted at the interfaces. For instance, treating the lower copy of a movement

relationship as a content-less variable is straightforwardly compatible with the method for

interpreting movement structures that is presented by Heim& Kratzer (1998). This system

involves insertion of a numerical binder index below the landing site of the moved element

where it will bind the variable left behind by movement (17a). The semantic component

then interprets the constituent that is sister to the moved phrase as a derived predicate,

which will take the moved element as its argument (17b).
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(17) a. LF representation

which picture[ 1 [ Sam tookx1 ]]

b. Logical language

λx[Sam-took(x)](Jwhich pictureK)

However, we have already seen in the discussion above that this does not make the correct

predictions with respect to the inability for movement to ameliorate Condition C violations.

A solution that has been proposed by Engdahl (1980, 1986), Sauerland (1998), Fox

(1999), and Elbourne (2005) is to slightly alter the lower copy of the moved element in

a way that makes it serve as a variable. Fox (2002:67) refers to this asTrace Conversion

and formalizes it as a two-step operation. Given a movement chain complete with a binder

index, such as the one in (18a), Trace Conversion first inserts a variable into the lower copy

(18b) and then replaces the determiner, in this casewhich, with a null variant of the definite

articlethe(18c). This effectively turns the lower copy into a definite description which can

then be interpreted as the bound variable in a derived predicate, just like we saw above.

(18) a. [CP [DP which picture] 1 C◦ [IP Sam[vP took [DP which picture] ]]]

b. Variable Insertion=⇒

[CP [DP which picture] 1 C◦ [IP Sam[vP took [DP which [picture x1]] ]]]

c. Determiner Replacement=⇒

[CP [DP which picture] 1 C◦ [IP Sam[vP took [DP the [picture x1]] ]]]

With this machinery, the Condition C violating example from(16) will have the form

in (19) below. Trace Conversion will turn the lower copy intoa definite description with a

variable, but it will preserve the remaining content including the PPof Tim. Now, because

an instance ofTim remains in the c-command domain ofhe, a Condition C violation is

again correctly predicted under coreference.

(19) * They know

[CP [DP which picture of Tim2] 1 [he2 took [DP the[picturex1] of Tim2 ] ]]
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Note that the Copy-Theory of movement makes it so that the displaced material exists

in two positions, yet it is only spoken in one of them. An important question, then, is how

the phonological component interprets a movement chain andultimately decides on a way

to pronounce it. Chomsky (1993:35) stipulates that it is always the highest copy that is

pronounced by the PF component. However a number of authors have noted that allowing

PF to choose which copy of a moved element to pronounce could provide a very natural

way of modelling the distinction between overt and covert movement (e.g., Brody 1995,

Bobaljik 1995, Groat & O’Neil 1996).

Cases of overt movement, like thewh-movement we have observed so far, involve the

PF component pronouncing the highest copy of the movement chain and deleting any oth-

ers. This is shown in the partial syntactic representation in (20).3

(20) They know[CP [DP which picture] Sam took[DP which picture] ].

On the other hand, the PF component might choose to pronouncethe lower copy of a move-

ment chain and delete the higher copy. This would be the case for wh-in-situ languages and

the type of covert movement typically postulated for cases of Quantifier Raising(QR) (May

1977, 1985, Rooth 1985).4 The example in (21) is just such a case wherein the universally

quantified DPevery boyhas moved to a position where it takes scope over the existentially

quantified DPa girl.5 At the interface with LF, the higher copy of this movement chain

will be interpreted for scope and the lower copy will undergoTrace Conversion (21a). The

PF component, on the other hand, will interpret the lower copy of the movement chain and

delete the higher. The result is the QP being spoken in its base-generated position (21b).

3See Nunes (1995, 2004) for a theory of how PF decides which chain members to delete and which to
spell out.

4See Johnson (2012) for a discussion of why certain movementsare overt and others covert.

5The DPa girl will also have formed its own movement chain, which will alsoneed to be properly
interpreted at the interfaces. For expository reasons I have chosen to set this issue aside.
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(21) a. Logical Form

They know[CP [QP every boy] 1 a girl danced with[QP the[boyx1]] ]

‘They know that, for everyx such thatx is a boy, there is a girly such thaty

danced with the boyx.’

b. Phonological Form

They know[CP [QP everyboy]1 a girl danced with[QP every boy]1 ]

This conception of QR and its relationship to overt movementhas important conse-

quences for the theory of the grammar. It relies on a model in which the syntactic com-

ponent of the grammar outputs a single representation wherein all movement, both overt

and covert, has taken place. Any given movement chain created in this component is in-

dependently interpreted by each of the interface components. Which copy is pronounced

and which copy is interpreted for scope and/or binding purposes is decided at PF and LF

respectively. This type of model of the grammar is often referred to as a “Single Output”

model following Bobaljik (1995, 2002).

Finally, it was noted as early as Freidin 1986 that movement will in some instances

bleed Condition C violations. There is a contrast for many speakers between the now

familiar example in (22a) and the example in (22b) with respect to the ability forhe and

Tim to corefer.

(22) a. * They know which picture of Tim1 he1 took.

b. They know which picture next to Tim1 he1 took.

Based on the nature of the asymmetry as an argument (22a) versus adjunct (22b) distinc-

tion, a solution proposed by Lebeaux (1988) is to allow adjuncts likenext to Tim, but not

complements likeof Tim, to be merged with their host DP late on in the course of a deriva-

tion. As noted in Chomsky 1993, the asymmetry can be seen as the result of a requirement

that all copies of a predicate have their argument positionssaturated (e.g., theProjection

Principle).
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Therefore, the NP-complementof Timwill induce a Condition C violation by virtue of

its necessary presence in both the higher and lower copy of the movement chain exactly

in the way we saw in (19). With the option ofLate-Mergeoffered by Lebeaux (1988) to

adjuncts, the PPnext to Timcan be introduced into the derivation once a copy of its host

has been created and merged into a position outside of the c-command domain ofhe, as in

(23).

(23) [CP [DP which picture[PPnext to Tim2]]1 he2 took [DP which picture]1 ]

This solution allows us to preserve the Copy-Theory of movement while effectively avoid-

ing a representation for (22b) in which coreference ofheandTim would result in a Condi-

tion C violation.

The remainder of the thesis will adopt this framework as the basic model of syntactic

movement. An issue that remains unsettled, and to which I will have little to contribute, is

how the direction in which any given instance of movement is linearized is decided upon.

For instance, it is not exactly clear what it is aboutwh-movement that requires it to be

linearized leftward. And it is not clear precisely what is different about HNPS, for example,

that requires it to be linearized rightward. Ideally, future research will have something

insightful to say on this issue. However, I will mostly take it for granted throughout that

directionality is the result of independent principles of the grammar, such as principles that

guide prosodic structure or principles that reference information-structural preferences.

1.3 Towards a Solution: An Overview

The goal of this dissertation is to model the properties of rightward movement and ac-

count for its exceptional behavior by using the Copy-Theoryof movement as it has been

developed for instances of leftward movement. I will argue that rightward displacement is

upward syntactic movement that is linearized rightward. Our empirical domain of investi-
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gation will largely be limited to HNPS and EXNP of relative clauses as we observe them

in English.

The dissertation is basically divided into two parts. Part Iis composed of chapter 2 and

chapter 3, which present a case study on HNPS. Chapter 4 and chapter 5 comprise Part II,

which is a case study on EXNP of relative clauses.

1.3.1 Part I: Heavy-NP Shift

1.3.1.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 serves as argument in favor of an approach to HNPS that employs rightward

movement of the displaced DP. The argument is based around a comparison of the treatment

that various theories of HNPS offer for the ability of this operation to license parasitic gaps

(24).

(24) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(Engdahl 1983:12, (26))

I argue that the known properties of parasitic gaps are best captured without further stipu-

lation under a rightward movement approach.

I also address the influential argument made by Postal (1994)that it is Right Node

Raising and not HNPS that is responsible for configurations like (24). I provide evidence

from an acceptability judgment study suggesting that not all such examples are subject to

known constraints on Right Node Raising. This suggests thatan alternative mechanism,

such as HNPS and parasitic gap licensing, is available to generate a structure like (24).

Observing that there are clear instances of HNPS that license parasitic gaps, I conclude

that are cases of rightwardA-movement of a DP. Finally, I formalize HNPS as an operation

that targets a position in the periphery of an articulatedvP that is reserved for focused

material.
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1.3.1.2 Chapter 3

In chapter 3 we more closely examine structures that containa parasitic gap licensed

by rightward DP-movement. Building on research by Nissenbaum (2000) in the same

domain we will be led to the discovery that the need to licensea parasitic gap can motivate

rightward DP-movement beyond its containing clause, contrary to what we saw in section

1.1.4.

(25) Sam thinks[CP that you likee1]

because he saw you give[pg1/*someone] a present –[a new co-worker]1.

This suggests that rightward movement is not categoricallyclause-bounded. Instead, there

must be independent principles that require standard instances of HNPS to be very local.

I argue that standard economy of derivation considerationsblock applications of move-

ment that are not required as part of ensuring convergence ofa syntactic representation at

the LF interface (Chomsky 1993). In the absence of a parasitic gap, rightward movement

is only licensed as far as is required to produce an HNPS configuration. Provided with

a parasitic gap, however, exceptional rightward movement of a DP beyond what is made

possible by HNPS is licensed to ensure convergence.

I formalize this system by adapting the theory of parasitic gaps proposed in Nissenbaum

(2000). In particular, I propose a modified theory of parasitic gap licensing that permits the

cyclic composition of the parasitic gap domain and the matrix clause through Functional

Application as opposed to Predicate Modification (see Heim &Kratzer 1998). However,

it is crucially movement of a DP that makes that composition possible, thus ensuring con-

vergence at LF. The result that we will observe is that rightward DP-movement can be

potentially unbounded and successive-cyclic given the need to license a parasitic gap.
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1.3.2 Part II: Extraposition from NP

1.3.2.1 Chapter 4

Chapter 4 compares two classes of analyses of EXNP that differ on where extraposed

material is asserted to be base-generated. One class of analyses asserts that extraposed

material is base-generated inside its host and somehow displaced rightward (Ross 1967,

Chomsky & Lasnik 1977, Fox & Nissenbaum 1999, de Vries 2002).Another class of anal-

yses asserts that extraposed material is generated outsideits host and directly adjoined to

the verbal spine in its extraposed position (Rochemont & Culicover 1990, Koster 2000,

Webelhuth et al. 2013).

I propose a novel connectivity diagnostic that employs NPI-licensing byeveryand ar-

gues strongly in favor of a model of EXNP that base-generatesan extraposed relative clause

within its host DP. More specifically, I provide evidence from an acceptability judgment

study suggesting that an NPI in a relative clause that is licensed by the universal quantifier

every(26a) remains licensed in an EXNP configuration (26b).

(26) a. We took[DP every guest[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]] to the hospital.

b. We took[DP every guest]1 to the hospital

[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]1.

Observing that NPIs are otherwise not licensed in the nuclear scope of the universal quan-

tifier every, such data strongly suggest that the extraposed relative clause is interpreted in

the restrictor argument ofevery.

I argue, on the basis of additional observations, that thesefacts are best modeled with

the QR-based theory of EXNP developed by Fox & Nissenbaum (1999). On this theory, the

host of the extraposed material undergoes QR and the extraposed material is subsequently

late-merged into the higher copy. As noted by Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) this theory also

has the benefit of accounting for some of the otherwise puzzling facts about EXNP con-

figurations, including the apparent movement of relative clauses and the apparent island

insensitivity. I suggest that this theory may also provide away of accounting for the par-
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ticularly problematic cases of split-antecedence that were observed by Perlmutter & Ross

(1970).

1.3.2.2 Chapter 5

This chapter is largely in service of examining the localityconditions on EXNP. How-

ever, we will see that the investigation also brings to lighttwo puzzles that go unanswered

but provide a direction for future research.

We will observe that there are subclausal locality conditions on EXNP that roughly pro-

hibit extraposed material from being adjoined above the first dominatingvP or CP. How-

ever, we will also observe that there can be a rather extreme disconnect between where

an extraposed relative clause can be spoken and where it can be interpreted. We will en-

counter interpretive evidence from quantifier scope interactions and Antecedent-Contained

Deletion that extraposed relative clauses and their hosts can be interpreted beyond the first

dominatingvP or CP as well as beyond the first containing clause, again, inviolation of

what is predicted by the supposed clause-boundedness of rightward movement.

I argue that we can understand this disconnect by treating covert movement, and QR

especially, as a potentially unbounded and successive-cyclic movement (Nissenbaum 2000,

Cecchetto 2004, Hulsey & Sauerland 2006, Takahashi 2006). In conjunction with a con-

straint that requires the late-merger of an extraposed relative clause to take place within the

first cycle of QR, the strict locality of EXNP follows as a result of the normal behavior of

QR. The exceptional interpretive possibilities follow from the ability of QR to continuously

widen the scope of the relative clause and its host. The ultimate result is that, like leftward

movement and HNPS, the QR operation that drives EXNP is also apotentially unbounded

and successive-cyclic movement.
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CHAPTER 2

MODELLING HEAVY-NP SHIFT

The goal in this chapter is to undertake an investigation of the mechanism responsible

for the Heavy-NP Shift (HNPS) configuration in (1b) that we get from the base order in

(1a).

(1) a. Tim bought[DP some coffee] for his co-workers.

b. Tim bought for his co-workers[DP some coffee].

Of central interest is whether the rightward displacement we observe in examples like (1b)

is actually movement that results in rightward adjunction (e.g., Ross 1967) or if it is sim-

ulated via one or more movements that result in leftward adjunction (e.g., Larson 1988,

Kayne 1994, Rochemont & Culicover 1997). We will look brieflyat a few ways to imple-

ment these ideas in section 2.1.

I will argue that a rightward movement approach should be preferred on the basis of

parasitic gap structures like the familiar example in (2).

(2) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(Engdahl 1983:12, (26))

We will see evidence in section 2.2 suggesting that these constructions are more naturally

handled on a rightward movement account. Leftward movementaccounts require us to

make construction-specific stipulations and employ unmotivated derivations and represen-

tations that are unnecessary on a rightward movement approach.
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In section 2.3 I address a common response to the analysis of the adjunction structure

in (2) as a parasitic gap construction which asserts with Williams (1990) and Postal (1994)

that they are instead derived via the same mechanism of RightNode Raising (RNR) that is

responsible for coordination structures of the type in (3).

(3) John sawe1 and recognizede1 – [ his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

We will review the arguments for this alternative presentedby Williams (1990, 1995) and

most notably Postal (1993, 1994) and find that the strongest conclusion these arguments

license is that it is possible for RNR to produce adjunction structures like (2). What we

will not find is evidence that all such constructions are necessarily derived via RNR. I will

present three independent pieces of evidence showing that,once we remove any impedi-

ments to parasitic gap licensing, we can identify adjunction structures like (2) which show

properties of HNPS and fail to show properties of RNR. The overall conclusion will be that

adjunction structures can be derived either by parasitic gap licensing or by RNR.

I present experimental evidence in section 2.4 to support one of these counterargu-

ments to the claim that only RNR is available to derive examples like (2). We will see an

acceptability judgment study which reveals that coordinate structures like (3) are subject

to a known constraint on RNR—theRight Edge Restriction(Postal 1974, Wilder 1995,

Hartmann 2000)—while adjunction structures like (2) are not subject the same constraint.

The results of this study as well as the arguments in section 2.3 means for leftward ap-

proaches to examples like (2) and HNPS more generally that they cannot resort to an RNR

analysis to avoid the issues to be observed below.

Section 2.5 presents two notes on the relationship between parasitic gap licensing and

RNR. If both strategies are available for deriving (2), we can ask whether they are in free

variation or if one is preferred over the other. I will show that, based on the evidence made

available to us in this chapter, there is reason to think thatHNPS with the creation of a

parasitic gap is preferred to RNR. The appropriate caveats are made, however, and it is

noted that further work on this issue is necessary.
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Section 2.6 finally formalizes the HNPS operation. I follow the original analysis of

HNPS presented by Ross (1967) whereby a rightward displacedDP is moved and right

adjoined in a c-commanding position. I present evidence from Rochemont & Culicover

(1990) to motivate the idea that HNPS is a discourse-configurational structure reserved for

displacing focused material. Consistent with arguments provided by Johnson (1985), we

will start by asserting that a DP that has undergone HNPS targets a position inside the first

dominatingvP.

2.1 Two Competing Models of Heavy-NP Shift

Rightward displacement is more traditionally modeled by movement involving right ad-

junction (e.g., Ross 1967). A common way to model the motivation for this movement is to

treat HNPS as an information-structural configuration. Forexample, it has been suggested

that HNPS is licensed as a means for marking the displaced DP as new in the domain of

discourse (Rochemont 1978, Rochemont & Culicover 1990, Ward & Birner 1996). It is im-

portant to acknowledge, however, that research by Arnold etal. (2000), Wasow & Arnold

(2003) and others has demonstrated that weight and structural complexity can motivate

rightward displacement independent from the discourse status of the displaced element.

While I agree that such rightward displacement lacking semantic import would arguably

be a post-syntactic phenomenon, the discovery that such examples exist does not by itself

prove that rightward displaced elements can never be the result of syntactic movement.

Postal (1974) provides examples of HNPS similar to those below that demonstrate the

acceptability of HNPS despite a lack of weight and complexity in the shifted DP. I have

slightly altered these examples to control for the number ofwords and syllables and, as

best as possible, for relative complexity. This is what is provided in (4) where the shifted

DP and the constituent it crosses are relatively equal in weight. The example in (5) ma-

nipulates the complexity of the shifted DP and the material it crosses in a way similar to
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Wasow & Arnold (2003): the PP that is crossed contains an embedded clause while the

shifted DP does not.

(4) Tim gavee1 to his aunt –[all the sheep]1

(5) Tim gavee1 to the customers he recognized –[his best sheep]1

Because these examples do not lend themselves to an account of the acceptability of right-

ward displacement in terms of relative weight or complexity, their acceptability suggests

that there is some alternative criterion motivating rightward movement. In section 2.6.2 I

will provide evidence that, indeed, informational-structural considerations can govern the

acceptability of HNPS. It is these instances of rightward DP-movement that we will at-

tempt to model in this thesis. Therefore, I will attempt to control for effects of weight and

complexity of rightward displaced DPs in an attempt to control for the potential confound

these factors present. In this chapter and the next I will present evidence and argumen-

tation that this movement does take place in the syntactic component. If there is indeed

a non-syntactic means for rightward displacement, the prediction is that displacement for

these reasons will be exempt from any syntactic criteria (e.g., the Right Roof Constraint,

Larson’s Generalization (sec. 3.2 ch. 3), parasitic gap licensing, etc.).

Let us turn now to the ways in which the relevant instances of HNPS have been mod-

eled. The standard way of looking at syntactic approaches toHNPS is based on the direc-

tion of the movement involved. As noted above, the old standard has been to treat HNPS as

movement to the right. Subsequent research on rightward displacement has seen an alter-

native approach emerge whereby one or more applications of leftward movement simulate

rightward movement (e.g., Larson 1988, Kayne 1994, Rochemont & Culicover 1997).

2.1.1 The Rightward Movement Approach to HNPS

Ross (1967:sec. 3.1.1.3) provided what can be considered the canonical approach to

HNPS configurations like (6).
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(6) He attributed to a short circuit[DP the fire which destroyed most of my factory].

(Ross 1967:51, (3.15))

He formulated a rule—actually calledComplex NP Shift—which roughly stated that a di-

rect object may be moved rightward and adjoined to the first CPthat dominates the direct

object’s base position (7).

(7) [CP [CP He attributede1 to a short circuit]

[DP the fire which destroyed most of my factory] ].

Since then, rightward approaches to HNPS have largely treated VP orvP as the locus

of the movement operation (e.g., Bresnan 1976, Stowell 1981, Johnson 1985). This is

sketched in (8).

(8) He[vP [vP attributede1 to a short circuit]

[DP the fire which destroyed most of my factory] ].

Johnson (1985:sec. 3.3.1) makes this argument on the basis that HNPS is degraded when

it shifts a DP past speaker-oriented adverbials, subject-oriented adverbials, and temporal

adverbials (9).

(9) a. * Eleanor boughte1 apparently[DP brand new drapes for the whole house]1.

b. * Vern left e1 angry[DP that store where service is so slow]1.1

c. * Julie didn’t buye1 until it became available[DP that book on Venus]1.2

(Johnson 1985:85, (28))

1Johnson (1985) notes that there is a grammatical reading forthis example that treatsangry as a VP
modifier synonymous withangrily.

2This example may fall under the purview ofLarson’s Generalization, which is introduced in 3.1 of the
following chapter.
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If we assume that the types of adjuncts we find in (9) are adjoined in the vicinity of the

subject’s surface position in the IP, these data are consistent with the claim that HNPS

cannot escape VP.

2.1.2 Leftward Movement Approaches to HNPS

2.1.2.1 Predicate Raising: Larson 1988

Larson’s (1988) analysis of HNPS is presented as a consequence of a theory of the

internal organization of the VP. His VP-shell approach to argument structure allows us to

treat the rightward displaced DP as having been stranded by leftward movement of the

other occupants of the VP (10). This analysis is sometimes referred to asComplex Predi-

cate Raising(Larson 1988),Light Predicate Raising(Larson 1989), andPredicate Raising

(Rochemont & Culicover 1997).

(10) I [ gave to John]1 everything that he demandede1.

(Larson 1988:347, (20a”))

The movement that we see above is made possible on Larson’s account by a process

that turns the stringgave to Johninto a “complex lexical category” (Larson 1988:349).

This process, which is referred to asV Reanalysis, is provided in (11).3

(11) V Reanalysis

Let α be a phrase[V . . . ] whoseΘ-grid contains one undischarged internalΘ-role.

Thenα may be reanalyzed as[V . . . ].

(Larson 1988:348)

For Larson (1988), the verbgiveand its arguments begin life as the VP1 constituent in (12a)

with the direct objecteverything that he demandedin Spec,VP1 and the prepositional object

to Johnin the complement position of VP1. Following an application ofV-Reanalysis of

3See Runner (1995:sec. 4.4) for a series of arguments supporting a necessary reformulation ofV-
Reanalysis. Rochemont & Culicover (1997:292–294) and Nissenbaum (2000:89–94) provide arguments
specifically against Larson’s (1989) predicate raising analysis.
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V
1
, (12b) shows the complex V◦ undergoing an independently motivated instance of verb

raising to the empty head position of the higher VP2.

(12) a. [VP2 Spec[
V

2 e [VP1 [DP everything that he demanded] [
V

1 gave to John]]]]

b. [VP2 Spec[
V

2 [V◦ gave to John]1

[VP1 [DP everything that he demanded] t1 ]]]].

2.1.2.2 Stranding: Kayne 1994

Kayne (1994:ch. 7) presents an analysis of HNPS that preserves the spirit of the predi-

cate raising analysis but is intended to be compatible with his antisymmetrictheory of syn-

tax. This is a theory of grammar proposing that c-command in asyntactic phrase marker

can be translated directly into linearization statements.The assertion is that c-command

universally translates into a precedence relationship. The effect is ultimately a universal

Spec-Head-Comp order for phrases. What we get, then, is an analysis that is actually mov-

ing the prepositional object leftward while the apparentlyrightward shifted DP remains

in-situ (13).

(13) John gave[PP to Bill ]1 all his old linguistics bookse1.

This analysis works by treating all of the post-verbal material as part of an underlying

small clause configuration (14a). The HNPS word order is achieved by moving the prepo-

sitional objectto Bill to the specifier of some higher phrase, YP in (14b). In this position,

to Bill will c-command and consequently linearly precede the in-situ direct object.

(14) a. [XP [DP all his old linguistics books] [X X◦ [PP to Bill ] ]].

b. John gave[YP [PP to Bill ]1 [Y Y◦

[XP [DP all his old linguistics books] [X X◦ e1 ] ]]]].
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2.1.2.3 Remnant Movement: Rochemont & Culicover 1997

Rochemont & Culicover (1997:294–296) entertain various versions of a remnant move-

ment analysis for HNPS. On these accounts, the HNPS word order is simulated via a series

of leftward movements involving the apparently rightward displaced DP and the resulting

remnant VP.4 The payoff to be had, despite the additional complexity, is that these analyses

capture the fact that the rightward shifted DP displays a number of properties we would

expect from a phrase that has undergone movement. This includes the ability to license

parasitic gaps (e.g. Engdahl 1983) and inability to subextract material from the DP in its

shifted position (i.e., Freezing Effects; Wexler & Culicover 1980). We will examine these

in more detail in the following sections.

The most straightforward execution presented by Rochemont& Culicover (1997:294,

(49)) would derive Kayne’s example by beginning with what isessentially a Larsonian VP-

shell as in (15a). The apparently displaced DP will first moveto the specifier of a head X◦

that dominates the VP (15b). The remnant VP then subsequently moves to the specifier of

another head that dominates XP (15c).

(15) a. John[YP [Y Y◦ [XP [X X◦

[VP [DP all his old linguistics books] [V gave[PP to Bill ] ]]]]]].

b. John[YP [Y Y◦ [XP [DP all his old linguistics books]1 [X X◦

[VP e1 [V gave[PP to Bill ] ]]]]]]

c. John[YP [VP e1 [V gave[PP to Bill ] ]]2

[Y Y◦ [XP [DP all . . . books]1 [X X◦ e2 ] ]]]]

4Williams (2003:35–36) argues against remnant movement analyses of HNPS, as well as movement anal-
yses more generally, based on the distribution of focus accent in HNPS configurations.
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Mimura (2009) and Wallenberg (2009:ch. 7) each provide a more detailed account

of HNPS along these lines. Both start by adopting the more articulated theory of the

left periphery that is offered by Rizzi (1997). This minimally provides both a focus-

dedicated and topic-dedicated position at the left edge of the clause. They take it to be

the case that the apparently rightward displaced DP receives a focused interpretation in that

it presents information that is not in the conversational background (e.g., Rochemont 1986,

Rochemont & Culicover 1990, Ward & Birner 1996). The initialmovement of the rele-

vant DP shown in (16a) will be to the specifier of a left peripheral focus position (FocP).

The remnant, which includes the surface position of the subject and the remainder of the

predicate, moves to the specifier of a higher topic position (TopP) as shown in (16b).

(16) a. [TopP [Top Top◦ [FocP [DP all his old linguistics books]1 [Foc Foc◦ . . .

[IP John[VP e1 gave to Bill ]] ]]]]

b. [TopP [IP John[VP e1 gave to Bill ]]2

[Top Top◦ [FocP[DP all . . . books]1 [Foc Foc◦ . . . e2 ]]]]

The result here is equivalent to the output of the derivationin (15) above, but it has the

benefit of encoding specific information-structural properties of the HNPS configuration.

2.2 Choosing a Direction with Parasitic Gaps

Choosing between leftward and rightward approaches on purely empirical grounds

has proven to be a difficult venture. Rochemont & Culicover (1997), Abels (2007), and

Abels & Neeleman (2012) have argued that it will always in principle be possible to simu-

late any observable rightward displacement configuration via one or more leftward move-

ments. As Abels & Neeleman (2012) discuss in detail, this is particularly true in the ab-

sence of (i) explicit constraints on the type of remnant movements we saw in section 2.1.2.3

and (ii) an explicit theory of the positions to which these movements take place.
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It is worth pointing out that, at present, both of these components are available to us.

Mimura (2009) and Wallenberg (2009) have provided a theory of the positions that the

relevant movements target. Additionally, more articulated theories of the constraints on

remnant movement have been made available in the literature(for a recent overview see

Grewendorf 2015). However, I am currently unaware of any analysis of HNPS that explic-

itly links these two parts of what would count as a complete theory of HNPS under remnant

movement. Given the particular goals of this thesis, I will leave it as a challenge to future

research to provide such a theory.

The approach we will take instead is to examine more closely the account that the above

analyses provide for rightward displacement and parasiticgap licensing. The empirical

domain of our investigation, therefore, will be constructions of the shape in (17).

(17) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(Engdahl 1983:12, (26))

Since Engdahl 1983 these structures have often been analyzed on par with more canoni-

cal parasitic gap constructions identified by Ross (1967) and discussed also by Taraldsen

(1981). Parasitic gap constructions are exemplified by structures like the one provided in

(18).

(18) Who1 did you offende1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately?

What makes parasitic gap structures interesting in their own right is that the gap posi-

tion, which I have labelled aspg, is co-indexed with a DP displaced from within a domain

that otherwise acts as an island for extraction (19).

(19) * Who1 did you offend my aunt[ by not recognizinge1 immediately]?

Also following Engdahl (1983), it is largely considered to be the case that what licenses

a parasitic gap is an instance of overtA-movement in the clause that is hosting the par-

asitic gap domain. We can demonstrate this by contrasting the example in (18) with the
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examples in (20) and (21). These examples respectively reveal that covertwh-movement

and quantifier raising do not license parasitic gaps.5 The example in (22) reveals that it

is A-movement in particular that licenses parasitic gaps as the instance of A-movement in

(22) fails to do so.6

(20) * Who offendedwhom1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately?

(21) You offended every salesman1 by not recognizing∗pg1/him1.

(22) * [His uncle]1 was offendede1 by John not recognizingpg1 immediately.

In what follows I will argue that leftward movement approaches do not provide a

straightforward account of the properties of parasitic gapconstructions. Showing that right-

ward movement approaches more naturally account for these structures, I will argue that

rightward movement approaches are to be preferred. Of course, it is debatable whether or

not examples like (17) represent true parasitic gap constructions. Williams (1990, 2003)

and Postal (1993, 1994) have argued that a Right Node Raising(RNR) analysis might be

more suitable for these types of constructions. This means that a natural recourse for left-

ward movement analyses is to assert that (17) is not a parasitic gap construction and will

not necessarily behave as such. In anticipation of this objection, I will argue in sections 2.3

and 2.4 that a RNR analysis cannot provide a viable alternative to all apparent instances of

rightward movement and parasitic gap licensing.

2.2.1 Stranding and Parasitic Gaps

The observation that parasitic gaps are licensed by movement is not straightforwardly

compatible with an analysis of HNPS which asserts that the supposedly rightward displaced

DP remains in-situ. Kayne (1994:73–74) concedes this pointand takes the course outlined

5While the generalization that covert movement does not license parasitic gap holds in simple cases like
(20) and (21), Nissenbaum (2000:ch. 3) argues that it is not entirely accurate. He provides evidence that
covertwh-movement can license a parasitic gap in the case that there are multiplewh-phrases undergoing
covert movement.

6See Culicover (2001) for an overview and discussion of the properties of parasitic gap constructions.
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above to suggest that examples of the shape in (15), which is provided again below, are

derived via RNR and sit outside the purview of analyses of parasitic gap licensing.

The strategy pursued by Larson (1989:sec. 4) is to provide a theory of parasitic gaps that

uncouples syntactic movement of the displaced DP and the licensing of the parasitic gap,

despite appearances. Larson (1989) adopts a null-operatoranalysis for the parasitic gap

domain (Contreras 1984, Chomsky 1986, Browning 1987) and proposes that the structure

in (23) as the underlying structure for (17).

(17) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(23) VP1

DP1

his favorite
uncle. . .

V
1

V
offended

AdjunctP

Op1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately

What appears to be HNPS deriving a parasitic gap instead involves an application of

V-Reanalysis to theV
1

in (23). It is not made clear precisely what the output ofV-

Reanalysis is. However, we can imagine that the resulting complex lexical item V1, perhaps

without the null-operator chain, is raised into the empty head position of a higher verbal

projectionVP2. The result is shown in (24).
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(24) VP2

Spec V
2

V1

offended by not recognizing immediately

VP1

DP1

his favorite
uncle. . .

e2

This analysis achieves the desired word order and does so without moving the appar-

ently rightward displaced DP. In section 3.3 of the following chapter, though, we will see

that it is more of a liability of the predicate raising analysis that the apparently displaced

DP remains in-situ. We will find that rightward displacementthat results in the licensing

of a parasitic gap has the ability to widen the scope of the displaced DP. This suggests that

the DP does undergo movement as part of deriving an HNPS configuration.

A second problem for this approach to rightward displacement and parasitic gaps is

identified by Nissenbaum (2000). The example in (25) suggests that it is possible for a

rightward displaced DP to have its base position in an embedded clause and license a par-

asitic gap in an adjunct that modifies the matrix clause.

(25) I claimed that I likede1 in order to get you to rentpg1 –

[DP that movie with Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn]1.

(Nissenbaum 2000:89, (3a))

The problem, as Nissenbaum (2000) discusses, is that the underlying representation that

Larson (1989) would need for (25) will have to generate in thematrix clause the DP that is

interpreted as the direct object of the embedded predicate.Only in this way is it possible

to create aV node with one undischargedΘ-role that excludes the displaced DP. This is
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the representation that we see in (26), which we do not expectto be interpretable. The

DP that movie. . . should be interpreted as the direct object of the embedded predicatelike.

Because it has been generated outside the embedded clause, it is not clear that this should

be possible without a stipulated mechanism to bridge the clausal span between the DP and

its selecting predicate.7

(26) VP

DP
that movie. . .

V

V

V
claimed

CP

that I liked

AdjunctP

in order to get you to rentpg1

Less dramatic examples involving Raising-to-Object predicates like (27) reveal that

Nissenbaum’s criticism will be a general issue for the predicate raising analysis. Argu-

ments selected by an embedded predicate that appear to the right of adjuncts modifying the

embedding predicate will require us to stipulate non-localselection in order to accommo-

date them.

(27) I expected Pam to have reade1 because I thought she’d enjoypg1 –

[DP her new book]1.

The structure that is required forV-Reanalysis to be possible in (27) is shown below in

(28). Again, we see that the displaced DP is required to be generated in a non-local position

7It has been argued recently by Saab (2015) that non-localΘ-role assignment is possible in particular
circumstances.
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relative to its selecting predicate. This is necessary for aV to be generated that has one

undischargedΘ-role as required by the formulation ofV Reanalysis in (11).

(28) VP

DP
her new book

V

V

V
expected

IP

Pam to have read

AdjunctP

because I thought she’d enjoypg1

This conceptual issue makes a predicate raising analysis implausible as the mechanism re-

sponsible for parasitic gap licensing by rightward displacement, and therefore as the anal-

ysis of rightward DP displacement generally.

2.2.2 Remnant Movement and Parasitic Gaps

It is presented as a virtue of remnant movement analyses by Rochemont & Culicover

(1997), Mimura (2009), and Wallenberg (2009, 2015) that they can account for the obser-

vation that parasitic gaps are licensed in HNPS configurations. Recall that these analyses

derive the rightward displacement of the shifted DP via leftward movements of the DP and

resulting remnant phrase. However, it is not made explicit in these or other works precisely

how we might expect the licensing of parasitic gaps to work. Let us consider, then, what

such an analysis might look like.

First, we know that overtA-movement of the DP is supposed to be involved in the

presence of the parasitic gap. But it is not simply the case that any application of overtA-

movement will license a parasitic gap. Witness in (29a) thatwh-movement to the embedded

CP is not sufficient for licensing a parasitic gap in an adjunct clause modifying the matrix
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predicate. As shown in (29b), the licensing movement must beto the same clause that

contains the parasitic gap domain.

(29) a. * They2 knew[CP who1 Sam invitede1 ] PRO2 after talking topg1.

b. Who1 did they2 think [CP Sam invitede1 ] PRO2 after talking topg1?

I interpret this contrast as evidence that it is crucially movement to a position that c-

commands the parasitic gap domain that will license the parasitic gap.

Abstracting away from exactly which positions serve as the loci of the movement op-

erations, we could imagine that the step in the derivation that licenses the parasitic gap in

(17), which I provide one more time, produces the representation in (30). To ensure that the

c-command relationship between the licensor and the parasitic gap domain is established,

the direct object has moved to some YP that c-commands the XP.

(17) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(30) YP

DP1

his favorite
uncle. . .

XP

AdjunctP

by not recognizingpg1 immediately

VP

offendede1

Of course, on the assertion that c-command translates into linear precedence—an as-

sertion that crucially motivates a remnant movement analysis—both the AdjunctP and the
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VP will necessarily undergo additional leftward movement operations. This will produce a

representation along the lines of (31).

(31) WP

VP3

offendede1

ZP

AdjunctP2

by not recognizingpg1 immediately

YP

DP1

his favorite
uncle. . .

XP

e2 e3

This tree is the result of first moving the AdjunctP to some ZP that c-commands the

phrase YP containing the shifted DP followed by movement of the VP to some WP that

c-commands the ZP containing the derived position of the AdjunctP.

While the linear order of the VP, AdjunctP, and the displacedDP is correct, we find

that this representation and its derivation are problematic once we consider examples like

those in (32). These examples are HNPS configurations that also have an initial clausal

adjunct. As the contrast reveals, a parasitic gap is not licensed in a clausal adjunct that

appears clause initially.

(32) a. By not recognizing him immediately

John offendede1 this afternoon[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. * By not recognizingpg1 immediately

John offendede1 this afternoon[DP his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.
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Let us assume for the sake of argumentation that it is possible for clausal adjuncts to un-

dergo movement. In this case we are learning two particular things from the contrast in

(32). First, not only must the movement of the parasitic gap licensor be to a position

that c-commands the parasitic gap domain, but the parasiticgap licensor must be in a c-

commanding position in the surface representation. We are also learning from the example

in (32b) that it is not possible to reconstruct a clausal adjunct for the purpose of licensing a

parasitic gap.

Looking back now to the representation in (31) we find that theparasitic gap licensor

is not in a position where it c-commands the parasitic gap domain and nor could it be. If it

were, it would incorrectly be linearized to the left of the parasitic gap given the assertions

of an Antisymmetric syntax. Moreover, we know that covert movement is not an option

for satisfying the c-command constraint illustrated by (32) because covert movement does

not license parasitic gaps. The last resort, then, is to suggest that the parasitic gap can

be licensed by interpreting the parasitic gap domain in its base-position in the scope of the

parasitic gap licensor. But, again, based on the examples in(32), we have no reason to think

that this provides a means for licensing a parasitic gap. This requirement for movement

and subsequent reconstruction of the parasitic gap domain casts doubt on the ability of this

analysis to account for parasitic gap constructions involving rightward displacement.8 This,

I suggest, makes a remnant movement account to the rightwarddisplacement phenomenon

undesirable.

8This presents only one way in which a remnant movement analysis could generate the intended word
order. However, any remnant movement derivation assuming an Antisymmetric syntax will suffer from the
issues described here. The parasitic gap domain can only proceed the rightward displaced DP if, at some
point, it moves to a position c-commanding the rightward displaced DP. The parasitic gap, therefore, can
never be c-commanded by its licensor at the appropriate level of representation. For the sake of exposition, I
will leave this for the reader to confirm.
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2.2.3 Rightward Movement and Parasitic Gaps

In the previous subsections, we saw some issues faced by leftward movement ap-

proaches with respect to parasitic gap constructions that involve rightward displacement.

The stranding analysis from Kayne (1994) and the predicate raising analysis from Larson

(1988, 1989) both fail to capture the fact that the licensingof a parasitic gap correlates

strongly with the application ofA-movement. This is a property of parasitic gaps that

fits in naturally with rightward movement approaches to HNPS. Recall that for Engdahl

(1983) the instance of rightward displacement we see in (33)is an instance of rightward

A-movement.

(33) John offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately

[his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

The predicate raising analysis also suffered from Nissenbaum’s (2000) observation that

rightward displacement of the arguments of embedded predicates require stipulating a non-

local relationship between the argument and its selecting predicate. A rightward movement

approach does not entirely overcome this issue. It may not have escaped the reader’s atten-

tion that the example in (23), which I have provided below, isexceptional from the point of

view of the usual locality constraints on rightward movement. We know from the discus-

sion in section 2.1.1 that rightward displacement appears to be a clause-bounded operation.

Therefore, it will be necessary on a rightward movement approach to stipulate for the time

being that rightward movement can escape its containing clause, contra the Right Roof

Constraint, at least under certain circumstances.

(23) I claimed that I likede1 in order to get you to rentpg1 –

[DP that movie with Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn]1.

In the next chapter I will argue that it is precisely when there is a parasitic gap that we get

the type of exceptional rightward movement illustrated in (23). Therefore, what appears to
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be a stipulation at this point will become a principled exception to the locality constraints

on rightward displacement.

Remnant movement approaches were argued to suffer from a need to move a para-

sitic gap domain for the purpose of linearization but interpret a lower copy to satisfy a

c-command constraint on parasitic gap licensing. It turns out that this will also be an issue

for the predicate raising analysis. The parasitic gap domain contained in the reanalyzedV

must somehow be interpreted in a position where it is c-commanded by the licensor of the

parasitic gap.

This is an issue that we avoid on the rightward movement approach. Consider the

representation in (34) that we derive given the option of right adjunction. (I will remain

vague for the time being concerning the identity of the phrase I have labelled as XP.)

(34) XP

XP

XP

X◦ VP

V◦

offended
e1

AdjunctP

by not recognizingpg1 immediately

DP1

his favorite
uncle. . .

In this representation we haveA-moved the DP and right adjoined it to the verbal spine. By

allowing the phrase marker to be linearized as shown, we produce the intended word order

of the VP, the AdjunctP, and the displaced DP. In addition, because the parasitic domain

remains in-situ, we straightforwardly capture the observations above that the parasitic gap

licensor c-commands the parasitic gap domain at the surfacerepresentation and reconstruc-

tion of the parasitic gap domain becomes a non-issue.
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It is largely on the basis of parasitic gap licensing that I will promote a rightward move-

ment approach to HNPS configurations. However, as I have already noted above, the re-

course available for proponents of leftward movement analyses is to assert that apparent

parasitic gaps induced by rightward movement are instead the product of the same mecha-

nism that is responsible for deriving RNR constructions. The availability of this alternative

all but removes the teeth of the objections presented above.A failure to derive parasitic

gap constructions is not problematic if there are no parasitic gap constructions induced by

rightward displacement. In the following section I will argue that RNR cannot be consid-

ered a viable alternative to every apparent instance of rightward movement and parasitic

gap licensing. In this way, I try to reinforce the bite of the argumentation that has been

presented so far.

2.3 Rightward DP-Movement Licenses Parasitic Gaps

Parasitic gap constructions form part of a larger set of displacement constructions that

we can refer to asdependent gap structures, whose defining property is that the presence

of at least one of the gap sites is dependent on the presence ofanother gap site. Among the

members of this class are the now familiar rightward displacement constructions shown in

(35) and (36). I will distinguish these structures respectively ascoordinate gapstructures

andadjunct gapstructures.9

9Also among the class of dependent gap structures are leftward displacement phenomena such as so-called
Across-the-Board extractions (i) and parasitic gap constructions induced by leftward movement (ii), both of
which were originally discussed by Ross (1967).

(i) [Whose uncle]1 did you seee1 and not immediately recognizee1?

(ii) [Whose uncle]1 did you offende1 by not immediately recognizingpg1?

I will return to these structures briefly in the summary of this chapter. See Postal (1993) for a comparative ex-
amination of these particular dependent gap structures andHornstein & Nunes (2002) for a proposed account
of their differences.
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(35) Coordinate gap structure

a. You sawe1 and immediately recognizede1 – [my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. [[Con j . . . e1 . . . ] and[Con j . . . e1 . . . ]] – XP1

(36) Adjunct gap structure

a. You offendede1 by not immediately recognizinge1 –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. [Matrix . . . e1 . . . [Ad junct . . . e1 . . . ]] – XP1

The mechanism standardly taken to be responsible for the derivation of coordinate

gap structures was originally discussed by Ross (1967) and has gone by the name Right

Node Raising since Postal 1974. Various mechanisms have been proposed for the deriva-

tion of RNR including backward deletion/ellipsis (Ross 1970, Wexler & Culicover 1980,

Hartmann 2000, Abels 2004, Bošković 2004, Ha 2008), Across-the-Board extraction (Maling

1972, Bresnan 1974, Postal 1974, 1998, Sabbagh 2007), and multidomination (McCawley

1982, Blevins 1990, Phillips 1996, Wilder 1999, Johnson 2007, Bachrach & Katzir 2009).10

Since Engdahl (1983) it has been common to analyze adjunct gap structures as the

product of the same mechanism responsible for parasitic gaplicensing (PG-licensing) of

the type we are familiar with from examples such as (37). Typical analyses for PG-licensing

include Across-the-Board extraction (Ross 1967, Williams1990, Munn 1992), treating

the parasitic gap as a bound null-pronominal (Kayne 1983, Cinque 1990, Frampton 1990,

Postal 1993), and null-operator analyses (Contreras 1984,Chomsky 1986, Browning 1987,

Nissenbaum 2000). Other analyses have been proposed as wellincluding multidomination

(Kasai 2010) and sideward movement (Nunes 2001, 2004).11

(37) [Whose uncle]1 did you offende1 by not immediately recognizingpg1?

10For the purposes of the present argument, I will mostly set aside the issue of which mechanism (or
mechanisms; see Barros & Vicente 2011 but cf. Larson 2012) are or are not behind RNR.

11See Culicover (2001) for an extensive review and discussionof the properties of parasitic gaps and
analyses for them.
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Importantly, what has often been taken to be true is that unique mechanisms are respon-

sible for each of (35) and (36).12 Postal (1994) challenges this idea directly by arguing

that adjunct gap structures are in fact the product of the same RNR operation that derives

coordinate gap structures.

With a focus on data involving rightward DP-movement past a clausal adjunct with a

dependent gap, I will argue against Postal’s (1994) conclusion. In section 2.3.1 we will

review the evidence and argumentation in Postal 1994. We will see that the strongest

conclusion that can be reached from the available evidence is that RNRcanbe employed

to derive adjunct gap structures, but not that itmustderive adjunct gap structures. Section

2.3.2 provides evidence to support this contention. We willsee that there are instances

where adjunct gap and coordinate gap structures display distinct behavior with respect

to properties of RNR. The results of these two sections together reveal that there are at

least two mechanisms that can potentially derive adjunct gap structures. Based on the

discussion to follow, I will suggest that, in addition to RNR, PG-licensing by HNPS can

also be employed to derive adjunct gap structures (Engdahl 1983, Nissenbaum 2000).

2.3.1 On Pseudoparasitic Gaps: Postal 1994

Postal (1994:sec. 2) observes that there are a number of restrictions on the distribution

of parasitic gaps (PGs) in leftward movement configurationsthat fail to constrain the known

RNR induced gaps in coordinate gap structures. These properties are summarized in Table

2.1, which is adapted from Postal 1994:92.

12Notable exceptions include attempts to provide a pure Across-the-Board extraction analysis to both ad-
junct gap and coordinate gap structures by Pesetsky (1982),Huybregts & van Riemsdijk (1985), Haı̈k (1985)
and Williams (1990) or a null-operator analysis to both adjunct gap and coordinate gap structures Munn
(1992). However, see Postal 1993 for extensive argumentation against such unified analyses.
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PGs RNR
Subject to categorial restrictions (sec. 2.3.1.1) yes no
Subject to the Island Condition (sec. 2.3.1.2) yes no
Subject to the Pronominal Condition (sec. 2.3.1.3) yes no
Subject to the Passivizability Condition (sec. 2.3.1.4) yes no
Subject to the Predicate Nominal Condition (sec. 2.3.1.5) yes no

Table 2.1. Properties of dependent gap structures

Postal (1994:sec. 4.2) then investigates whether adjunct gap structures pattern with RNR

induced gaps in coordinate gap structures or parasitic gaps. Observing that adjunct gap

structures pattern with RNR gaps with respect to the properties in Table 2.1, Postal con-

cludes that the adjunct gap structures under investigationinvolve RNR and concludes fur-

ther that all adjunct gap structures are derived via RNR (Postal 1994:80, 96, 111).

The arguments are consistent with the local conclusions Postal reaches that the depen-

dent gap constructions under consideration do not represent parasitic gap constructions.

However, as Postal (1994:fn. 32) notes, the larger conclusion that all dependent gap con-

structions involve RNR is not entailed by the evidence presented. It can only be concluded

that it is possible for RNR to generate adjunct gap structures. The following subsections

will briefly examine the properties in Table 2.1 before summarizing the results.

2.3.1.1 Categorial Restrictions

Based on parasitic gap research by Emonds (1985),É. Kiss (1985), Koster (1987),

Cinque (1990), Frampton (1990), and Postal (1993), the following conditions on parasitic

gaps and their antecedents are established in Postal 1994.

(38) PG=NP

A [parasitic gap] is an NP.

(Postal 1994:82, (61))
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(39) PG-licensing Restriction (PLR)

The “licensing” category (the extractee from the position of the true gap) of a

[parasitic gap] is an NP.

(Postal 1994:82, (63))

These conditions amount to the statement that both the parasitic gap and the element it

is co-indexed with are necessarily of the category NP (or DP within the framework of this

thesis following Abney (1987) among others). This is illustrated in (40) while the examples

in (41) each show respectively that, in the case of leftward movements known to license

parasitic gaps, the displacement of a PP, AP, and VP fails to permit an additional gap.13

(40) [DP Whose uncle]1 did you offende1 by not recognizingpg1?

(41) a. * That is the woman[PP to whom]1 I gave my numbere1 without talkingpg1.

b. * [AP How tired]1 did Kim becomee1 because the hike made herpg1?

c. * It was [VP riding a bike]1 that Sam hatede1 after he triedpg1.

The examples below in (42) demonstrate that coordinate gap structures, unlike parasitic

gap constructions, are compatible with categories other than NP/DP.

13Postal (1994:64) notes that similar facts have been observed by Chomsky (1982), Pesetsky (1982), and
Emonds (1985).
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(42) a. It appeared to the first officere1 but did not appear to the second officere1 –

[CP that the suspect was intoxicated]1.

b. They tried to speake1 in person but ended up only writinge1 (letters) –

[PP to the official in charge of frankfurters]1.

c. No one asserted that Bobe1 or denied that Frede1 –

[VP had consumed more beer than was wise]1.

d. Marsha claimed she had long beene1

but certainly did not appear to me to bee1 – [AP over 5 feet tall]1.

e. He might learn whene1 and she might learn wheree1 –

[IP the victims will be buried]1.

(Postal 1994:101)

Consider now the following examples, which are also adaptedfrom Postal 1994:101.

These show that adjunct gap structures, like coordinate gapstructures, are compatible with

categories other than NP/DP. Based on the parallelism between the examples in (40) and

(41), Postal (1994) concludes that the examples in (43) are not derived via the mechanism

responsible for PG-licensing, but by RNR.

(43) a. Helga mentioned the first probleme1

without mentioning the second probleme1 –

[PP to the professor who taught her Greek]1.

b. Helga didn’t know he coulde1 before realizing he shoulde1 –

[VP help elderly tuberculosis victims]1.

c. Helga was determined to becomee1

even after being told she could never bee1 – [AP extremely muscular]1.

d. Helga learned whene1 before learning wheree1 –

[IP the accident had occurred]1.

(Postal 1994:101, (124))
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2.3.1.2 The Island Condition

It was first noted by Kayne (1983) that a parasitic gap cannot be contained inside an

island that is contained inside of the parasitic domain. This is illustrated by the examples in

(44), which show that a parasitic gap cannot be embedded inside of a relative clause island

(44a), a wh-island (44b), or an adjunct island (44c).

(44) a. *[Which sandwich]1 wouldn’t Sam eate1

[after meeting the man[who makespg1]]?

b. * This is the sandwich[which]1 Sam won’t eate1

[because he knows[who makespg1]]?

c. * It was Tim [who]1 Pam hirede1

[because the committee couldn’t make a decision[after interviewingpg1]]?

These facts can be captured by the following statement:

(45) The Island Condition

A [parasitic gap] “licensed” by a gap G cannot occur internalto an islandΣ not

containing G unlessΣ is coextensive with the entire parasitic domain.

(Postal 1994:82, (59))

Coordinate-gap structures, on the other hand, were observed by Wexler & Culicover

(1980:299–303) to not display the full range of island constraints that are found with famil-

iar instances of leftward movement.14 The following example is adapted from Wexler &

Culicover 1980:301 and shows that the gap in the second conjunct can be embedded inside

of a relative clause island.

14This assumes that the requirement for RNR material to be rightmost in each conjunct (theRight Edge
Restriction; Postal 1974, Wilder 1997b, 1999, Hartmann 2000, Bachrach &Katzir 2009) is satisfied. It has
been argued that this requirement can also be satisfied by an application of rightward movement (Wilder
1997b, 1999, Sabbagh 2007, Kluck & de Vries 2013). The acceptability of (48), for example, is assumed to
involve rightward displacement of the type shown to be possible in (i) below.

(i) They were supportinge1 at that time –[his favorite uncle from Cleveland].

I will return to the role of this constraint for dependent gapstructures in section 2.3.2.3.
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(46) Mary buyse1 and Bill knows[a man[who sellse1]] – [pictures of Fred]1.

The additional examples below show that coordinate gap structures also allow for a gap to

be embedded in a wh-island (47a) or an adjunct island (47b) inthe second conjunct.

(47) a. Tim wants to meete1 and Pam knows[who invitede1] –

[the new deli owner]1.

b. Kim still eatse1 but Sam left[immediately after tryinge1] –

[the new potato salad]1.

Postal 1994 provides the example in (48) to illustrate the point that adjunct gap struc-

tures also do not display the full range of island constraints found with leftward movement.

This example in particular shows that the second gap in an adjunct gap structure can be em-

bedded inside of a relative clause island. The additional examples in (49) illustrate further

that adjunct gap structures pattern with the coordinate gapstructures in generally allowing

what should otherwise be a violation of a wh-island (49a) andan adjunct island (49b).

(48) John offendede1

by not recognizing the people[who were supportinge1 at that time] –

[his favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(Postal 1994:88)

(49) a. Tim was able to meete1 because Pam knows[who invitede1] –

[the new deli owner]1.

b. Kim still atee1 [even though Sam left after tryinge1] –

[the new potato salad]1.

Based on these observations, Postal (1994) suggests that the adjunct gap structures

here, like coordinate gap structures, must be the result of RNR. Given that the distribution

of parasitic gaps is otherwise clearly more restricted, this seems to indeed be true.
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2.3.1.3 The Pronominal Condition

Postal (1993), expanding on a suggestion by Cinque (1990), motivates the following

constraint on the distribution of parasitic gaps.15

(50) Pronominal Condition

[Parasitic gaps] cannot occur in positions incompatible with definite pronouns.

(Postal 1994:82, (64))

Postal (1994:83) provides examples to show that both pronouns and parasitic gaps are

blocked from so-called “name” positions (51), from the associate position of existential-

thereconstructions (52), and from the argument position of inalienable possession PPs (53),

all of which also disallow pronouns.

(51) a. He named his camel [Ernie/*it].

b. * [What]1 did he name his doge1 after naming his camelpg1?

(Postal 1994:83, (65))

(52) a. There are [guns/*them] in the cabinet.

b. * [What]1 did he look fore1 in the closet

without knowing there werepg1 on the table?16

(Postal 1994:83, (66))

15Postal (1993:744–745, 1994:fn. 22) notes that this constraint should be weakened to reference only overt
pronouns.

16Kyle Johnson (p.c.) notes that this example can be made more acceptable if the extraction gap and the
parasitic gap are both in the associate position of expletive-there(i).

(i) [What]1 is theree1 in the cabinet because there shouldn’t bepg1 in the closet?
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(53) a. They touched him on [the arm/*it].

b. * [Which arm]1 did they have to immobilizee1

after accidentally touching him onpg1.17

(Postal 1994:83, (67))

Falling in line with the pattern being established are the following coordinate gap struc-

tures in (54). These examples, adapted from Postal 1994:102, suggest that RNR is not

subject to the Pronominal Condition.

(54) a. They might have named their doge1 and certainly named their camele1 –

[something quite unusual]1.

b. There might bee1 in the first drawer

and there certainly aree1 in the second drawer –

[the sort of magazines you are looking for]1.

(Postal 1994:102, (125))

The examples in (55) and (56) show that adjunct gap structures, like RNR constructions,

are not subject to the Pronominal Condition. The conclusion, therefore, is that they must

be derived via RNR and not PG-licensing.

17An anonymous reviewer forLinguistic Inquiryreports that they do not judge example (53b) as ungram-
matical. As they note, this could mean that (55c) and (56c) are not relevant data for evaluating the behavior
of adjunct gap structures. An informal judgment study including 5 linguists showed responses that covered
the range of “pretty good” to “double question mark” to “rule[d] out”. This appears, then, to potentially be
an area of variation and a more systematic investigation will be necessary to understand the facts.
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(55) a. She named her youngest doge1 after naming her oldest camele1 –

[exactly what she was told to name them]1.

b. He looked fore1 in the closet without knowing there weree1 on the table –

[the kind of magazines you were told to hide]1.18

c. They had to immobilizee1 for several weeks

after the nurse had unintentionally touched him one1 –

[the arm he hurt while skiing]1.

(Postal 1994:88, (86))

(56) a. Albert might have cruelly nicknamed one studente1

without nicknaming the othere1 – [either Birdbrain or Airhead]1.

b. There can existe1 in one department without existinge1 in another –

[the sort of hostile atmosphere that prevents serious work]1.

c. They might have had to bandagee1

after touching him one1 quite accidentally –

[the only arm he could still use]1.

(Postal 1994:102, (127))

It is not entirely clear what is behind the Pronominal Condition in (50). Postal (1993:744)

notes that it is not due to a general ban on extraction out of such positions. Instead, it seems

to be a particular restriction on whatever it is that parasitic gaps are. In fact, Postal (1993)

takes the Pronominal Condition as evidence that parasitic gaps are pronouns. Regardless,

the facts above suggest that the examples in (55) and (56) arederived via RNR, just as

Postal (1994) claims.

18A derivation for this structure of the type proposed by Engdahl (1983) in which HNPS licenses the gap
in the adjunct clause would be independently ruled out by theinability of HNPS to strand a preposition. See
section 2.3.1.6.
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2.3.1.4 The Passivizabilty Condition

Postal (1990, 1993) argues for the following condition on the distribution of parasitic

gaps.

(57) The Passivizability Condition

If an NP alternates with a [parasitic gap], then [that] NP must not be inherently

unpassivizable.

(Postal 1994:83, (68))

This captures Postal’s claim that environments that are incompatible with the passivization

of some NP also strongly resist the presence of a parasitic gap in the position of that NP.

The following examples from Postal 1994:84 illustrate.

(58) a. Jerome spoke (in) Serbian to the Turks.

b. Serbian should not be spoken (*in) to Turks.

c. [Which language]1 did he sneer ate1

shortly after speaking (*in)pg1 for two hours?

(Postal 1994:84, (69))

(59) a. Trolls died/frolicked under that bridge.

b. That bridge has been *died/frolicked under for years by trolls.

c. [Which bridge]1 did they destroye1

after trolls began to *die/frolic underpg1?

(Postal 1994:84, (70))

(60) a. I watched Barbara faint.

b. * Barbara was watched faint.

c. * [Which dancer]1 did they want to operate one1 after watchingpg1 faint?

(Postal 1994:84, (71))

Turning to the examples in (61), which have been adapted fromPostal 1994:102, we see

that coordinate gap structures are not subject to the Passivizability Condition. However, the
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examples in (62) from Postal 1994:103 show again that adjunct gap structures pattern with

coordinate gap structures in not showing the same sensitivity to the distributional properties

of parasitic gaps.

(61) a. Engineers may speak ine1 and scientists certainly can speak ine1 –

[a variety of Western languages]1.

b. Large trolls may die undere1 and small trolls certainly do die undere1 –

[the bridge which they built last year]1.

(Postal 1994:102, (128))

(62) a. Such a student may never be permitted to speak (in)e1

even after repeatedly asking to be permitted to speak (in)e1 –

[that extremely demanding language]1.

b. One can prove that large trolls are likely to die undere1

without thereby proving that small trolls will die undere1 –

[the sort of bridge you are talking about]1.

(Postal 1994:103, (130))

The extent to which the judgments that are presented to support the Passivizability Con-

dition are generalizable is unclear. My intuitions and those of an anonymous reviewer for

Linguistic Inquiryare that thedie variant of (59c) and (60c) are acceptable. Thein variant

of the example in (58c) I judge to be ungrammatical, but (63) shows that this sentence is

covered by the Pronominal Condition, as Postal (1993:fn. 10) also points out.19

(63) Jerome can speak (in) Serbian, although he doesn’t liketo speak (*in) it.

19The example in (58c) could also potentially be ruled as an inability to extract from the complement
position ofin in this construction.

(i) * [Which languages]1 does Jerome speak ine1?
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Moreover, it is true of the anti-pronominal contexts in (51)and (53) that they are also

unpassivizable.20 This is shown in the following examples.

(64) * [Ernie]1 was named his camele1.

(65) * [The arm]1 was touched him one1.

It is not clear, therefore, that the Passivizability Condition is a constraint that is separate

from the Pronominal Condition.

An informal judgment study including 4 participants did little to clarify the situation.

One participant accepted each of (58c), (59c), and (60c) while another rejected each of

them. The remaining two participants rejected (59c) while at least marginally accepting

(58c) and (60c). It would seem, then, that further and more systematic experimental work

will be required here. Regardless of the results, it does notaffect the argument being made

here to grant that this condition exists and that the judgments presented by Postal (1993,

1994) hold. The examples in (61) and (62) would still suggestthat RNR is a possible way

of deriving adjunct gap structures.

2.3.1.5 The Predicate Nominal Condition

The last of Postal’s (1994) conditions on the distribution of parasitic gaps and their

licensing element is found in (66). Postal 1994:84–85 provides the examples in (67) and

(68) as illustrations.

(66) The Predicate Nominal Condition

Neither a parasitic gap nor its “licensing” category can be apredicate nominal.

(Postal 1994:84, (72))

20Without a verb there is no passive correlate for the example in (52).
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(67) a. They turned into derelicts.

b. [What kind of derelicts]1 did they turn intoe1?

c. * [What kind of derelicts]1 did they analyzee1

after their children turned intopg1?

d. * [What kind of derelicts]1 did they turn intoe1

after their children analyzedpg1?

(Postal 1994:84, (73))

(68) a. Slaves make good cannibal snacks.

b. [What kind of cannibal snacks]1 did those slaves makee1?

c. * [What kind of cannibal snacks]1 did the cannibal look fore

after hearing that young slaves madepg1?

d. * [What kind of derelicts]1 were all those slaves who discussede1

expected to makepg1?21

(Postal 1994:84–85, (74))

Providing the examples in (69), Postal (1994:103) shows that the displacement opera-

tion in coordinate gap structures is not subject to this condition.

(69) a. Melvin may have becomee1 and Jerome certainly did becomee1 –

[a highly competent linguist]1.

b. She wanted to turn intoe1 and did turn intoe1 – [a ruthless executive]1.

(Postal 1994:103, (131))

The examples adapted from Postal (1994:88–89) in (70) are intended to show that adjunct

gap structures, too, are not subject to the Predicate Nominal Condition.

21This example is ruled out independently as a violation of thesubject island constraint and relative clause
island constraint in the case that extraction is from the first gap. In the case that extraction is from the second
gap, the parasitic gap inside the subject should sill incur aviolation of the relative clause island constraint.
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(70) a. They only determined to analyzee1

right after their children turned intoe1 –

[the sort of derelicts who cause such problems in our cities]1.

b. They ended up turning intoe1 not long after their children analyzede1 –

[the sort of derelicts who cause such problems in our cities]1.

c. The cannibal only decided to consumee1

after hearing from you that certain slaves madee1 –

[just that sort of high protein cannibal snack]1.

d. Those slaves [ended] up makinge1

even though it had been denied that they ever would makee1 –

[just that sort of high protein cannibal snack]1.

(Postal 1994:88–89, (88))

Again, the nature of the Predicate Nominal Condition is not entirely clear at this time.

Examples (67b) and (68b) show that it is not a ban on extraction. Whatever the source of

this condition might be, the acceptability of the examples in (70), in conjunction with the

behavior of coordinate gap structures in (69), suggest thatRNR is able to target adjunct gap

structures.
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2.3.1.6 Preposition Stranding

In section 4.4 of Postal 1994, some additional facts relatedto observations made by

Williams (1990) are discussed.22 Most relevant for our purposes is the contrast in (71),

which originally appeared in Williams 1990:267, but is adapted here from Postal 1994:104.

(71) a. * I talked toe1 yesterday –[all the members who voted against Hinkly]1.

b. I talked toe1 without actually meetingpg1 –

[all the members who voted against Hinkly]1.

(Postal 1994:104, (135))

This contrast is interesting for the observation in Ross 1967 that Heavy-NP Shift in (71a)

resists preposition stranding. However, as (71b) illustrates, the adjunct gap structures of

interest do not show the same resistance to preposition stranding. The argument, then, is

that we should expect to observe a resistance to prepositionstranding if (71b) employs

HNPS. Sine this expectation is not realized, it does not appear that (71b) is derived with an

application of HNPS.

Ross (1967) also noted that coordinate gap structures involving RNR do not show this

same resistance to preposition stranding (72).

22The second half of section 4.4 of Postal 1994 is an argument against an Across-the-Board (ATB) ex-
traction analysis of parasitic gaps. Because it is not immediately relevant to the points being made here, I
will not include it in the present discussion. An argument presented there that is worth briefly mentioning,
however, is based on the following contrast from Williams (1990:267), which has been adapted here from
Postal 1994:105.

(i) a. I mete1 yesterday without really having the chance to talk topg1 – [all your friends]1.

b. I mete1 yesterday –[all your friends]1 without really having the chance to talk to them1/* pg1.
(Postal 1994:105, (137))

Williams (1990) takes these examples to show that ATB extraction and not Heavy-NP Shift licenses parasitic
gaps. It is not made clear in Williams 1990 which theory of PG-licensing or RNR would be expected to permit
such examples. Potentially a series of leftward movements as in Larson 1989, Kayne 1994, or Rochemont
& Culicover 1997 would be expected to derive examples like (ib.). Regardless, as Postal 1994:105 argues,
the parasitic gap variant of (ib) violates the “invariant property” of RNR that the displaced constituent must
appear to the right of both gaps. For proponents of a PG-licensing analysis, the exact same thing can be
said. It is simply a fact of PG-licensing that the displaced element must appear to either the left or right of
both gaps. See Nissenbaum 2000:ch. 2 for a discussion and an account of such facts. I will return to these
structures briefly in section 3.6.1 of chapter 3.
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(72) I talked toe1 but Kim dined withe1 – [all the members who voted for Hinkly]1.

For Williams (1990, 1995:156) and Postal (1994), this observation suggests that adjunct

gap structures, too, are derived via RNR. This is as opposed particularly to a mechanism

that employs HNPS.23

2.3.1.7 Interim Summary

At the beginning of this section, we asked whether any two linear strings schematized

as below are always derived via RNR or if some other derivational mechanism, like PG-

licensing, could be available for the adjunct gap structures.

(73) Coordinate-gap structure

[[Con j . . . e1 . . . ] and[Con j . . . e1 . . . ]] – XP1

(74) Adjunct-gap structure

[Matrix . . . e1 . . . [Ad junct . . . e1 . . . ]] – XP1

The data included in Postal 1994, which was reviewed in the preceding subsections does

not provide the type of evidence necessary to confidently make any claims in this regard.

From the discussion of the properties included in Table 2.1,what has been demonstrated

is that RNR can apparently be employed to derive adjunct gap structures like (74), partic-

23The resistance that HNPS displays with regard to preposition stranding is interesting for the fact that
leftward movement in English is well-known to permit preposition stranding (i).

(i) Who1 did you talk[PP to e1 ] yesterday?

This is a particularly salient difference between leftwardand rightward movement that is left unaccounted
for in this thesis. At present, I cannot offer any particularly revealing insights about why such a difference
should exist beyond what one might find in Drummond et al. 2010and the references provided there.

However, Rajesh Bhatt (p.c.) pointed out interesting examples like those in (ii), which I and the native
speakers I have consulted judge to be acceptable.

(ii) I stood neare1 after givingpg1 a present –[my best friend from college]1.

In light of the discussion below in section 2.3.2.3 and section 2.4, one might conclude from this example
that preposition stranding is possible in the case that it results in the binding of a parasitic gap. Looking
ahead even further to chapter 3, if preposition stranding ispossible in the context of rightward movement
particularly when this movement licenses a parasitic gap, there is reason to think that the general inability
of rightward movement to strand a preposition is a symptom ofthe locality conditions on HNPS. That being
said, the caveats proffered in section 2.5 of this chapter apply here as well.
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ularly when a PG-licensing derivation is somehow precluded. The evidence necessary to

make the conclusion that adjunct gap structures must be derived via RNR would be either

that parasitic gaps never appear in adjunct gap structures or that RNR is the only available

mechanism in the derivation of adjunct structures. In the absence of this (or some other

equally sufficient) evidence, then the intended conclusionis not entailed. The following

section will validate this contention by providing evidence that the configuration in (74)

can be derived by a strategy other than RNR.

2.3.2 Parasitic Gap Licensing, Not Right Node Raising

Three different arguments are provided in this section thatdemonstrate the distinct

behavior of coordinate gap structures and adjunct gap structures. The first in section 2.3.2.1

is a syntactic argument based on derived island effects discussed in Wexler & Culicover

1980. Section 2.3.2.2 provides a semantic argument regarding the possible readings of the

relational adjectivesdifferentandagainbased on observations by Jackendoff (1977) about

RNR. And, finally, the third argument in section 2.3.2.3 is phonological in nature showing

differing requirements on order preservation (e.g., Wilder 1995).

Assuming that the facts and the interpretation of them presented here are correct, they

require us to reject the hypothesis that adjunct gap structures and coordinate gap structures

are categorically derived via a single mechanism. It must beconcluded that it is in principle

possible for adjunct gap structures to be derived via a mechanism other than RNR.

2.3.2.1 Derived-Island Effects

Wexler & Culicover (1980:278) observed that a DP that has undergone HNPS becomes

a derived island. They attribute this to the claim that the DPhas undergone movement

and, as a result, is subject to their Freezing Principle, which makes it inaccessible for

subextraction. This is illustrated by the contrast below. While subextraction is acceptable

out of the direct object when it is in-situ (75a), subextraction becomes unacceptable once

it is displaced rightward as in (75b).
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(75) a. Who1 did Sam steal an autographed picture ofe1 yesterday?

b. * Who2 did Sam steale1 yesterday –[an autographed picture ofe2]1?

Recall from the discussion in section 2.3.1.2 that RNR constructions have been ob-

served to not display the full range of island constraints that are found with familiar in-

stances of leftward movement (Wexler & Culicover 1980). Thederived island effect illus-

trated above is another one of the island constraints that RNR is able to violate (Wexler & Culicover

1980:299–300).24 In (76), even with the rightward displacement of the direct object, subex-

traction out of it is still possible.

(76) Who2 did Kim steale1 and Pam buye1 – [an autographed picture ofe2]1?

Interestingly, adjunct gap structures pattern with HNPS and not RNR with respect to

the derived island constraint. The relevant contrast is between (76) and (77) below.25 The

examples in (78) and (79) serve to show that this is a general pattern.

(77) * Who2 did Kim steale1 because she couldn’t afforde1 –

[an autographed picture ofe2]1?

(78) * Who2 did Pam develope1 in order to displaye1 –

[an embarrassing picture ofe2]1?

(79) * Who2 did Tim burne1 after findinge1 – [an incriminating picture ofe2]1?

24See Bachrach & Katzir (2009) for a discussion and an account of the variability of derived island effects
observed in Right Node Raising configurations.

25Note that the source example for (77) is grammatical with theexception of the decrease in acceptability
that results from the repeated-name penalty associated with having two instances of the same DP. This effect
can be ameliorated by placing contrastive focus (indicatedby capital letters) on the verb in each conjunct.

(i) Who1 did Kim STEAL an autographed picture ofe1

because she couldn’t AFFORD an autographed picture ofe1.
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Because (77)–(79) display the properties associated with HNPS and not with RNR, we

can conclude at least that they are not derived via RNR. Because they show properties

consistent with HNPS, there is reason to think this could be the responsible mechanism.26

2.3.2.2 Relational Adjectives

Carlson (1987) describes a relational adjective likesameor differentas providing an

implicit comparison between two things. Always available is a reading of these adjectives

sketched in (80a) in which they establish a so-calledsentence-externalpoint of comparison.

When a relational adjective can take some distributively interpreted NP or VP in its seman-

tic scope, a “sentence-internal” point of comparison becomes available (80b) (cf.Sam read

the same book).27

(80) Sam and Kim read the same book.

a. sentence-external

[Sam read[the same bookx] and Kim read[the same bookx]]

‘Sam and Kim read the same book that someone else read.’

b. sentence-internal

[the same bookx] [Sam readx and Kim readx]

‘Sam and Kim read the same book that the other one read.’

Jackendoff (1977:192–194) observes that a sentence-internal reading is available for

a relational modifier in the displaced DP of a coordinate gap structure (81).28 This is

26It has recently come to my attention that Nakamura (1993) looks at similar effects. Unfortunately, be-
cause this paper is in Japanese, I am unable to read it and can only report it as cited by Mimura (2009).

27See Beck (2000) and Barker (2007) and the references thereinfor further discussion of the general
phenomenon.

28These facts have also been discussed by Hartmann (2000), Abels (2004), Sabbagh (2007), and Ha (2008),
among others. See Hartmann (2000) in particular for discrepancies with the judgments reported here for
coordinate gap structures and different conclusions.
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independent of the shape of the modified NP and, as Sabbagh (2007:370) notes, despite the

fact that this reading is absent from the source structure in(82).

(81) Sam boughte1 and Kim boughte1 – [a different book about Bengal tigers]1.

‘Sam and Kim each bought a different book about Bengal tigersthan the other.’

(82) Sam bought a different book about Bengal tigers and Kim bought a different

book about Bengal tigers.

6= ‘Sam and Kim each bought a different book about Bengal tigersthan the

other.’

Turning now to adjunct gap structures, we find that they pattern differently from coor-

dinate gap structures with respect to relational modifiers.The examples below permit only

the sentence-external reading of the relational modifier inthe displaced DP.

(83) Sam boughte1 after Kim boughte1 – [a different book about Bengal tigers]1.

a. sentence-external

‘a book different than the book someone else bought.’

b. * sentence-internal

‘a book different than the book the other bought.’

(84) Pam didn’t makee1 so that Tim could makee1 – [the same dessert for the party]1.

a. sentence-external

‘a dessert the same as the one someone else made’

b. * sentence-internal

‘the same dessert that the other one made’

(85) Al woree1 because Pat woree1 – [a different safari hat]1.

a. sentence-external

‘a hat different than the hat someone else wore’

b. * sentence-internal

‘a hat different than the hat the other one wore’
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Because the examples in (83)–(85) display different behavior than coordinate gap struc-

tures, we are licensed to conclude that adjunct gap structures and coordinate gap structures

are not categorically derived via the same mechanism.

2.3.2.3 Dative Extraction Asymmetry

Finally, it has often been claimed that RNR is subject to a constraint that requires the

displaced element to be the rightmost element in each conjunct before RNR can apply

(Postal 1974, Wilder 1995, 1997b, 1999, Hartmann 2000). This constraint has come to be

formalized as the Right Edge Restriction, which is providedin (86).

(86) Right Edge Restriction

In the configuration:

[A . . . X . . . ] . . . [B . . . X . . . ]

X must be rightmost withinA andB beforeX can undergo RNR.

(adapted from Sabbagh 2007:355)

Wilder (1995:288–289) argues that this constraint accounts for the contrast we find in (87).

These examples pivot on the argument structure of the ditransitive verb in the second con-

junct. With the PP frame in (87a), the gap position in each conjunct is rightmost, meaning

that the Right Edge Restriction can be satisfied and RNR is licensed. Given the double-

object frame (87b), however, the Right Edge Restriction is not satisfied and RNR results in

ungrammaticality.29

29An anonymous reviewer forLinguistic Inquirypoints out that a few of the examples provided by Postal
1994 are potentially problematic for the claim that RNR is constrained by the Right Edge Restriction in (86).
The most promising counter-example can be found in example (125c) of Postal 1994:102 (a similar example
is also found in example (99c) on page 91). I have chosen to suppress this example until this point so that it
could be discussed in the appropriate theoretical context,but it is provided now in (i). Important for us is that
this example is presented as grammatical in Postal 1994 but it does not satisfy the Right Edge Restriction.

(i) The doctor might have touched him one1 accidentally
and the nurse certainly did touch him one1 deliberately –

[his injured but still functional right arm]1.
(Postal 1994:102, (125c))
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(87) a. Tim mete1 and gave a present toe1 – [his best friend]1.

b. * Tim mete1 and gavee1 a present –[his best friend]1.

Turning to adjunct gap structures again, we find that the contrast between the two di-

transitive frames in (88) is significantly reduced if not entirely lost.

(88) a. Tim mete1 in order to give a present toe1 – [his best friend]1.

b. Tim mete1 in order to givee1 a present –[his best friend]1.

Most revealing is the contrast between (87b) and (88b). In neither example is it the case that

both gap positions are rightmost in their respective domains as the Right Edge Restriction

requires. Yet, the adjunct gap structure in (88b) is grammatical while the coordinate gap

structure in (87a) is ungrammatical. The additional examples in (89) and (90) are intended

to establish the generality of this pattern. They show the same contrast between adjunct

gap structures and coordinate gap structures when the relevant gap is in a double-object

frame.30

Moreover, working under the hypothesis that movement can feed RNR (Sabbagh 2007, Kluck & de Vries
2013), the contrast in (ii) suggests that there is not a licitinstance of rightward movement that would result in
the satisfaction of the Right Edge Restriction. As we saw in section 2.3.1.6, rightward DP-movement resists
preposition stranding and does so in this example as well.

(ii) a. The nurse touchede1 deliberately –[his injured but still functional right arm]1
b. * The nurse touched him one1 deliberately –[his injured but still functional right arm]1

In an informal judgment study including 6 linguists, every participant reported the contrast presented in
(ii). Every participant also reported that (i) strongly contrasts with the control in (iii) below and noted that (i)
is in fact ungrammatical.

(iii) The doctor might have touchede1 accidentally
and the nurse certainly did touche1 deliberately –[his injured but still functional right arm]1

These results suggest that (i) is not a counter-example to the Right Edge Restriction. Instead, the contrast that
we observe between (i) and (iii) actually provides evidencefor the Right Edge Restriction and the claim that
it can be fed by rightward movement. When HNPS of the type observed in (iia.) is available, RNR is licensed
(iii). When such movement is unavailable (iib.), RNR is not possible (i).

30An anonymous reviewer forLinguistic Inquirynotes that they do not find any of the adjunct gap structures
in (88b), (89b), or (90b) to be grammatical. I acknowledge that such examples are degraded in isolation. They
are complex sentences with specific information-structural requirements that are difficult to accommodate in
out-of-the-blue contexts. It is for this reason that the argument must be evaluated on the basis of the minimal
pair that each forms with its coordinate gap counterpart. I have found in informal judgment studies that
linguists and non-linguists clearly perceive the contrastreported here. Furthermore, those who originally
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(89) a. * Sam interviewede1 and showede1 his secret laboratory –

[the new graduate students]1.

b. Sam interviewede1 before showinge1 his secret laboratory –

[the new graduate students]1.

(90) a. * Kim surprisede1 and offerede1 a raise –[every new employee]1.

b. Kim surprisede1 by offeringe1 a raise –[every new employee].

I interpret this contrast as evidence that coordinate gap structures are subject to the

Right Edge Restriction but adjunct gap structures are not. This provides another case in

which adjunct gap structures and coordinate gap structuresdisplay distinct behavior. This

case is especially informative as a constraint (viz., the Right Edge Restriction) believed to

limit the application of RNR is not operative in the generation of adjunct gap structures.

This suggests that all coordinate gap structures are derived via RNR but that at least some

adjunct gap structures are not derived via RNR.

Before ending this subsection it is worth addressing the observation by Wilder (1997b,

1999), Sabbagh (2007), and Kluck & de Vries (2013) that rightward movement is able to

feed the Right Edge Restriction. In light of this, one concern with the argument being

presented might be that an application of HNPS internal to the adjunct clause in the adjunct

gap structures above is feeding an application of RNR. One reason to think that this is not

the case lies in an observation that goes back to at least Ross(1967:59) that HNPS is unable

to target the first object of the double-object construction(91).

(91) * Sam gavee1 a present yesterday –[his best friend]1.

It is this fact that both blocks the application of RNR in coordinate gap structures and rules

out its application in adjunct gap structures.

reject the adjunct gap structures invariably accept them after exposure to the coordinate gap structures. In the
next section we will see experimental evidence that confirmsthe intuitions reported here.
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2.4 Experiment 1: The Domain of the Right Edge Restriction

It was noted briefly in footnote 30 above that the judgments surrounding the construc-

tions of interest are delicate, at the very least. The constructions we are examining in

the previous section and which we will examine later in the thesis are relatively rare and

complex structures. Furthermore, their felicity depends on relatively poorly understood

discourse requirements. (Although see section 2.6.2 below.) It seems to be true more gen-

erally in the domain of rightward displacement that native speaker intuitions are variable

and sometimes difficult. Judgments about rightward displacement constructions more of-

ten fall on a continuum of relative acceptability or preference as opposed to fitting into

categorical bins of grammaticality and ungrammaticality.

This fact exacerbates the potential challenge the theoretical linguist faces when build-

ing grammatical models on the basis of intuitive judgements. As Gibson & Fedorenko

(2013) argue, we run the risk of developing theories on the basis of false generalizations

or false empirical claims unless we embrace more systematicquantitative methods. This

is not to say that there is no place for intuitions. In a response to Gibson & Fedorenko

2013 Sprouse & Almeida (2013) argue that intuitive judgments have largely proven to be

a reliable source of empirical data for grammatical theorizing.31 However, given both the

theoretical importance of the empirical claims regarding the Right Edge Restriction in sec-

tion 2.3.2.3 and the particular delicacy of the judgments regarding the constructions of

interest, this section will present the quantitative results of an experimental investigation.

In this way, we may be more confident moving forward that we have properly described

the data and that the subsequent theorizing in chapter 3 is not misguided.

An acceptability judgment study was designed to test the hypothesis that coordinate

dependent gap structures are derived via RNR and adjunct dependent gap structures may be

derived via separate mechanisms. If this is correct, we predict in the same way as above that

31Gibson et al. (2013) provide a reply to Sprouse & Almeida 2013. See the references cited in each of
these works for further relevant discussion.
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coordinate dependent gap structures, but not adjunct dependent gap structures, are sensitive

to the Right Edge Restriction. The empirical predictions follow the same logic that we saw

in the previous subsection. We expect to find that a dependentgap in the double-object

frame, but not in the PP frame, will result in a greater decrease in acceptability given a

coordination structure than it will given an adjunction structure as in (87b) and (88b). As

we will see below, this experiment was also designed to ensure that this pattern, if observed,

could be attributed to the creation of a dependent gap site. The experiment included a set of

control condition in which there is no rightward displacement. We should expect to observe

in these control conditions that the contrast between ditransitive frames in coordination and

adjunct structures is neutralized.

2.4.1 Participants

Sixty-four native speakers of English were recruited for the study using Amazon Me-

chanical Turk, a web-based service for crowd-sourcing tasks.32 Only participants with a

minimum 95% success-rate on a minimum of 100 tasks were accepted for participation.

To prevent evaluating data from non-native speakers, participation was restricted to IP ad-

dresses in the United States and participants were asked to report their language abilities.

Three participants reported a native language other than English. The data from these par-

ticipants were removed and replaced. Another participant’s data was replaced on suspicion

of not properly attending to the task. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 73 with an av-

erage age of 36.0 years and a median age of 32.0 years. Of the 64participants, 42% were

female and 58% were male.

2.4.2 Materials

The materials consisted of 16 items distributed across 8 lists in a fully crossed 2×2×2

design that included the factorsStructure, Frame, andSitu. A full example item is provided

32Amazon Mechanical Turk can be accessed at: https://www.mturk.com
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in (92) and a full list of the experimental items can be found in Appendix A. The factor

Structure refers to whether the item had an adjunct dependent gap structure (92a) or a

coordinate dependent gap structure (92c). Items differingon the dimension of Frame had

the dependent gap position presented in either the Double-Object (DO) frame (92a) or the

Prepositional Phrase (PP) frame (92b). Finally, the factorSitu provided a set of controls

that presented the shared DP either Ex-situ (92a) or In-situ(92e).

(92) a. Adjunction / Double-Object / Ex-situ

No judge should contact, in order to give his scoresheet,

the contestants in this month’s competition.

b. Adjunction / Prepositional Phrase / Ex-situ

No judge should contact, in order to give his scoresheet to,

the contestants in this month’s competition.

c. Coordination / Double-Object / Ex-situ

No judge should contact, and give his scoresheet,

the contestants in this month’s competition.

d. Coordination / Prepositional Phrase / Ex-situ

No judge should contact, and give his scoresheet to,

the contestants in this month’s competition.

e. Adjunction / Double-Object / In-situ

No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition,

in order to give his scoresheet.

f. Adjunction / Prepositional Phrase / In-situ

No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition,

in order to give his scoresheet to.
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g. Coordination / Double-Object / In-situ

No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition,

and give his scoresheet.

h. Coordination / Prepositional Phrase / In-situ

No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition,

and give his scoresheet to.

All experimental items included commas setting off the second conjunct or adjunct phrase

in exactly the way shown in (92). This was intended to relieveon-line processing difficulty

and to help participants assign the intended prosody.

A concern with this experimental design was that it does not guarantee for the DO

conditions in particular that participants would not interpret the adjunct clause or the sec-

ond conjunct as a parenthetical with an implicit Goal/Recipient argument.33 This strategy

would effectively provide a means for bypassing any requirement to assign a dependent

gap interpretation to these structures (viz., the Revised Larson’s Generalization and Ross’s

(1967)Coordinate Structure Constraint) and complicate the interpretation of the results;

any effects that are observed could not confidently be attributed to the creation of a depen-

dent gap. Several steps were taken to discourage participants from this type of alternative

analysis.

First, the ditransitive verb was always eithergiveor tell, which were distributed equally

among the 16 items. These verbs were chosen for their generalrelative dispreference for

appearing with an implicit Goal/Recipient as well as their strong bias toward appearing

in the DO frame. According to the corpus database of ditransitive constructions compiled

by Bresnan et al. (2007),giveappears in the DO frame in %84.6 of its 1,666 occurrences

andtell appears in the DO frame in %95.3 of its 128 occurrences. Theseproperties were

33See Dubinsky (2007) for argumentation that parasitic gaps are not licensed in parenthetical material by
A-movement in the matrix clause.
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intended to encourage participants to incorporate a displaced DP into the potential gap

position and, thus, posit a dependent gap when possible.34

The second step was an attempt to block the possibility of treating the adjunct clauses

and second conjuncts as a parenthetical. To do this, the theme argument in the adjunct

clause or second conjunct always contained a variable that was intended to be bound by

a quantificational matrix subject (e.g.,No judge. . . his scoresheetin (92)). The example

in (93), which has been adapted from Potts (2002:664), demonstrates that variable-binding

into a parenthetical is not possible.

(93) * No hiker1 was, as she1 admitted, prepared for the freezing temperatures.

Additionally, a negative quantifier was always used in the experimental items given their

general inability for telescoping.

Finally, the In-situ conditions were added to act as controls for the Ex-situ conditions.

Presumably, participants would not posit a dependent gap inthe adjunct clause or sec-

ond conjunct of these structures seeing as this is disallowed by the grammar. In as far as

the In-situ conditions are acceptable, participants wouldbe required to posit an implicit

Goal/Recipient. Therefore, In-situ conditions will reveal the acceptability patterns that we

should observe in the case that participants are not constructing dependent gap structures

in the Ex-situ conditions. It is from this that we get the prediction that, if the relevant

interaction between Structure and Frame emerges, we shouldfind it only in the Ex-situ

conditions.

2.4.3 Procedure

After providing informed consent, participants clicked ona link that took them to the

on-line experiment presentation tool Ibex Farm where the experimental items were pre-

34Although, within an eye-tracking paradigm Staub et al. (2006) demonstrate for HNPS that participants
would only form an early expectation for an HNPS structure when a verb that obligatory takes a direct object
is followed by something other than a DP.
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sented.35 Participants were told that they would be reading sentencesand evaluating their

acceptability as sentences of English. They then received ashort guided practice for using

a 7-point Likert-scale where 1 corresponded to “CompletelyUnacceptable” and 7 corre-

sponded to “Completely Acceptable”.

The items were presented in a Latin-square design and were randomly distributed

among 38 filler items. The filler items had a large proportion of sentences with a non-

canonical word order including passive and cleft constructions. A total of 6 items were

designed to be ungrammatical by including an island violation, a case assignment problem,

a violation of a selectional restriction, or having non-English word-order. The Likert-scale

with the corresponding scale values were presented along with each item, which was al-

ways presented on a single line. The experiment took an average of approximately 14

minutes to complete and participants received $0.50 in compensation upon completing the

task.

2.4.4 Results

The mean naturalness rating for each condition is presentedgraphically in Figure 2.1

and numerically in Table 2.2.

35Ibex Farm was developed by Alex Drummond and can be accessed at: http://spellout.net/ibexfarm/.
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Figure 2.1. Mean acceptability by condition with standard error bars for Exp. 1

Ex-situ In-situ
Adjunction Coordination Adjunction Coordination

DO 2.72 (0.15) 2.11 (0.12) 2.84 (0.15) 2.84 (0.16)
PP 2.93 (0.15) 3.54 (0.17) 2.65 (0.14) 2.44 (0.14)

Table 2.2. Mean acceptability by condition with standard error for Exp. 1

The data were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects (LME) regression model (Baayen et al.

2008) with thelme4 package (Bates et al. 2014) in the statistical computing environment R,

version 3.2 (R Core Team 2015). The fixed effects of Structure, Frame, and Situ, as well as

their interactions, were included as predictors and centered around 0 (Adjunction/DO/Ex-

situ = 1). Both subjects and items, as well as the predictors and their interactions, were

assigned random slopes. The model that was evaluated is provided in (94).

(94) Rating∼ Structure×Frame×Situ+(Structure×Frame×Situ+1|subject)+

(Structure×Frame×Situ+1|item)

This model yielded the results summarized in Table 2.3. Significance at the traditional

α = 0.05 level was determined by an absolutet-value greater than 2.00.
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β̂ Std. Error t
(Intercept) 2.758 0.135 20.50
Structure 0.027 0.045 0.60

Frame -0.131 0.045 -2.93
Situ 0.066 0.080 0.83

Structure×Frame 0.127 0.047 2.70
Structure×Situ -0.027 0.059 -0.46

Frame×Situ -0.279 0.050 -5.59
Structure×Frame×Situ 0.178 0.056 3.19

Table 2.3. Model results with estimate, standard error, andt-value for Exp. 1

With this criterion a significant main effect was revealed for the fixed effect Frame and

significant interactions were observed for Structure×Frame and Frame×Situ. Importantly,

there was a significant effect of the three-way interaction term Structure×Frame×Situ.

From the pattern of the means shown in Figure 1, we see that thethree-way interaction

reflects a large effect of the choice of ditransitive Frame for Coordination/Ex-situ structures,

compared to the small or non-existent effect of Frame for allother conditions.

2.4.5 Discussion

It is the Structure×Frame×Situ interaction that we are particularly interested in. I

interpret the observation that the choice of ditransitive frame effects acceptability only in

coordinate dependent gap structures with a displaced DP to mean that it is only coordinate

dependent gap structures that are subject to the Right Edge Restriction. The absence of

an effect of the choice of ditransitive frame in adjunct dependent gap structures in turn

suggests that these structures arenot subject to the Right Edge Restriction. This strongly

suggests that adjunct dependent gap structures can be derived via a mechanism distinct

from RNR.36

36An anonymous reviewer forLinguapoints out that one might be tempted to conclude that, regardless
of the results, the experimental items are nonetheless ungrammatical given their remarkably low ratings. To
assuage such concerns I would note first that noa priori predictions were made regarding the estimate of
the mean for any of the experimental conditions because these values will necessarily be an artifact of the
experimental design and the particular fillers that were used. Thus, as the anonymous reviewer notes, it is
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With this being said, there is a complication in the data thatis worth addressing. Re-

call that there was a concern that participants might treat the intended DO dependent gap

structures as parentheticals with an implicit Goal/Recipient argument. Looking again at

the observed condition means one might object to the interpretation of the results that

have been endorsed above on then contention that the Adjunction/DO/Ex-situ condition

are so similar to the Adjunction/DO/In-situ condition. Onemight contend specifically that

the Adjunction/DO/Ex-situ mean is inflated as a result of participants positing an implicit

Goal/Recipient argument, which they also managed to do for the DO/In-situ conditions.

There are at least two reasons to think that this was not the case. First, there is no

principled reason why this alternative strategy would havebeen available to inflate the

Adjunction/DO/Ex-situ mean, but participants then failedto employ it specifically in the

Coordination/DO/Ex-situ conditions. Second, if such a strategy were available, we would

expect to find a significant positive linear relationship between items in their Adjunction/Ex-

situ and Adjunction/In-situ conditions with respect to their acceptability of containing an

implicit argument. That is, an item that more readily permits an implicit argument analysis

should do so in both Ex-situ and In-situ conditions and, thus, it should be possible to predict

one from the other. A post-hoc examination of the data investigated this expectation.

The acceptability metric was quantified by calculating for each item the difference be-

tween the estimated mean of the DO and PP conditions in the Adjunction/Ex-situ conditions

(92a)–(92b) and the Adjunction/In-situ conditions (92e)–(92f). Fitting a linear model to

predict the Ex-situ conditions from the In-situ conditionsproduced a non-significant linear

entirely plausible that we are observing a floor effect. There is very good reason to think that is precisely
the case. Recall that the experimental items that the participants were asked to judge involve a relatively
rare and complex construction and were presented without supporting context to motivate the non-canonical
word order. Moreover, these constructions require participants to locate and posit multiple gap positions
for which there is only indirect evidence (Staub et al. 2006). Thus, not only are these constructions difficult
to accommodate, but they are difficult to parse in the first place. In addition to these factors, unlike the
examples presented in (87) and (88), the experimental itemsalso contained an intended quantifier-variable
binding relationship that is headed by a negative quantifier. It is likely that these factors, in addition to
relatively acceptable fillers, are responsible for the particularly low estimates.
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function in which only 11% of the variation in the Ex-situ conditions is explained by the In-

situ conditions(r2 = 0.11, β̂ =−0.25, %95CI [−0.65,0.16], t =−1.32, p< 0.25). This

provides no evidence for claiming that the acceptability ratings of the Adjunction/DO/Ex-

situ and the Adjunction/DO/In-situ conditions are correlated and, thus, no evidence that the

same strategy was employed in each case.

To summarize the discussion and the subsection, the evidence presented here supports

the argument made above that RNR is not the only mechanism responsible for deriving

adjunct dependent gap structures. The acceptability judgment study provided evidence that

coordinate dependent gap structures are subject to the Right Edge Restriction while adjunct

dependent gap constructions are not. This constitutes strong evidence that some alterna-

tive mechanism must also be available for licensing a dependent gap in an adjunct clause.

Following Engdahl (1983) and Nissenbaum (2000), and based on the argumentation in the

previous subsection and the following, I will continue to treat this alternative mechanism

as rightward DP-movement and the licensing of a parasitic gap.

2.5 Two Notes on Competition

Three cases were presented in section 2.3.2 that were intended to demonstrate the dis-

tinct behavior of adjunct gap structures and coordinate gapstructures with respect to sup-

posed properties of RNR. We saw that, while RNR structures permit derived island vi-

olations (section 2.3.2.1) and internal readings of relational adjectives (section 2.3.2.2),

adjunct gap structures do not. We also saw that the Right EdgeRestriction, a constraint

on RNR derivations, is not operative in the derivation of adjunct gap structures (section

2.3.2.3). That adjunct gap structures display this distinct behavior strongly suggests that

adjunct gap structures do not necessarily involve the same mechanism responsible for the

creation of RNR structures.

If those arguments hold, then given Postal’s (1994) observations in section 2.3.1, we

are left to conclude that adjunct gap structures can be derived via either RNR or some alter-
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native mechanism.37 The question that immediately comes to mind concerns the identity

of this alternative mechanism. Recalling the properties listed in Table 2.1, the evidence re-

viewed showed that RNR is available for the derivation of adjunct gap structures precisely

in those instances when PG-licensing is somehow precluded.This strongly implicates PG-

licensing as the alternative mechanism. Furthermore, the derived-island effects in section

2.3.2.1, revealed that adjunct gap structures behave in a way consistent with a structure

that employs HNPS: a rightward displaced DP becomes opaque for subextraction. Based

on these observations, I have argued, following Engdahl (1983) and Nissenbaum (2000),

that the alternative mechanism for generating adjunct gap structures involves HNPS and

the licensing of a parasitic gap in the adjunct clause.

This leads to a new question now regarding the nature of the relationship between RNR

and PG-licensing in the context of adjunct gap structures. One of two things could be true

at this point. It could be the case that RNR and PG-licensing are in free variation. In this

scenario, any given adjunct gap structure would be inherently ambiguous. If, however,

employing a particular mechanism would ensure convergence, one could assume that the

appropriate mechanism was employed. Alternatively, the two mechanisms could be in a

sort of competition. In this scenario, one of the mechanismsis in some way preferred and

the other applies only when the preferred mechanism is blocked.

The data that we have examined seem to be pointing to a competition based relationship.

When the particular impediments to PG-licensing in Table 2.1 are removed, we were able

to identify derivations that necessarily employed PG-licensing. Consider the example in

(75) again, which is repeated below. Looking at the source structure for this example in

(95), we would expect that the rightward displacement couldbe achieved via RNR. The

fact that derived island effects are still induced by extraction out of the rightward displaced

37It remains a possibility given the evidence and argumentation being presented that more than one alter-
native mechanism is available to derive adjunct gap structures. In the absence of evidence for this particular
conclusion, I will assume that adjunct gap structures are derived via RNR and a single alternative mechanism.
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element, contrary to what we saw with coordinate gap structures in section 2.3.2.1, suggests

that RNR in fact cannot be employed here.

(75) * Who2 did Kim steale1 because she couldn’t afforde1 –

[an autographed picture ofe2]1?

(95) Kim stolee1 because she couldn’t afforde1 –

[an autographed picture of Jonathan Frakes]1.

The same point can be made with the examples from (81) repeated below. A sentence-

internal readings of the relational adjective fails to surface even though nothingprima facie

precludes the RNR derivation necessary to derive this interpretation.

(81) Sam boughte1 after Kim boughte1 – [a different book about Bengal tigers]1.

a. sentence-external

“a book different than someone else’s book.”

b. * sentence-internal

“a book different than the book the other read.”

If the two mechanisms were equally available (i.e., PG-licensing and RNR were in free

variation), we would expect RNR to be employed to derive the intended meaning for this

string. Because RNR is supposedly available but cannot savethese examples, we could

conclude that the grammar in some way prefers to employ PG-licensing and will do so

even to its own detriment.

Any conclusion concerning the relationship between PG-licensing and RNR that we

wish to base on the evidence made available here should be made tentatively, however. It is

not at all clear what exactly it would mean for these two mechanisms to be in competition

and for PG-licensing to be the preferred mechanism. The issue is complicated by the fact

that there is no true consensus about what is involved in the derivation of RNR construc-

tions. As noted at the beginning of this section, analyses for RNR include Across-the-Board

extraction, backward deletion/ellipsis, and multidomination. If RNR is a collection of right-
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ward displacement operations (Barros & Vicente 2011, but cf. Larson 2012), it could be

that only a subset of those operation are employed to derive adjunct gap structures. In this

case, PG-licensing would be preferred or dispreferred to one or more specific operations

and not necessarily to RNR as a phenomenon.

Moreover, whether or not one interprets the data above as revealing that PG-licensing

is preferred will be influenced by one’s analysis of RNR. For instance, if RNR is treated

as either multidomination or ellipsis, the RNR’ed materialwill in a very real sense still

be interpreted inside the adjunct clause. The example in (96) presents a backward dele-

tion/ellipsis analysis for (95) whereby the first occurrence of the RNR’ed material is deleted

under identity with a second occurrence in the second conjunct.

(96) Kim stole[anautographedpictureof JonathanFrakes]

because she couldn’t afford[an autographed picture of Jonathan Frakes].

Subextracting from the DPan autographed picture of Jonathan Frakesin an ATB fashion

in this type of representation would involve extraction from an adjunction clause. It would

therefore be expected to incur an island violation in the same way that ATB extraction in

non-RNR environments incurs island violations (97).38

(97) * [Who]1 did Kim steal[an autographed picture ofe1]

because she couldn’t afford[an autographed picture ofe1]

Thus, the data point in (75) does not obviously help us decidewhether PG-licensing or

RNR is employed to derive rightward displacement as both arepotentially able to provide

an account for an inability to subextract from the displacedDP. For this reason, the same

caveat must be made for the data point in (81). In the absence of an explicit understanding

of what gives rise to relational adjectives it is not clear precisely what conclusions are

validated by the data at hand.

38See Bachrach & Katzir (2009) for similar data that contribute to a line of argumentation concluding that
RNR necessarily involves multidomination.
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In addition to the question of exactly how to model the relationship between PG-

licensing and RNR in adjunct gap structures, we are also leftwith the larger issue of why

dependent gap structures involving leftward extractions do not show a similar variability in

the mechanisms available to derive them. Postal (1993, 1994:104–107) presents an interest-

ing comparative examination of Across-the-Board (ATB) extractions (98) and PG-licensing

by leftward extractions (99).

(98) Across-the-Board Extraction

a. [Whose uncle]1 did you seee1 and immediately recognizee1?

b. XP1 [[Con j . . . e1 . . . ] and[Con j . . . e1 . . . ]]

(99) (Leftward) PG-licensing

a. [Whose uncle]1 did you offende1 by not immediately recognizingpg1?

b. XP1 [Matrix . . . e1 . . . [Ad junct . . . pg1 . . . ]]

Postal argues, contra Pesetsky (1982), Huybregts & van Riemsdijk (1985), Haı̈k (1985)

and in particular Williams (1990), that distinct mechanisms necessarily underlie these two

structures.39 The argument, much like the one in section 2.3.2 of this chapter, is that known

restrictions on PG-licensing, some of which are included inTable 2.1, do not constrain the

distribution of ATB gaps. The conclusion, then, is that the mechanism responsible for ATB

extraction cannot be the same mechanism employed for PG constructions. ATB, there-

fore, is restricted to coordination structures while PG-licensing is restricted to adjunction

structures. The question, which is already being asked, is what is special about RNR that

allows it to apply in a larger set of environments than the other dependent gap mechanisms.

Given the results here and those in Postal 1994, the answer might be found by more closely

examining the properties of RNR that emerge particularly inadjunct gap structures.

39See Hornstein & Nunes (2002) for a proposed account of the asymmetries between ATB extractions and
PGs induced by leftward extraction.
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2.6 Towards Modelling Heavy-NP Shift

At the beginning of this chapter we saw two approaches to deriving HNPS configura-

tions that were divided on the employment of rightward movement. The traditional analysis

asserts that the non-canonical word order in (100) involvesmovement of the displaced DP

and right adjunction (Ross 1967). Alternative analyses assert that what appears to be right-

ward displacement in (100) is in fact the effect of one or moreleftward movements (Larson

1988, Kayne 1994, Rochemont & Culicover 1997).

(100) Sam bought on the way home[DP the documentary about tigers].

I argued in section 2.2 that the rightward movement approachto rightward DP displacement

should be preferred because it is this type of analysis that provides a more satisfactory

account of the parasitic gap configurations we find in examples like (101).

(101) Sam boughte1 because he lovedpg1 –

[DP the documentary about tigers]

In section 2.3 and section 2.4 we addressed a response to thisargument which would

assert that what we see in (101) is not a parasitic gap construction but is instead the output

of RNR. We found that there are constructions that cannot be claimed to be derived via

RNR. These include constructions such as (86b) with a double-object construction in the

parasitic gap domain. Recall from section 2.3.2.3 that these examples cannot satisfy the

Right Edge Restriction—a known constraint on RNR—but are nonetheless grammatical.

(86) b. Tim mete1 in order to givee1 a present –[his best friend]1.

Based on these arguments I will pursue a rightward movement approach to the HNPS

phenomenon. We should hope to establish a few specific piecesof information to claim

at least a rudimentary theory of HNPS. First, we should like to know what position this

movement operation targets. We should also hope to have an explanation of why this
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movement takes place. Most importantly, perhaps, we need a theory of the constraints on

this movement operation.40 Let us consider these issues in turn.

2.6.1 The Locus of HNPS

We will start by treating standard instances of HNPS like in (102) as an operation

involving rightward movement of the DP (Ross 1967:56).

(102) Sam boughte1 on the way home[the documentary about tigers]1.

Under our conception of the operation responsible for movement, a copy of the displaced

DP will be adjoined to the verbal spine and linearized to the right.

I will begin by following Bresnan (1976), Stowell (1981), and Johnson (1985) and treat

HNPS as an operation that targets the edge ofvP. We can recall the data from Johnson

(1985) supporting this claim.

(7) a. * Eleanor boughte1 apparently[DP brand new drapes for the whole house]1.

b. * Vern left e1 angry[DP that store where service is so slow]1.

c. * Julie didn’t buye1 until it became available[DP that book on Venus]1.

(Johnson 1985:85, (28))

A way to capture these facts is as a difference in the attachment height between the ad-

verbials in (7) and those adverbials that can be crossed by HNPS. Let it be the case that

speaker-oriented, subject-oriented, and temporal adverbials of the type in (7) are adjoined

outside thevP whileon the way homein (102),to a short circuitin (6), andto Bill in (13)

are adjoined inside thevP. It is possible now to understand the ability of a shifted DPto

cross these different sets of adverbials by simply limitingthe locality of HNPS to the edge

40Of course, we should demand to know why a given movement operation is linearized in the way that we
observe. As discussed in the introduction, this is not a question that I can satisfactorily answer at present.
However, I will return to the issue in the summary of chapter 3.
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of vP. In other words, it is a property of HNPS that it targets a position only as high as the

vP-layer.

The strength of this argument relies on one’s willingness toaccept that the relevant ad-

verbials are indeed attached outside thevP. Andrews (1982) argues that subject-oriented

depictive modifiers includingnudeandsingingbehave as if they were part of thevP with

respect to constituency diagnostics employing deletion, replacement, and movement pro-

cesses. ThevP-fronting examples in (103), for example, suggest that these adverbials must

be contained within the frontedvP constituent. Their inability to escape the fronting oper-

ation suggests that they cannot be adjoined to any higher position.

(103) a. [ Eat the meat nude/singing]1 though John dide1,

nobody thought he was crazy.

(Andrews 1982:313, (2a))

b. * [ Eat the meat]1 though John dide1 nude/singing,

nobody thought he was crazy.

Additionally, Culicover (2001) argues that DPs can be displaced rightward over at least

some subject-oriented depictives such asfully clothedin (104).

(104) Mary entered fully clothed[DP the room across the hall].

It is not straightforwardly clear, then, that the ungrammaticality of (7a) must necessarily be

attributed purely to a locality constraint on HNPS.

My intuitions are that the subject-oriented depictives under discussion here are part of

thevP on the basis of the fronting diagnostic in (103). I do not, however, share the intuition

reported in Culicover 2001 regarding (104). This example has the same status of ungram-

maticality as the variants in (105) which contains the othersubject-oriented depictives.

(105) * Mary enteredangry/nude/singing[DP the room across the hall].

Regardless of the success of this particular argument, I will present additional evidence

in section 3.2 of chapter 3 in favor of this view that HNPS is a relatively local movement
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operation that targets the edge ofvP. To remain consistent with our finding that HNPS

can cross some but not all types of adverbials that appearvP-internally, we can adopt an

articulated view of thevP of the sort we find in Larson 1988, Marantz 1993, Kratzer 1996,

Belletti 2001 and Merchant 2013. We might suppose, for instance, that HNPS targets some

functional projection XP within this articulatedvP as opposed to a position at the outer

edge of thevP (106).

(106) vP

v◦ XP

XP

X◦ AgentP

DP
Sam

AgentP

Agent◦ VP

VP

V◦

bought
e1

PP

on the way home

DP1

the documentary. . .

On this analysis we expect to find that there are adverbials that will behave as if they were

part of thevP but cannot be crossed by HNPS. These will include speaker-oriented adver-

bials, (at least some) subject-oriented depictives, and, as we will soon see in the following

chapter, certain clausal adjuncts.

2.6.2 The Force of HNPS

Concerning the identity of the XP that is targeted by HNPS, I will start from the obser-

vation by Rochemont (1986), Rochemont & Culicover (1990), and Ward & Birner (1996)

that the position occupied by the shifted DP in an HNPS configuration seems to be re-
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served for “new” or “non-given” information, roles played by focused elements. This can

be demonstrated with the following question-answer pairs in (107) and (108), which have

been adapted from Rochemont & Culicover 1990:24.

(107) Q: What did John purchase for his wife?

A: John purchased for his wife – a brand new fur coat.

(Rochemont & Culicover 1990:24)

(108) Q: For whom did John purchase a brand new fur coat?

A: # John purchased for his wife – a brand new fur coat.

(Rochemont & Culicover 1990:24)

We see from these examples that a HNPS configuration providesa felicitous answer to

the question in (107) but not to the question in (108). Asserting that the peripheral HNPS

position is reserved for “new” or “non-given” information,we can understand why it is

that the relevant information for awh-question can appear in this position (107). On the

other hand, as part of the questioned material in (108),a brand new fur coatis in the

conversational background. For this reason, it cannot playthe role of focused material and

is incompatible with the information-structural requirements on this peripheral position.

On the basis of these observations, I will treat HNPS as a discourse-configurational

structure (e.g.,́E. Kiss 2002) and assume that discourse roles like Focus can be represented

in the syntax (e.g., Rizzi 1997). This makes standard instances of HNPS an instance of

focus-driven movement whereby the displaced DP moves to a focus dedicated position in

an articulatedvP layer. The sentence in (102), then, will have the partial representation in

(109).
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(109) vP

v◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ AgentP

DP
Sam

AgentP

Agent◦ VP

VP

V◦

bought
e1

PP

on the way home

DP1

the documentary. . .

The standard treatment that we saw in the introduction for this instance of movement

would propose that it is driven by the need for a formal feature on the shifted DP to check

a formal feature on the head Focus◦ (Chomsky 1995, 2001). Specific versions of a feature-

driven approach to focus movement have been presented by Brody (1995) and Horvath

(2007).41 Alternative analyses, such as the one offered by Szendröi (2003), suggest that

focus movement is prosodically-driven. For a theory of focus movement that relies on the

satisfaction of requirements at LF, seeÉ. Kiss (2009). Exploring all of these options is,

unfortunately, beyond what is possible in this dissertation. For this reason, I will remain

intentionally vague with regard to how we might precisely encode the idea that HNPS

is a focus-driven movement. That being said, nothing that ispresented in this thesis in

incompatible with the standard feature-checking approachto this instance of movement.

41See Williams (2003:33–36) for an argument against a featurechecking approach to HNPS. The argument
is based largely on the observation that the focused material can be either a subset or a superset of the shifted
material.
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Finally, I charged us with developing an understanding of what constrains HNPS. This

is exactly the discussion that we will take up in the following chapter. In brief, we will

find that rightward movement can target positions outside the vP when doing so ensures

convergence at LF. This suggests that the usual locality constraints on rightward movement

can be cast in the same light. That is, rightward movement of aDP is licensed only as

far as is required to ensure LF convergence. What we learn from our investigation here is

that LF convergence can be assured by satisfying the requirements necessary for a focus

interpretation which can be accomplished at a position in the periphery of an articulatedvP.

2.7 Summary

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide evidence in favor of an approach to

HNPS that employs rightward movement of the displaced DP. The argument was primarily

based around the claim that rightward movement approaches to HNPS provide a better

account of parasitic gap configurations than leftward movement approaches do. I suggested

in section 2.2 that the former preserves the properties of parasitic gap constructions that are

observed in the context of other movements without unmotivated stipulations.

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 addressed the recurrent claim based on evidence from Williams

(1990, 1995, 2003) and Postal (1993, 1994) that RNR is the mechanism responsible for

apparent parasitic gaps licensed by HNPS. Our findings in those sections serve as counter-

examples to this claim. This does not mean, however, that we must give up the empirical

ground gained by Postal (1994). The observations reported in 2.3.1 showed that RNR can

indeed be employed to derive both coordinate gap and adjunctgap structures. Instead, in

light of the discussion there, we need only weaken the conclusion to say that adjunct gap

structures and coordinate gap structures are both possibly, but not necessarily, derived via

the same mechanism.

Having found that a rightward movement approach to the rightward displacement of a

DP will be necessary, section 2.6 took steps towards formalizing an analysis. I suggested
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that HNPS targets a position in the periphery of an articulatedvP that is reserved for focused

material. As we move forward into the following chapter we will see that rightward DP

movement can proceed further than thevP and even beyond its containing clause, provided

that it is properly motivated to do so.
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CHAPTER 3

THE LOCALITY OF HEAVY-NP SHIFT

Continuing our investigation of the rightward displacement of DPs, in this chapter we

will further push the idea that HNPS involves rightward syntactic movement. We will see

evidence that the rightward displacement of a DP influences not only the linear string but it

also shows its effects on the semantic interpretation. I will also suggest that the relatively

restricted locality conditions on this instance of movement can ultimately be attributed to

the ability of this movement to produce a representation that is convergent at the interfaces.

Rightward movement will be blocked in exactly those cases when it is not order preserving

or when it is does not contribute to producing a representation that converges at LF.

Our primary source of evidence will be pairs of sentences like those in (1), which have

their origin in Engdahl 1983.

(1) a. I offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. * I offendede1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

The observation that the parasitic gap is required in the above examples comes from Larson

(1989). Nissenbaum (2000) captures the pattern with the generalization provided in (2).

(2) Larson’s Generalization

HNPS cannot appear to the right of avP-adjunct unless that adjunct contains a

PG.

(Nissenbaum 2000:60)
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In section 3.2 I will argue for a slightly revised version of this generalization. The revi-

sion will be based on an argument that the clausal adjuncts that are subject to the necessity

for a parasitic gap are adjoined on the verbal spine to a position above the locus for standard

HNPS. This means that what we are observing in examples like (1a) is in fact an instance

of movement beyond the standard HNPS operation. The empirical generalization we will

work to derive, then, can be stated as in (3).

(3) Revised Larson’s Generalization

Rightward displacement of a DP beyond standard HNPS must result in the bind-

ing of a parasitic gap by the displaced DP.

The formalization of the Revised Larson’s Generalization will be inspired by an account of

parasitic gap licensing in German by Heck & Müller (2000). Iwill suggest that the need to

license the parasitic gap in turn licenses what is otherwiseexceptional movement.

In section 3.3 we will further investigate this supposedly exceptional rightward move-

ment driven by the need to license a parasitic gap. We will findthat rightward DP-

movement that results in the binding of a parasitic gap is potentially unbounded in the

way that Sabbagh (2007) argues can be true for coordinate RNRconstructions and as is

generally thought to be the case for more familiar leftwardA-movements. By examining

clausal adjuncts at various heights along the verbal spine,we will observe that rightward

DP-movement can be licensed by the need to bind parasitic gaps in adjunct clauses adjoined

beyond the edge ofvP, beyond sentential negation, and even beyond the DP’s containing

clause (cf. theRight Roof Constraint; Ross 1967, Grosu 1973).

Section 3.4 then presents a formal analysis for the observations represented by the Re-

vised Larson’s Generalization as well as the additional observations that are gathered in

section 3.3. The analysis I present draws from the account for parasitic gaps that we get

from Nissenbaum (2000:ch. 2). I adopt this basic representation for parasitic gap structures

and suggest a number of modifications for how such structuresare derived. The alternative

theory I provide has the benefit of permitting composition ofthe parasitic gap domain and
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the matrix clause via a more standard method that employs Functional Application instead

of Predicate Modification (Heim & Kratzer 1998). Essentially, the cyclic (as opposed to

counter-cyclic) merger of the parasitic gap domain produces a structure that cannot be in-

terpreted at LF via standard methods of composition (e.g. Heim & Kratzer 1998). I suggest

that it is the ability of the rightward DP-movement to ensureconvergence of the syntactic

structure in the LF component that provides the necessary motivation for DP-movement

beyond what is possible with standard HNPS.

The main force of this analysis comes from the idea that the parasitic gap provides a

semantic trigger for the syntactic movement. I formalize this idea by adopting a trans-

derivational economy condition that privileges structures that converge at the LF interface

and do so with as few applications of movement as possible. The form of this condition

resembles the more general economy of derivation conditionfrom Chomsky (1993) as it is

discussed in the relevant context by Reinhart (2006).

(4) Economy of Movement Metric (EMM)

If a derivation D1 of a spell-out domainα converges without some movement

operation, then D1 blocks a derivation D2 of α that includes that movement

operation.

Put very simply, the EMM will see the need to bind a parasitic gap as a condition for a

structure’s convergence at LF. The ability of an instance ofrightward movement to satisfy

this condition will license the movement. In the absence of aparasitic gap, convergence will

not depend on the aforementioned movement and it will consequently become redundant

and ruled out by the EMM.

In section 3.5 we turn to a second puzzle that is identified by Nissenbaum (2000). He

notes that a parasitic gap is required in every clausal adjunct that is crossed by rightward

movement.
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(5) a. Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[pg1] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

b. * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[pg1] raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

These data are particularly puzzling for the analysis outlined above. If movement over a

clausal adjunct is licensed by a transderivational economyconstraint that recognizes the

need to provide a binder for a parasitic gap, something must be said for why (5b) is not

possible. It seems that we should expect the parasitic gap inthe higherbecauseP in this ex-

ample to license movement over the lowerwithoutP. I will suggest that the contrast between

these examples comes down to the fact that the movement in (5a) proceeds successive-

cyclically through positions above each clausal adjunct aspart of licensing the parasitic

gap domain. In the absence of a parasitic gap in thewithoutP, successive-cyclic movement

will not be possible in (5b) and the syntactic structure willultimately fail to converge at PF.

I adopt the basics of the theory the theory of Cyclic Linearization and the principle of

Order Preservation developed by Fox & Pesetsky (2005) to formalize this idea. In short,

we will find that the ability to undergo successive-cyclic applications of movement will al-

low the rightward displaced DP to continuously be ordered rightmost in the phrase marker.

In this way the movement avoids producing contradictory linearization statements relative

to the clausal adjuncts. Once successive-cyclic movement is no longer possible given the

absence of a parasitic gap, one of the clausal adjuncts will be ordered rightmost in the

phrase marker. This effectively prevents any subsequent movement regardless of the pres-

ence of a parasitic gap. This leaves us with an interesting view of the grammar presented by

Bobaljik & Wurmbrand (2012) whereby economy conditions like the EMM place deriva-

tions in competition to derive representation that are convergent specifically at LF. This

representation is then handed off for an optimal interpretation at PF.
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In section 3.6 we will look at a third and final puzzle. Both Engdahl (1983) and Larson

(1989) point out that a parasitic gap is optional in the context of leftward movement.

(6) a. Who1 did I offende1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately?

b. Who1 did I offende1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately?

I argue that the presence or absence of Larson’s Generalization effects come down to in-

dependently stated locality constraints on each type of movement. While the presence of a

parasitic gap is responsible for licensing rightward movement beyond its normal position

at the edge of thevP domain,wh-movement is required to take scope at the level of the

CP domain independent of a parasitic gap. Thus, regardless of whether or not awh-phrase

stops to license a parasitic gap, further movement beyond the clausal adjunct will be in-

dependently licensed. The ultimate effect of this difference is that there are two possible

derivational paths available for producing constituent questions: one involving movement

that licenses a parasitic gap and one that does not.

Section 3.7 will conclude by summarizing the arguments and discussing some of the

implications of the results. In as far as the analyses and arguments presented here are

correct, we are beginning to get a handle on the difference between leftward and rightward

movements. However, we will also see a number of question that are left unanswered.

3.1 Some Parasitic Gap Puzzles

The puzzle we are interested in begins with the observation by Larson (1989) that, in

the case of rightward displacement, a parasitic gap is obligatory in a clausal adjunct that

has been crossed by the rightward movement operation. This is illustrated by the contrast

in (7) below.
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(7) a. I offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. * I offendede1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

The requirement for a parasitic gap in a clausal adjunct thathas been crossed by the right-

ward displacement of a DP is a general phenomenon in English.In addition to theby-clause

in (7), the pattern holds forbecause-clauses (8), rationale clauses (9), and temporal adver-

bial clauses (10).1

(8) a. Sam boughte1 because he enjoyedpg1 – [the documentary about tigers]1.

b. * Sam boughte1 because he enjoyed the cinematography –

[the documentary about tigers]1.

1I have encountered three ways in which the (b) variants of theexamples in (7)–(10) have been reported
to be made more acceptable. Adrian Staub (p.c.) notes that there might be contrast between (i) and (??) and
that this may be a function of the transitivity bias of the matrix verb. The intuition is that (i), which has the
optionally transitiverecoveris more acceptable without a parasitic gap domain than the obligatorily transitive
offendin (7).

(i) I recoverede1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately –[my favorite uncle from Cleveland].

I have not investigated systematically whether or not the transitivity bias of the matrix predicate reliably yields
such contrasts. However, this provides a potentially interesting manipulation for future research investigating
Larson’s Generalization and the revised version introduced below.

The second way of improving examples like (7), which represents the shape of the original examples from
Larson (1989), is to put a pronoun in place of the full DP in theadjunct clause. Two anonymous reviewers
for Linguaprovide the following examples for which I have suppressed any judgments.

(ii) I offendede1 by not recognizing him1 – [my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(iii) I offendede1 by not recognizing him1 – [every team member of the Red Socks]1.

Finally, the relevant examples can be made more acceptable as a function of the prosody assigned to the
adjunct clause. The more phonologically reduced that the adjunct phrase is and the larger that the intonational
boundaries around the adjunct clause are, the more parenthetical and the more acceptable the example seems
to become.

These, too, are issues that warrant much more attention thanI am able to afford them now. However,
the experiment reported in section 2.4 attempted to controlfor the ability to treat the adjunct clause as a
parenthetical. I will also return briefly to the examples in (ii) and (iii) in section 3.4.2 where I speculate on
their potential grammaticality. As one anonymous reviewersuggests, we might be observing a resumption
strategy in the parasitic gap domain. Alternatively, we might extend the formal analysis presented in that
section to permit movement that produces otherwise unavailable LF representations (e.g. Fox 2000, Reinhart
2006, Takahashi 2006).
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(9) a. Tim broughte1 in order to show Pampg1 –

[some pictures from his vacation]1.

b. * Tim broughte1 in order to show Pam the quality of his camera –

[some pictures from his vacation]1.

(10) a. Kim burnede1 after readingpg1 – [each article on parasitic gaps]1.

b. * Kim burnede1 after reading the abstracts –[each article on parasitic gaps]1.

In his work on this same paradigm, Nissenbaum (2000) formulates the generalization

shown in (11) to capture the rightward displacement patternin (7)–(10).

(11) Larson’s Generalization

HNPS cannot appear to the right of avP-adjunct unless that adjunct contains a

PG.

(Nissenbaum 2000:60)

I will delay a discussion of Nissenbaum’s (2000) approach tothese data until we can estab-

lish the appropriate background. For the time being, though, we can use this generalization

to help us formulate a couple of research questions. First, we should ask why the rightward

movement of the DP over these clausal adjuncts is contingenton the presence of a parasitic

gap.

But the puzzle goes even deeper it turns out. The generalization in (11) is formulated

to also account for what I will refer to asNissenbaum’s Paradigm. Nissenbaum (2000:64)

notes of data like those in (12) that a parasitic gap is required in each clausal adjunct that

is crossed by the rightward movement operation.
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(12) a. Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[pg1] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

b. * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[pg1] raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

c. * Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[someone] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

d. * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[someone] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

Given the two clausal adjuncts we see in the examples above—thewithoutP and thatbe-

causeP—movement to the right edge is licensed only when there is a parasitic gap in each

individual adjunct clause.2 Our account of Larson’s Generalization should also aim to cap-

ture Nissenbaum’s Paradigm.

To make things more interesting, both Engdahl (1983) and Larson (1989) point out

that we do not observe the same requirement for a parasitic gap in a clausal adjunct in

the context of leftward displacement. The parasitic gaps in(13)–(16) are optional at some

level.

2Nissenbaum (2000:92) suggests that a gap is not necessary ineach clausal adjunct when they modify
different clauses. However, I do not share this judgment.

(i) a. Sam thinks[CP that you promotede1 without interviewingpg1]
because he saw you givepg1 a raise –[the guy with great references]1.

b. * Sam thinks[CP that you promotede1 without interviewing Kim]
because he saw you givepg1 a raise –[the guy with great references]1.
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(13) a. Who1 did I offende1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately?

b. Who1 did I offende1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately?

(14) a. [Which film ]1 did Sam buye1 because he enjoyedpg1?

b. [Which film ]1 did Sam buye1 because he enjoyed the cinematography?

(15) a. [Which pictures]1 did Tim bringe1 in order to show Pampg1?

b. [Which pictures]1 did Tim bringe1

in order to show Pam the quality of his camera?

(16) a. [Which articles]1 did Pam burne1 after readingpg1?

b. [Which articles]1 did Pam burne1 after reading the abstract?

The natural follow-up question, then, is why we do not observe something like Larson’s

Generalization in the context of leftward movement. Whatever our analysis of Larson’s

Generalization is, it should help us understand why it is that parasitic gaps are obligatory

with rightward movement, but optional with leftward movement.

We will see that a proper account of Larson’s Generalizationcan provide a very natural

way of understanding the asymmetry between leftward and rightward movement as an

effect of the criteria responsible for licensing each type of movement. Before we do this,

however, we will motivate a revision to the formulation of Larson’s Generalization that we

have in (11).

3.2 Revising Larson’s Generalization

The goal of this section is to argue for the following empirical generalization of the

basic rightward movement data that we saw in (7)–(10).

(17) Revised Larson’s Generalization

Rightward displacement of a DP beyond standard HNPS must result in the bind-

ing of a parasitic gap by the displaced DP.
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The revision will be motivated in part by an argument that thedisplacement of the DP in

those cases that result in the binding of a parasitic gap is actually exceptional rightward

movement. I will provide evidence in section 3.2.1 for the claim that clausal adjuncts that

are subject to Larson’s Generalization are adjoined to a position that is relatively high on

the verbal spine. Section 3.2.2 suggests that the inabilityfor rightward movement of a DP

to cross a clausal adjunct in the absence of a parasitic gap can be reduced to the claim

that rightward movement of a DP is restricted to targeting a position that is lower than the

relevant clausal adjuncts. Following a claim made by Heck & Müller (2000), I suggest that

it is the presence of the parasitic gap that is licensing otherwise impossible movement.

3.2.1 Low Adjuncts and High Adjuncts

The rightward displacement of a DP, as we know, is not categorically contingent on the

presence of a parasitic gap. Our investigation in chapter 2 showed us that HNPS is almost

defined as the displacement of a DP to the right of some PP or AdvP like in (18)–(21). Let

us refer to these examples in which a DP is displaced rightward over a phrasal adverbial as

cases of “standard” HNPS.

(18) a. Sam met the members of his bowling team in the parking lot.

b. Sam mete1 in the parking lot –[the members of his bowling team]1.

(19) a. Pam closed the window in the children’s bedroom softly.

b. Pam closede1 softly – [the window in the children’s bedroom]1.

(20) a. Tim wiped the grill they pulled out of the shed clean.

b. Tim wipede1 clean –[the grill they pulled out of the shed]1.

(21) a. Kim gave a photo collage of their trip to Argentina to her best friend.

b. Kim gavee1 to her best friend –[a photo collage of their trip to Argentina]1.

There is an interesting observation we can make concerning the ordering restrictions

that exist between the set of phrasal adverbials in (18)–(21) and the set of clausal adjuncts
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in (7)–(10) that are subject to Larson’s Generalization. Given a member from each of these

sets, the phrasal adverbial must precede the clausal adjunct (22)–(25).

(22) a. Sam met his team members[in the parking lot] [after getting fajitas].

b. * Sam met his team members[after getting fajitas] [in the parking lot].

(23) a. Pam closed the window[softly] [in order to let the children sleep].

b. * Pam closed the window[in order to let the children sleep] [softly].

(24) a. Tim wiped the grill[clean] [because he was going to use it].

b. * Tim wiped the grill[because he was going to use it] [clean].

(25) a. Kim gave a photo collage[to her best friend] [by ordering one online].

b. * Kim gave a photo collage[by ordering one online] [to her best friend].

One way to interpret these facts is along the lines suggestedby Reinhart (1983) and Ernst

(1999, 2002) whereby we are seeing a difference in the attachment height of the elements

in each set. In particular, the data suggest that clausal adjuncts that are subject to Larson’s

Generalization are adjoined to a position on the verbal spine that is structurally higher than

the position of the phrasal adverbials that are not.

The idea that these two sets of elements are distinguished based on their structural

height has been argued for previously by Larson (1988) and Nissenbaum (2000). We can

find additional support from thethough-movement diagnostic in Baltin 1981 and also em-

ployed by Andrews (1982). In the examples in (26)–(29) belowwe see that the phrasal

adverbials that can be crossed by standard HNPS resist beingstranded by thethough-

movement operation. This suggests that they must be part of aconstituent that includes

the verb and which can be targeted for movement.

(26) a. [Meet his team members in the parking lot]1 though he wille1,

Sam is still going to get fajitas first.

b. * [Meet his team members]1 though he wille1 in the parking lot,

Sam is still going to get fajitas first.
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(27) a. [Close the window softly]1 though she dide1,

something still managed to wake the children.

b. * [Close the window]1 though she dide1 softly,

something still managed to wake the children.

(28) a. [Wipe the grill clean]1 though he dide1,

Tim still managed to ruin the burgers.

b. * [Wipe the grill]1 though he dide1 clean,

Tim still managed to ruin the burgers.

(29) a. [Give a photo collage to her best friend]1 though she maye1,

Kim is keeping the t-shirts.

b. * [Give a photo collage]1 though she maye1 to her best friend,

Kim is keeping the t-shirts.

The clausal adjuncts that are subject to Larson’s Generalization, on the other hand, behave

differently with respect to this diagnostic. The examples in (30)–(33) show us that these

clausal adjuncts do not necessarily need to be part of the constituent targeted for the fronting

operation.

(30) a. [Meet his team members before going to practice]1

though he wille1, Sam is still going to get fajitas first.

b. [Meet his team members]1 though he wille1

before going to practice, Sam is still going to get fajitas first.

(31) a. [Close the window in order to let them sleep]1

though she dide1, something still managed to wake the children.

b. [Close the window]1 though she dide1 in order to let them sleep,

something still managed to wake the children.
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(32) a. [Wipe the grill clean because he needed to use it]1

though Tim dide1, he still managed to ruin the burgers.

b. [Wipe the grill clean]1 though Tim dide1

because he needed to use it, he still managed to ruin the burgers.

(33) a. [Give a photo collage to her best friend by ordering one online]1

though she maye1, Kim is keeping the t-shirts.

b. [Give a photo collage to her best friend]1 though she maye1

by ordering one online, Kim is keeping the t-shirts.

Collectively these data are consistent with the claim that the clausal adjuncts which

are subject to Larson’s Generalization adjoin to a positionon the verbal spine that is higher

than where the phrasal adverbials under investigation are capable of adjoining. If we accept

this idea we are able to account for thethough-movement facts above by asserting that the

phrasal adverbials from (18)–(21) are necessarily adjoined below the node that is being

targeted by the fronting operation. This is the reason that they cannot be stranded by the

fronting operation as shown in (26)–(29). From the examplesin (30)–(33), it seems that the

clausal adjuncts that are subject to Larson’s Generalization are able to adjoin to a position

either above or below the node targeted for the fronting operation. However, as the ordering

facts in (22)–(25) reveal, even the lowest point of attachment for these clausal adjuncts will

be higher than the highest point of attachment of the phrasaladverbials.

3.2.2 Larson’s Generalization as a Function of Height

Distinguishing phrasal adverbials and the relevant set of clausal adjuncts on the basis

of their height of attachment puts us in a position to providean account for why Larson’s

Generalization holds. In other words, we can understand whyit is that standard HNPS

can cross the phrasal adverbials from (18)–(21) but, under normal circumstances, cannot

cross the set of clausal adjuncts that are subject to Larson’s Generalization. The ability of

a rightward moving DP to cross a given element can be understood as a function of the
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structural height of that element, just as we concluded in section 2.6.2 of chapter 2 on the

basis of data presented by Johnson (1985).

Following (Bresnan 1976, Stowell 1981, Johnson 1985) and onthe basis of the results

of chapter 2, we will continue to work under the hypothesis that there is a position at the

edge ofvP that hosts a DP that undergoes HNPS. Let us place the phrasaladverbials from

(18)–(21) into a category of Low Adjuncts that have a position on the verbal spine that is

necessarily lower than the position targeted by standard HNPS. It is because of the rela-

tively low position of this class of elements that they can befreely crossed by HNPS as

roughly illustrated in (34). The clausal adjuncts for whichLarson’s Generalization holds

will be made members of an opposing class of High Adjuncts. They are necessarily ad-

joined to some XP on the verbal spine that is higher than the locus of HNPS, as shown

roughly in (35).3 It is because of their relatively high position that they aresimply unable

to be crossed by an instance of standard HNPS.

(34) HNPS over a Low Adjunct

FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ VP

VP

V◦ e1
Low Adjunct

XDP1

(35) HNPS over a High Adjunct

XP

XP

FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ VP

V◦ e1

High Adjunct

*DP1

3The higher attachment of clausal adjuncts is arguably conceptually intuitive as clausal adjuncts including
because-clauses, rationale clauses, conditionals, temporal adjunct clauses, etc., seem to describe a relation-
ship between two events/situations or things of a propositional nature. This basic intuition was spelled out in
some detail by Johnston (1994).
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This picture of the acceptability of rightward DP-movementis reminiscent of what

Grosu (1973) calls theRight Roof Constraint. This constraint has come to represent the

exceptional locality of rightward movement following Ross’ (1967:307) original claim that

all rightward movement is clause-bounded. Subsequent research, though, has gradually

strengthened the locality conditions on rightward displacement phenomena to suggest that

rightward movement of some object is in fact bound to the edgeof the first cyclic node that

dominates that element (e.g., Akmajian 1975, Baltin 1981, McCloskey 1999). Assuming

that at leastvP is a cyclic node (e.g., Chomsky 2001), this is precisely thestate of affairs

that the discussion presented here has lead us to. HNPS cannot displace a DP beyond the

edge ofvP. We derive the effects of the Right Roof Constraint by setting the necessary locus

of standard HNPS as the edge ofvP.

This height-based account of the data provides a rather interesting way of thinking

about Nissenbaum’s (2000) version of Larson’s Generalization that was presented in (11).

We are finding that an instance of exceptional rightward movement that is to a position

that is otherwise inaccessible to standard HNPS is being licensed in the event that the

movement results in the binding of a parasitic gap. A more accurate description of the

relevant paradigm, then, would be as shown in (36).

(36) Revised Larson’s Generalization

Rightward displacement of a DP beyond standard HNPS must result in the bind-

ing of a parasitic gap by the displaced DP.

The empirical generalization that is represented by this formulation of Larson’s General-

ization differs from the preliminary version in (11) in thatrightward movement now does

not always require the creation of a parasitic gap to cross a clause. The Revised Larson’s

Generalization in (36) posits that the necessity of the parasitic gap is contingent on the

structural height of the embedded clause.

A prediction, then, is that rightward DP-movement over a clause that isvP-internal, and

therefore below the locus of HNPS, should not require an additional gap. This prediction
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is borne out with subject-gap purpose clauses (37), which are commonly thought to bevP-

internal (Faraci 1974, Bach 1982, Huettner 1989, Jones 1991), as well as with rationale

clauses that modify the embedded clause of a Raising-to-Object predicate (38).4

(37) a. Kim[VP gave Pam1 the camera[PRO1 to take pictures of the birds]].

b. Kim [VP gave Pam1 e2 [PRO1 to take pictures of the birds]] –

[the camera with a telescopic lens]2.

(38) a. Tim expects the guy in the corner[to be a jerk in order to impress people].

b. Tim expectse1 [to be a jerk in order to impress people] –

[the guy in the corner on his phone]1.

To summarize, the rightward displacement operation’s contingency on a parasitic gap

is itself contingent on the structural height of the adjunctbeing crossed. It is only when the

displaced DP crosses a clausal adjunct that is adjoined above the locus of standard HNPS

that an additional gap becomes necessary.

This characterization of the rightward movement data is similar to a proposal made by

Heck & Müller (2000). They suggest that the binding of a parasitic gap licenses otherwise

impossible movements in German. Heck & Müller (2000:11) present the examples in (39)

to demonstrate that scrambling ofwh-indefinites in German is a generally banned move-

ment. With the examples in (40) they also demonstrate that scrambling becomes possible

in the presence of a parasitic gap. The contrast between (40a) and (40b) further illustrates

that the scrambling operation is in fact obligatory in the presence of a parasitic gap.

(39) a. dass

that

sie

she

dem

ART

Fritz

Fritzdat

was

somethingacc

zurückgegeben

returned

hat

has

b. * dass

that

sie

she

was1

somethingacc

dem

ART

Fritz

Fritzdat

t1 zurückgegeben

returned

hat

has

4See Postal (1974) and Bresnan (1976) for further discussionof the ability to target the shared argument
of Raising-to-Object predicates for HNPS.
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(40) a. dass

that

die

ART

Maria

Maria

was1

somethingacc

[CP ohne

without

e1 zu

to

lesen

read

] dem

ART

Fritz

Fritzdat

t1

zurückgegeben

returned

hat

has

b. * dass

that

die

ART

Maria

Maria

[CP ohne

without

e1 zu

to

lesen

read

] dem

ART

Fritz

Fritzdat

was1

somethingacc

zurückgegeben

returned

hat

has

This exactly mirrors the paradigm that is represented by theRevised Larson’s General-

ization. In both English and German, the need to provide a binder for a parasitic gap is

necessitating DP-movement that is otherwise not possible.

For the English data that fall under the Revised Larson’s Generalization, I will argue in

what follows that an instance of movement beyond standard HNPS is indeed being licensed

by the presence of a parasitic gap. In the following section we will look at some evidence

for the claim that the rightward movement involved in the Revised Larson’s Generalization

is exceptional movement targeting a position beyond what ispossible for standard HNPS.

Section 3.4 will then provide a formal analysis for the empirical generalization represented

by the Revised Larson’s Generalization.

3.3 Potentially Unbounded Rightward DP-Movement

I suggested above, following a proposal by Heck & Müller (2000), that the need to

provide a binder for a parasitic gap licenses rightward movement beyond the standard locus

of rightward DP-movement. In this section, I provide further evidence that this rightward

movement, given common conceptions, is in fact exceptional. We will see that the need to

bind a parasitic gap licenses movement beyond thevP and in fact beyond the containing

clause. This in turn suggests that rightward movement is in fact potentially unbounded, just

like its leftward counterparts.
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To the best of my knowledge it was first observed by Lakoff (1970) that the scope of a

because-clause is ambiguous with respect to negation in cases like (41).

(41) Sam didn’t leave because he was tired.

a. CAUSE> ¬

‘Because Sam was tired, it’s not the case that he left.’

b. ¬ > CAUSE

‘It’s not the case that, because Sam was tired, he left.’

Relevant to the point being made here is that a parasitic gap in abecause-clause interpreted

above negation can license movement of a DP as in (42). This example has been designed

to be biased towards the wide-scope interpretation of thebecause-clause and to block a

RNR derivation with a double-object construction (see section 2.3.2.3). Furthermore, we

can note that the parasitic gap is necessary to license the movement.

(42) Tim didn’t [vP invite e1] because he would have to give[pg1/*everyone] a gift –

[the guy who throws great parties]1.

“Because Tim would have to give [him/everyone] a gift, he didn’t invite the guy

who throws great parties.”

I am assuming that because the adjunct clause is interpretedabove negation it was generated

there. This means that the movement of the DP past this clausal adjunct has not only taken

the DP beyond the edge ofvP, but even beyond sentential negation.

We can demonstrate that this is indeed what we are observing by placing a negative

polarity item (NPI) inside the rightward displaced DP. First, note that an NPI such asany

remains licensed in a DP that has undergone standard HNPS (43). This is consistent with

our findings above that standard HNPS targets the first dominating vP.

(43) a. Tim doesn’t invite any of his superiors to parties.

b. Tim doesn’t invitee1 to parties –[any of his superiors]1.
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Let us simply assume for the moment that the movement licensed by a parasitic gap targets

a position immediately above the parasitic gap domain.5 Given the available attachment

sites for thebecause-clause either above or below negation, it should be possible to predict

when a negative polarity item will be licensed following movement that is driven by a par-

asitic gap.6 If the because-clause takes scope below negation (44),anyshould in principle

be licensed in the derived position above the adjunct clause.7 On the other hand, if the

because-clause takes scope above negation (45),any should fail to be licensed following

the displacement operation as its derived position will be outside the scope of negation.

(44) Movement over a lowbecause-
clause

Neg◦

vP

. . .e1 . . .

becauseP

. . . pg1 . . .

XNPI1

(45) Movement over a highbecause-
clause

Neg◦ vP

. . .e1 . . .

becauseP

. . . pg1 . . .

*NPI1

5What follows will support this assumption. Basically, I am assuming the basic derivation for parasitic
gaps proposed in Nissenbaum 2000:ch. 2, which will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.

6Also relevant to the discussion here is the observation by Mayr & Spector (2010) that (potentially string-
vacuous) HNPS may result in otherwise unavailable wide-scope readings of a universal quantifier with nega-
tion. This is a potential counter-example to the claim that HNPS targets a relatively low position in the
structure. However, given their basic analysis for these observations based onScope Economyprinciples
(Fox 2000), the facts are not incompatible with the system being built here. Thus, a similar argument to the
one here could be made whereby it is predicted that a parasitic gap in an adjunct clause above negation forces
a wide-scope reading for a universal quantifier. Because these judgments are more involved and less stable,
they are not included here. Instead, I thank Jeremy Hartman (p.c.) for suggesting that I use the NPI diagnostic
that is presented.

7It is sometimes claimed that NPIs are simply unlicensed in the matrix clause given a low-scopebecause-
clause (Johnston 1993, Chierchia 2004, Hsieh 2009). The usual account comes from Linebarger’sImmediate
Scope Constraintwhich asserts that an NPI and its licensor must not be separated by another logical element.
However, as Linebarger (1987:339–340) and Guerzoni (2006:372–374) note, the acceptability of examples
like (46a), which is based on examples in Partee 1993, is predicted by allowing the negative polarity item to be
licensed by covertly raising to a position between negationand thebecause-clause and avoiding a violation of
the Immediate Scope Constraint. The key, as (46a) will show,is that these readings require a partitive/specific
interpretation of the shifted quantificational DP (e.g. Enc¸ 1991, Diesing 1992). It is interesting to note that this
is exactly the configuration and interpretation achieved bythe rightward displacement operation illustrated in
(44).
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These predictions are borne out in (46) and (47) respectively. The (a) variants provide

the source example and its interpretation while the (b) variants provide the string that re-

sults from rightward movement and the licensing of a parasitic gap. The example in (46)

contains abecause-clause biased towards scoping below negation. With this interpretation,

the rightward displaced NPI remains licensed in (46b), which suggests that its derived posi-

tion is below negation as diagrammed in (44). The more interesting case for our purpose is

in (47). Here, like in (42), thebecause-clause is biased towards taking scope over negation.

Rightward displacement of the DP with this interpretation of the because-clause, though,

is now no longer acceptable. This is expected if this sentence necessarily has the structural

configuration in (45) where the NPI has moved above thebecause-clause and, therefore,

outside of negation.

(46) Context: Tim wants to give his new superiors in the department presents if they

come to his parties. But, it’s not for this reason that he invites any of them to his

parties.

a. Tim doesn’t invite any of his new superiors because he wants to give them a

present.

¬∃x[superior(x) ∧ CAUSE(invite(x,Tim), give-them-a-present(Tim))]

‘It’s not the case that there is anx such thatx is his new superior and because

Tim wants to give them a present, he invites them.’

b. Tim doesn’t invitee1 because he wants to givepg1 a present –

[any of his new superiors]1.
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(47) Context: Tim has to give his new superiors in the department a presentif they come

to his parties. For this reason, he doesn’t invite any of themto his parties.

a. Tim doesn’t invite any of his new superiors because he has to give them a

present.

CAUSE(¬∃x[superior(x) ∧ invite(x,Tim)], give-them-a-present(Tim))

“Because Tim has to give them a present, it’s not the case thatthere is anx

such thatx is his superior and Tim invitesx.”

b. * Tim doesn’t invitee1 because he has to givepg1 a present –

[any of his new superiors]1.

The next example in (48) is adapted from Nissenbaum 2000:89.Here we see a rationale

clause modifying the matrix predicateclaim but the rightward displaced DP has its base

position as the complement of the embedded verblike. As expected from the Revised

Larson’s Generalization, a parasitic gap in the rationale clause is necessary to license the

movement of the DP.

(48) I claimed[CP that I likede1] in order to get you to rent[pg1/*a VHS cassette] –

[that movie with Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn]1.

(Nissenbaum 2000:89, (3a))

Examples like this suggest that, contra Ross 1967, rightward movement is not necessar-

ily clause-bounded. The structurally similar example below in (49) shows that the same

pattern emerges when a Right Node Raising derivation is blocked with the double-object

construction.

(49) Sam thinks[CP that you likee1]

because he saw you give[pg1/*someone] a present –[a new co-worker]1.

These observations demonstrate that rightward DP-movement can target positions be-

yond the immediatevP that contains the relevant DP and even positions external to that

DP’s containing clause. This naturally suggests that a DP could be rightward moved a the-
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oretically unbounded distance from its base-generated position. Doing so, though, requires

that the movement is appropriately licensed, which I have argued can be achieved by the

need to bind a parasitic gap.

3.4 Licensing Rightward DP-Movement

This section presents a formal account of the Revised Larson’s Generalization, which

has been repeated from (17) for convenience.

(17) Revised Larson’s Generalization

Rightward displacement of a DP beyond standard HNPS must result in the bind-

ing of a parasitic gap by the displaced DP.

In section 3.4.1 I will provide a formalization of the constraint that generally blocks right-

ward movement from targeting a position above clausal adjuncts. This will take the shape of

an economy condition that favors fewer movement operationsover the course of a deriva-

tion. Section 3.4.2 adapts the mechanics for parasitic gap configurations developed by

Nissenbaum (2000:ch. 2) to provide a formal analysis for those instances where a parasitic

gap licenses what is otherwise impossible rightward movement. In short, the exceptional

movement of the DP ensures compositionality between the matrix clause and the parasitic

gap domain.

3.4.1 When Heavy-NP Shift Is Unlicensed

Let us start by simplifying the basic picture of HNPS that we established in section 2.6

of chapter 2. For the purposes of this section, it will be enough to work with the partial

representation in (50). This structure presents the low FocusP projection within the edge of

an articulatedvP-layer. It is the specifier of FocusP that is targeted by HNPS.
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(50) XP

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughte1 on the way home

DP1

the documentary. . .

The node XP in the structure above represents some additional extended verbal projection

(see Grimshaw 1991, 1993). This position necessarily dominates the low FocusP that hosts

standard HNPS and, for us, represents the lowest available point of attachment for a clausal

adjunct that is subject to the Revised Larson’s Generalization. Because standard HNPS

beyond Spec,FocusP is unlicensed, and because clausal adjuncts necessarily adjoin above

FocusP, we derive the fact that rightward displacement of a DP that is moving solely for

focus will be unable to target a position above a clausal adjunct that is subject to the Revised

Larson’s Generalization.

Consider the sentence in (51) and its simplified partial representation in (52) to see this.

Much like we saw in the tree in (53) in section 3.2.2, movementof the direct object that is

purely for the purpose of focus is licensed as far as Spec,FocusP. An operation of movement

that takes the DP any further, including over this particular clausal adjunct, is unlicensed.

(51) * Sam boughte1 because he loved the cinematography –

[the documentary about tigers]1.
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(52) *XP

XP

XP

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughte1

e1

AdjunctP

because. . .

DP1

the documentary. . .

Let us take this opportunity to formalize the evaluation metric that determines the move-

ment to Spec,XP in (52) to be unlicensed movement. We will be assuming with Bresnan

(1971), Uriagereka (1999), Chomsky (2000), and Epstein & Seely (2002) that derivations

proceed cyclically via multiple spell-outs of the syntactic object under construction. The

application of an instance of movement in a given spell-out domain will be subject to the

following economy constraint in (53), which I have adapted from Chomsky 1993 cited in

Reinhart 2006.

(53) Economy of Movement Metric (EMM)

If a derivation D1 of a spell-out domainα converges without some movement

operation, then D1 blocks a derivation D2 of α that includes that movement

operation.

For the types of cases we have been examining, the EMM says that, if the derivation of

a spell-out domain containing a clausal adjunct converges without an application of right-

ward movement (i.e., a parasitic gap would not go unbound), then rightward movement is

disallowed in the derivation of that spell-out domain. I will return to what it means for a

derivation to converge in the following section. The idea tostart with is the Minimalist as-
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sertion that a derivation converges if the result is a representation that is interpretable at the

PF interface and the LF interface (e.g., Chomsky 2004). Under the assumptions that I have

adopted for this thesis, the syntactic component will generate a single representation that

must be interpretable at each of PF and LF (Brody 1995, Bobaljik 1995, Groat & O’Neil

1996). If XP in (53) is treated as a spell-out domain, the derivation of XP will converge

without the additional rightward movement beyond HNPS. This is so given the absence of

a parasitic gap in thebecauseP. Thus, movement over this clausal adjunct to Spec,XP is

blocked according to our EMM.

3.4.2 When Rightward DP-Movement Ensures Compositionality

We turn now to why it is that further rightward movement beyond Spec,FocusP and past

the relevant clausal adjuncts is permitted in the presence of a parasitic gap. I will suggest

that it is the ability to ensure convergence of the spell-domain that contains the clausal

adjunct with a parasitic gap that is satisfying the EMM and licensing exceptional rightward

movement. More specifically, movement of the DP will ensure composition of the parasitic

gap domain with the matrix clause.

I will ultimately be adapting the analysis that was proposedby Nissenbaum (2000:ch.

2) for parasitic gap licensing in examples like (54).

(54) Sam boughte1 because he lovedpg1 – [the documentary about Bengal tigers]1.

Nissenbaum, like Contreras (1984), Chomsky (1986), and Browning (1987), treats the par-

asitic gap as the tail of a null-operator chain inside the adjunct clause. One piece of evidence

for this comes from Kayne’s (1983) observation presented insection 2.3.1.2 of chapter 2

that we witness island effects within the parasitic gap domain. The mechanics of this anal-

ysis employ the notion of multiple derivational workspaces(for instance, see Chomsky

2000) whereby multiple syntactic objects can be constructed in parallel. In the derivation

of (54), there will be a point when the two syntactic objects shown in (55) will have been

constructed. The syntactic object on the left is the matrix clause following HNPS of the
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DP from its verb-adjacent position. The syntactic object onthe right is the adjunct clause

complete with a null-operator chain. (Following Nissenbaum (2000) I will suppress any

event/situation variables for expository purposes. For a discussion of their potential import

see Nissenbaum (2000:47, fn. 22).)

(55) FocusP :t

FocusP :〈et〉

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

1

DP1

the documentary. . .

AdjunctP :〈et〉

2

because he lovedy2

As a null-operator structure, the parasitic gap domain willbe interpreted as a type

〈et〉 abstraction over entities. Merging this AdjunctP with the type t FocusP will ulti-

mately present the standard methods of composition (Heim & Kratzer 1998) with a type

mismatch. The insight that we get from Nissenbaum (2000:45–46) is that the HNPS op-

eration effectively licenses the parasitic gap by creatinga derived predicate in the matrix

clause with which the parasitic gap domain could be interpreted viaPredicate Modifica-

tion (Heim & Kratzer 1998). To capitalize on this observation, Nissenbaum suggests that

the parasitic gap domain in fact must be merged counter-cyclically below the displaced

DP with the type〈et〉 FocusP. The result is the representation below in (56). Counter-

cyclically merging the parasitic gap domain creates an intermediate piece of structure that

is interpreted as another predicate of individuals which takes the displaced DP as its argu-

ment.
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(56) FocusP :t

FocusP :〈et〉
λz.Sam-bought(z) ∧
because-he-loved(z)

FocusP :〈et〉

λx.Sam-bought(x)

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

1

AdjunctP :〈et〉
λy.because-he-loved(y)

2

because he lovedy2

DP1

the documentary. . .

While this analysis accounts for many of the properties of parasitic gap constructions,8

it is not straightforwardly compatible with the observations from the previous sections.

Recall the arguments from section 3.2 that HNPS cannot target a position on the verbal

spine that is higher than the lowest point of attachment for adjunct clauses that are subject

to the Revised Larson’s Generalization. I suggested instead that the need to bind a parasitic

gap is licensing exceptional rightward movement. We also saw evidence in section 3.3 that

this rightward movement is indeed targeting positions wellbeyond the reach of standard

HNPS. These observations suggest that it is not the HNPS operation that is responsible for

licensing a parasitic gap. Instead, as also suggested by Heck & Müller (2000) for German

wh-scrambling, it is the parasitic gap that is licensing the movement.

A second issue, which is recognized by Nissenbaum (2000) andaddressed in his foot-

note 22 on page 47, concerns how the structure in (56) is actually being interpreted. In

typical cases of clausal adjunction, rationale clauses, temporal adverbial clauses,because-

clauses, etc. are often thought to combine with the matrix clause via a predication operation

8See Nissenbaum (2000:ch. 2) and Culicover 2001 for an extensive discussion of the properties of para-
sitic gaps constructions.
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as opposed to predicate modification.9 In what follows I will present a theory of parasitic

gap licensing with a few revisions to the derivation proposed by Nissenbaum (2000) along-

side a few other assumptions, which I will gradually introduce below and over the next

few subsections. Despite the derivational differences, this alternative theory will ultimately

generate something that resembles Nissenbaum’s (2000) representation for parasitic gap

configurations but permits composition without predicate modification.

First, instead of forcing the parasitic gap domain to merge counter-cyclically below the

locus of HNPS, we will allow the parasitic gap domain to mergecyclically above the locus

of HNPS, just as it would under more standard circumstances.The result is shown below

in (57) where thebecauseP has been adjoined to an extended verbal functional projection

XP that dominates the DP that has undergone HNPS.

(57) XP : ??

XP : t

X◦ FocusP :t

FocusP :〈et〉

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

1

DP1

the documentary. . .

AdjunctP :〈et〉
λy.because-he-loved(y)

2

because he lovedy2

The problem we encounter with this representation—and the one that Nissenbaum (2000)

works to avoid—is that it will ultimately result in a type mismatch that renders theXP

node uninterpretable by the standard methods of composition from Heim & Kratzer (1998).

9For instance, see Beaver & Condoravdi (2003) on temporal adverbials, von Fintel & Iatridou (2005) and
Nissenbaum (2005) on rationale clauses, and the baseline analysis forbecausecomes from Lewis (1973).
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Assume that at least one of the conditions for the convergence of a derivation is that the

representation is entirely compositionally interpretable. According to the EMM, then, an

application of movement that could permit interpretation of the XP node in (57) would be

licensed.

I suggest that the rightward displacement of the DP over the adjunct clause does exactly

this. I will argue that the DPthe documentary. . . undergoes an exceptional instance of

rightward movement beyond HNPS and over the clausal adjunctto a position adjoined to

the XP node and this has the effect of binding the parasitic gap and permitting composition

of the adjunct clause with the matrix clause. A few words willbe necessary here to see

exactly how the composition ofXP is supposed to be ensured by this movement operation.

If we consider the result of the proposed movement in (58) below, then we find that the

standard treatment of movement from Heim & Kratzer (1998) will not actually help here.

The binder index that is inserted along with movement will appear immediately below the

landing site of the displaced DP. This would serve to create aderived predicate immediately

above theXP node, but it would do nothing to facilitate composition of the XP node

itself.

(58) XP : ??

XP : ??

XP : ??

XP : t

X◦ FocusP :t

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

x1

AdjunctP :〈et〉
λy.because-he-loved(y)

2

because he lovedy2

1

DP1

the documentary. . .
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To remedy this situation, we require a means for permitting composition of the adjunct

clause and the matrix clause at theXP node. One way to make this happen would be to

allow the semantic component of the grammar to ignore the binder index introduced by the

creation of the null-operator chain in the adjunct clause. The method I would like to pursue

in order to permit such a thing is inspired by the proposal from Lasnik & Saito (1984) that

it is possible to delete movement traces at LF when (i) they donot contribute to semantic

interpretation and (ii) when they are locally c-commanded by their binder. The precise

details of that analysis can be set aside for our purposes, but I would like to suggest that, in

a similar way, it is possible to delete the material associated with links in a movement chain

at LF so long as doing so does not inhibit compositionality orproduce an interpretation that

would otherwise be unavailable. For the case at hand, I propose that it is possible, under

the right conditions, to delete the binder index introducedby the movement of the null-

operator in the adjunct clause. I will refer to this process as Index Deletionand suggest that

it applies at the LF interface.

By looking ahead to the structures in (62) and (63) below one can see how this would

serve as a solution to the problem of composition in (58), butlet us look more closely at

how this is supposed to work. To start formalizing the idea that the need to apply Index

Deletion is motivating exceptional rightward movement, I will assert that its application is

subject to the condition in (59).

(59) Condition on Index Deletion (CID)

In the configuration:

[ n [ . . . xn . . . ] ]

wheren is a numerical binder index andxn is a variable bound byn, Index Deletion

can deleten iff xn would remain bound.

This condition states that Index Deletion is possible only if the responsibility for binding

the relevant variable can be passed on to another available binder. I assume that available

binders are defined by the conditions on semantic binding (Heim & Kratzer 1998, Büring
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2005). At a minimum, this means that there must be a DP in a c-commanding position

which carries the same index as the variable. Therefore, it is by virtue of licensing Index

Deletion and, as we will see, ultimately permitting composition of the adjunct and matrix

clauses, that movement beyond standard HNPS to a position above the clausal adjunct will

be licensed.10

The CID can also be viewed as the enforcer of the stipulation that Index Deletion is

not licensed to alter semantic interpretation. By requiring that an alternative binder be

available, the CID will prevent Index Deletion from turninga bound variable into a free

variable and picking up the direct object or some other entity as its referent in this way.

This means that we correctly rule out a structure such as the one in (60) where a null-

operator chain is formed within an adjunct clause but no viable binder is supplied for the

resultant variable. Given the CID, it will not be possible for Index Deletion to delete the

binder index 2 (indicated bystrikethrough) for the variabley and allow its treatment as a

free variable.

(60) * I met all your friends[ 2 without having the chance to talk toy2 ].

This illuminates a potential issue for the analysis of parasitic gaps being developed here.

As of now, there is currently nothing that guarantees that a parasitic gap will carry the same

index as the rightward shifted DP. This is a necessary condition on parasitic gap licensing

seeing as it is a property of such constructions that a parasitic gap necessarily refers to the

DP whose movement licenses its presence. This is also a natural consequence of the sys-

tem developed by Nissenbaum (2000) given the compositionaltools that analysis employs.

Regardless of the indices assigned to the shifted DP or the null-operator, it is because the

matrix clause and the parasitic gap domain are composed via predicate modification that

10This analysis shares the problem of most theories of parasitic gap licensing that it must simply be stipu-
lated that neither A-movement nor movement of the subject licenses a parasitic gap in a clausal adjunct. See
Nunes (2001) for a sideward movement theory of parasitic gaplicensing that is claimed to derive these facts.
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the movement gap and the parasitic gap will necessarily be bound by the same DP (see

(56)).

In the present system as it currently stands, if the variablein thepgsite carries an index

other than the index carried by the licensing DP, the CID willnecessarily be violated by

deleting the binder index in the adjunct clause. In this situation, the conditions on bind-

ing cannot be satisfied since the variable and the potential binder carry different indices.

The variable in thepg site would fail to remain bound in violation of the CID. Generally

speaking, this is a desirable result of the CID for the same reason as above; we want to pre-

clude the possibility of spuriously allowing treatment of abound variable as a free variable.

Nonetheless, we require a way to ensure that the null-operator caries the same index as the

DP that licenses the parasitic gap.

One way of doing this is inspired by the sideward movement account of parasitic gap

licensing that is presented by Nunes (2001). For Nunes (2001), the parasitic gap is the trace

of the licensing DP, which has been movedsidewardout of its base-position in the adjunct

clause and into the matrix clause before it undergoes further movement to a position that

c-commands the adjunct clause. An argument against this exact type of approach can be

made on the basis of the asymmetric reconstruction facts attributed to Kearny (1983) and

further discussed in Nissenbaum 2000 and Culicover 2001. As(61) shows, a reflexive

anaphor can be reconstructed into the matrix clause, but notinto the adjunct clause.

(61) a. [Which pictures of himself2]1 did John2 selle1

before Mary had a chance to look atpg1?

b. * [Which pictures of himself2]1 did Mary selle1

before John2 had a chance to look atpg1?

(Nissenbaum 2000:30, (14))

This is an observation that is captured naturally by a null-operator analysis of parasitic gap

whereby null-operators are content-less objects. In addition to being content-less, let it also

be a property of null-operators that they cannot be assignedtheir own binder index. Instead,
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a null-operator must inherit its binder index from some other full DP in the derivation. It is

by copying the binder index of the DP whose movement licensesthe parasitic gap onto the

null-operator that the appropriate binder index ends up on the variable in the parasitic gap

site. As noted above, the CID ensures that it is the DP whose binder index was inherited

by the null-operator that ultimately ends up as an availablebinder for the variable in the

parasitic gap site. Otherwise, the relevant variable ends up going unbound and violating

the CID.

With these pieces in place, we can now see precisely how exceptional rightward move-

ment of the DP ensures composition on the parasitic gap domain with matrix clause. Still

abstracting away from event/situation variables, let us adopt a naı̈ve lexical entry forbe-

causeas a type〈t, tt〉 function that combines with two propositions and asserts that the first

is the cause for the second:λPtλQt .CAUSE(Q,P). The structure in (62) below shows the

point in the derivation in which the adjunct clause with its null-operator structure has been

merged cyclically with the matrix clause. The null-operator inherited the binder index 1

from the DPthe documentaryand, subsequent to its movement, inserted this index at the

edge of the AdjunctP. This constituent now is a derived predicate of individuals and we

encounter the problem for composition that we saw in (58).

(62) XP : ??

XP : t

X◦ FocusP :t

FocusP :〈et〉

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

1

DP1

the documentary. . .

AdjunctP :〈e, tt〉
λyλQ.CAUSE(he-loved-y1,Q)

1

because he lovedy1
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At this point, an additional application of movement beyondHNPS can repair the type

mismatch at theXP node and ensure compositionality by producing the appropriate con-

figuration for an application of Index Deletion. This step isshown below in (63), where

movement has targeted a position immediately aboveXP .11 Deletion of the binder index

at the edge of the AdjunctP is licensed given the now available DP the documentaryas a

binder for the variable in the parasitic gap site. Deleting this binder index now permits

the semantic component to interpret theXP node in the “normal” way as type〈tt〉 and

composing it with the matrix clause via Functional Application (Heim & Kratzer 1998) to

return a typet proposition. Finally, the index 1 introduced by the exceptional application

of rightward movement will serve as the binder for both the variabley in the parasitic gap

and the variablex in the source position ofthe documentary.

(63) XP : t

XP : 〈et〉

XP : t
CAUSE(he-loved-y1,

Sam-bought-x1)

XP : t

X◦ FocusP :t

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Sam boughtx1

x1

AdjunctP :〈tt〉
λQ.CAUSE(he-loved-y1,Q)

1

because he lovedy1

1

DP1

the documentary. . .

11I will address the locus of this instance of movement immediately below in section 3.5.
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One particular benefit of this analysis is its generalizability. For any type of clausal adjunct

that can host a parasitic gap, this system would allow that clausal adjunct to compose with

the matrix clause by way of the standard methods of composition. We do not need to posit

any special rules of composition or assume that clausal adjuncts behave differently in the

presence of a parasitic gap than they would otherwise.

Before concluding, let us return briefly to a pair of examplesthat were introduced in

footnote 1. I have provided these examples in (64) and (65) below and I have suppressed

any grammaticality judgments for them.

(64) I offendede1 by not recognizing him1 – [my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

(65) I offendede1 by not recognizing him1 – [every team member of the Red Socks]1.

According to a number of native speakers that I have consulted, these examples are an

improvement over examples like (54), which I repeat below. The difference is whether the

potential parasitic gap site is filled with the pronominalhimor the full DPmy aunt.

(54) * I offendede1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

Both of the anonymous reviewers forLinguapoint out that the acceptability of such exam-

ples would not obviously follow directly from the account that I provided in section 3.2 or

from the formal analysis that I have provided here.

Assuming that these examples are acceptable, one reviewer notes that they can be made

to fit with the proposed analysis ifhim is taken to be indicative of a type of resumption

strategy employed inside the adjunct clause. In the same waythat a binder must be sup-

plied for a parasitic gap, so too could a binder be necessary for this pronounced version

of a parasitic gap. The marginality and dialectal variationthat I have observed with these

examples, then, could be attributed to a speaker’s ability to spell-out a parasitic gap as an

overt pronoun.
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Another possibility is that there is more than one path to licensing exceptional right-

ward movement. Assume with Fox (1995, 2000), Reinhart (1995, 2006) and Takahashi

(2006) that movement can be licensed in the case that the result is an LF that produces a

semantic interpretation that would have otherwise been unavailable. Continue to assume

that pronoun binding is a semantic phenomenon achieved whena pronoun carries a bind-

ing index that matches the binding index of a c-commanding DP(Heim & Kratzer 1998,

Büring 2005). A possibility to be entertained is that exceptional movement of a DP past

one of the relevant clausal adjuncts is licensed in the case that the result is an LF in which

a new binding possibility is introduced. Basically, by virtue of creating an LF with a se-

mantic interpretation that would otherwise not be available, movement of the DPs in (64)

and (65) would be licensed. This analysis would also correctly rule out examples like (54)

with the full DPmy aunt. Moving over the adjunct clause in this case would not resultin an

LF that produces a semantic interpretation distinct from the interpretation that results from

movement to a lower position. This is precisely the type of analysis that I will propose for

our parasitic gap cases. The true success or failure of this application of such an idea will

ultimately depend on distinguishing the cases in (64) and (65) from other crossover phe-

nomena where we find that movement over a pronoun resists allowing coreference between

the moved element and the pronoun.

To conclude this subsection, it is interesting to note that the ultimate effect of this

analysis is that the exceptional rightward movement of the DP becomes an instance of

overt type-driven movement. Thus, it is analogous in ways tothe independently argued for

covert operation of quantifier raising (May 1977, 1985, Rooth 1985). In the same way that

a quantificational DP of type〈et, t〉 must undergo an application of movement in order to

avoid the problem of a type mismatch with the type〈et〉 verb, so will the additional step of

movement at the point in the derivation shown in (63) repair atype mismatch and permit

composition of the adjunct clause and the matrix clause. It is this ability to ensure the
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convergence of the spell-out domain that, according to the EMM, licenses what we have

seen is otherwise illicit rightward movement.

We will return to the EMM and its application in more detail insection 3.6, but, as-

suming this analysis to be the correct one, we are led to an interesting conclusion about the

EMM, which is repeated below.

(53) Economy of Movement Metric (EMM)

If a derivation D1 of a spell-out domainα converges without some movement

operation, then D1 blocks a derivation D2 of α that includes that movement

operation.

The EMM as formulated is a transderivational economy constraint. For us its reference set

contains derivations that involve rightward movement beyond standard HNPS and deriva-

tions that do not. Because this exceptional movement is type-driven, the metric on which

these derivations are being evaluated is not found in the syntax or in the derivations them-

selves. Instead, whether or not a spell-out domain converges is being determined by the

ability to interpret the LF representation of that spell-out domain. The reference set com-

putation performed by the EMM, then, must have access to the LF component in order to

determine whether an instance of movement affects convergence.

3.5 Potentially Successive-Cyclic Rightward DP-Movement

Having seen up to this point that rightward DP-movement is potentially unbounded

when licensed by the presence of a parasitic gap domain, the next question that arises is

how this movement proceeds to its final landing site. It couldproceed by way of successive-

cyclic operations of movement, as is often thought to be the case for leftward movements

(e.g., Chomsky 1973, 1977), or it could proceed via a single long-distance step, as Sabbagh

(2007) argues is possible for instances of RNR of a DP that areamenable to an Across-the-

Board extraction analysis.
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In section 3.5.1 we will turn our attention to Nissenbaum’s Paradigm. Recall that this

represents the observation by Nissenbaum (2000) that constructions with multiple clausal

adjuncts adjoined to the verbal spine require a parasitic gap in each clausal adjunct that is

crossed by rightward movement. I argue that this observation should be interpreted as ev-

idence that the rightward displacement operation can and sometimes must involve succes-

sive applications of movement. Subsection 3.5.2 addressessome seemingly contradictory

results of this section and section 3.4.

3.5.1 Multiple Parasitic Gap Domains

Repeated below are the representative examples of Nissenbaum’s Paradigm that we saw

in (12).

(12) a. Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[pg1] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

b. * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[pg1] raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

c. * Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[someone] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

d. * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[someone] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

Nissenbaum notes of such examples with multiple adjunct clauses that a parasitic gap

is required in each adjunct that has been crossed by the displaced DP. For Nissenbaum

(2000:61–64), this paradigm is a consequence of a requirement to counter-cyclically ad-

join clausal adjuncts to a position above the binder index introduced by the standard HNPS
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operation. This effectively forces any and all clausal adjuncts that appear to the left of

the rightward shifted DP to compose with a type〈et〉 node (FocusP in (55)). This in

turn requires that the adjunct clauses themselves be a type〈et〉 parasitic gap domain. It

is in this way, in fact, that Nissenbaum accounts for the preliminary version of Larson’s

Generalization in (11).

In light of the claim that it is the presence of a parasitic gapdomain that is licensing

exceptional rightward DP movement, then the paradigm in (12) can be seen as revealing

that this exceptional instance of displacement does not always proceed via a single appli-

cation of movement. If this were the case, and movement of a DPto a position where it

could provide a binder for a parasitic gap were freely available from the point of view of

the EMM, it would be predicted that movement over an adjunct clause without a parasitic

gap would be licensed by the presence of a parasitic gap in a higher adjunct clause. More

concretely, in a structure like the one sketched in (66), thepresence of the parasitic gap in

AdjunctP2 should be able to motivate the exceptional step of movement over AdjunctP1,

which lacks a parasitic gap.

(66) XP

XP

XP

vP

vP

v◦ VP

V◦ e1

AdjunctP1

. . . . . .

AdjunctP2

. . . pg1 . . .

DP1

The contrast between (12a) and (12b) suggests instead that each instance of movement over

each adjunct clause must be independently licensed. In terms of the analysis being built
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here, there appears to be a requirement for the displaced DP to move through a position

above each individual parasitic gap domain.

Still accepting that the derivation of a syntactic object involves multiple spell-outs, we

can begin to formalize this requirement by assuming that there is an enriched inventory

of spell-out domains that lie between and also includevP and CP (cf. Chomsky 2000,

2001). We can then assert that the adjunct clauses that are subject to the Revised Larson’s

Generalization necessarily reside in separate spell-out domains.12 The effect is that the

EMM will be invoked multiple times in a configuration with multiple clausal adjuncts.

It will evaluate an application of movement once in the spell-out domain containing the

lower adjunct clause and again in the spell-out domain containing the higher adjunct clause.

This means that in a configuration with multiple parasitic gap domains, movement of the

displaced DP will by licensed by providing a means for each clausal adjunct to compose

with the matrix clause. To see this let us look closer at (12a)which is provided below as

(67).

(67) Kim promotede1 [without callingpg1]

[because she wanted to givepg1 a raise] –

[the guy with great references]1.

We can pick up the derivation of this example at the point shown in (68). In the lower

spell-out domain XP, the DP1 the guy. . . underwent an instance of exceptional movement

to the edge of XP immediately above thewithoutP. In the same way as we saw in section

3.4.2, the EMM will have determined that the movement of DP1 in the derivation of XP was

licensed by virtue of repairing the resulting type-mismatch between thewithoutP, which

contains a parasitic gap, and the matrix clause.

12I will remain intentionally vague with regard to precisely how these ideas should be formalized. However,
in section 3.4.2 below, I will adopt the idea that spell-out is triggered whenever the derivation produces a
representation that would be convergent at the interfaces (Obata 2006, Narita 2011) and, specifically, when
it is convergent at the LF interface. Alternatively, one might pursue the idea that every phrase constitutes a
spell-out domain (e.g. Müller 2011) or even that every syntactic object produced in the course of a derivation
is a spell-out domain (Epstein & Seely 2002).
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(68) YP : ??

YP : t

Y◦ XP : t

XP : 〈et〉

XP : t

XP : t

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Kim promotedx1

x1

AdjunctP :〈tt〉

1

without callingy1

1

DP1

the guy. . .

AdjunctP :〈e, tt〉

1

because. . . givez1 a raise

The becauseP has been merged into the structure above as part of a higher spell-out

domain YP. Recall that this will be required by our constraint against the two AdjunctPs

both being merged into the same spell-out domain XP. The situation now is a familiar one.

An additional application of movement of DP1 to Spec,YP is licensed in the derivation of

YP according to the EMM. It is this movement that will ensure composition of thebecauseP

and the matrix clause and, thus, ensure convergence of YP. The result is illustrated by the

example in (69) where we see the relevant partial representation for the sentence in (67).
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(69) YP : t

YP : 〈et〉

YP : t

YP : t

Y◦ XP : t

XP : 〈et〉

XP : t

XP : t

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

Kim promotedx1

x1

AdjunctP :〈tt〉

1

without callingy1

1

DP1

the guy. . .

AdjunctP :〈tt〉

1

because. . . givez1 a raise

1

DP1

the guy. . .

While the present system will account for (67), we will stillrequire something more

than what we have gathered up to this point in order to entirely account for the ungrammat-

icality of (12b), which has been provided below as (70).

(70) * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[pg1] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

Appropriately augmenting the present system will be the purpose of the following subsec-

tion. However, observe that we correctly rule out a derivation of (70) whereby the displaced

DP moves successive-cyclically through the edge of the lower spell-out domain containing
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thewithoutP. Recall from the discussion surrounding (51) in the previous subsection that,

according to the EMM, movement over an adjunct clause that issubject to the Revised

Larson’s Generalization is unlicensed in the absence of a parasitic gap. It is for the same

reason that movement to the edge of the lower spell-out domain containing thewithoutP

that is illustrated by (68) will be unmotivated and, therefore, unavailable in the derivation

of (70).

3.5.2 An Apparent Contradiction

The remaining problem that we face when it comes to accounting for (70) above is

that nothing as of yet tells us why movement of the DP cannot simply be delayed until the

introduction of the higher adjunct clause with a parasitic gap. Waiting to move until this

point would essentially provide a means for circumventing the EMM violation incurred

by moving in the lower spell-out domain and would provide a possible derivation for the

string. To completely rule out (70), it would appear that we paradoxically require some

way of forcing successive-cyclic movement against the willof the EMM.

The problem is slightly more serious once we recall Nissenbaum’s example of long-

distance rightward movement in (48) above and the modified example in (49). These ex-

amples are showing us that the need to permit the compositionof a parasitic gap domain

licenses movement of a DP out of its containing clause. This is not actually predicted un-

der our current set of assumptions. I have taken it to be the case that derivations involve

multiple spell-outs of the syntactic object under construction and that an application of

movement in a given spell-out domain is blocked in the case that it is deemed by the EMM

to be unnecessary for convergence. It was in this exact way that I suggested we rule out

a derivation of (70) that employed successive-cyclic movement. Now, if we continue to

assume that at least CP constitutes a spell-out domain, thenthere does not appear to be a

non-stipulative way to satisfy the EMM and license movementof the DP beyond the stan-

dard HNPS operation to the edge of the embedded CP in examples(48) and (49). On the
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basis of these data we should wish not to force successive-cyclicity but to instead allow

long-distance non-successive-cyclic movement.

It appears, then, that the examples in (48) and (49) and the example in (70) are placing

contradictory requirements on the system that has been constructed thus far. The contra-

diction is only apparent, however, as both of these requirements can be accommodated by

following the claim in Abe (1993:173–176) and Fox & Pesetsky(2005) generally, as well

as Sabbagh (2007) with respect to rightward movement in particular, thatA-movement

need not necessarily proceed successive-cyclically.13 Instead, independent principles of

the grammar may require that certain instances of movement proceed successive-cyclically

via local applications of movement. Based on the discussionthat has preceded, we would

expect that requirements for LF convergence may lead to successive-cyclic applications of

movement. I will show here that this assumption about movement, in addition to maintain-

ing the EMM, provides a way of accounting for these seeminglycontradictory data.

Let us begin by following Sabbagh’s 2007 analysis of RNR and adopting the basic

framework of Cyclic Linearization proposed by Fox & Pesetsky (2005). This system starts

with the proposal we have already adopted that derivations proceed cyclically via multiple

spell-outs of the syntactic object under construction. We will follow Ko (2007) in particular

in taking (at least)vP and CP to constitute spell-out domains. When one of these phrases

has been completely built, it is sent to the phonological component where it is fed into a

linearization algorithmLin. This algorithm will establish the relative linear order ofthe

syntactic elements and compile the information as a list. Aseach new spell-out domain is

spelled out, another set of linear ordering statements is established and compiled. As per

the principle below, linear ordering statements can only beadded to the list.

13See also den Dikken (2009) and references therein for a discussion of the non-existence of successive-
cyclic movement through Spec,CP.
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(71) Order Preservation

Information about linearization, once established at the end of a given Spell-out

domain, is never deleted in the course of a derivation.

(Fox & Pesetsky 2005:6)

Because ordering statements cannot be deleted, then if it should be the case that an ordering

statement established in one instance of spell-out contradicts an ordering statement estab-

lished in a preceding instance of spell-out, linearizationwould fail. An unambiguous (or

antisymmetricfollowing Kayne (1994)) ordering of the syntactic elementsinvolved could

not be produced. This means that no PF representation could be assigned to the syntactic

object and it would therefore be illicit.

To briefly illustrate, assume thatα andβ in (72) are spell-out domains. At the point in

the derivation when the first spell-out domainα has been completely constructed (72a), it

will be spelled out and among the list of linearization statements collected will beA < X

(read asA precedesX). If in the derivation of the higher spell-out domainβ (72b),X moves

out of α overA into β, thenX will precedeα and everything in it at the spell-out ofβ. The

linearization algorithm then will produce the ordering statementX < A, which contradicts

the ordering of these two elements that was previously established. This makesβ an illicit

syntactic object as it cannot be assigned a legitimate PF representation.

(72) a. [α A X ]

Lin(α): A < X

b. * [β X [ B [α A X ]]]

Lin(α): A < X

Lin(β): X < B < A

Movement out of spell-out domains is of course possible and is permitted in this theory

by requiring thatX moves to the edge ofα before spell-out (73a). In this case, the ordering

statementX < A is established at the spell-out ofα. Further movement ofX into β now

does not contradict the previously established ordering statement at the spell-out ofβ (73b).
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(73) a. [α X [ A X ]]

Lin(α): X < A

b. [β X [ B [α X [ A X ]]]]

Lin(α): X < A

Lin(β): X < B < A

In this way, it is the requirement for order preservation that forces movement to proceed

successive-cyclically through the edge of a spell-out domain. For any given instance of

movement, the need for successive-cyclic movement throughan edge position only arises

in the case that movement will alter the linear order of the syntactic elements.

With this in mind, observe that rightward movement ofX out of α will not necessarily

need to move through the edge ofα. Consider (74) in which the linear orderA<X collected

at the spell-out ofα will be preserved at the spell-out ofβ regardless of whether or notX

moves through the edge ofα. As Sabbagh (2007:581–582) argues, it is true for RNR,

as it is for any instance of movement, that non-successive-cyclic long-distance movement

should in principle always be possible given that there are “no other specific constraints on

[that instance of] movement.”

(74) a. [α A X ]

Lin(α): A < X

b. [β [ [α A X ] B ] X ]

Lin(α): A < X

Lin(β): A < B < X

This is exactly how we account for the vanilla examples of rightward movement and

parasitic gap licensing from section 3.4.2 as well as the examples of long-distance right-

ward movement, including (49) which has been repeated below. When there is only a

single parasitic gap licensing movement, it will in principle be possible for this movement

to proceed non-successive-cyclically a potentially unbounded distance as nothing forces it

to make any intermediate stops.

(49) Sam thinks[CP that you likee1]

because he saw you give[pg1/*someone] a present –

[a new co-worker]1.
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Let us consider the derivation of this example in (75) below while still assuming that

minimally vP and CP constitute spell-out domains. The first stage in the derivation, which

is shown in (75a), has the embeddedvP1 constructed and spelled-out. The next two stages

of the derivation, which are both represented by (75b), willsee the embedded CP1 and the

matrix vP2 constructed and spelled-out. At this point, DP1 will have remained inside the

embeddedvP1 seeing as there has been no motivation provided to do otherwise according

to the EMM. In (75c) we reach the point in the derivation when the parasitic gap domain is

adjoined to the matrix clause. Even though movement of DP1 was not licensed when the

EMM was consulted at the previous instance of spell-out, theEMM will permit movement

of DP1 at the current stage in order to provide a binder for the parasitic gap and ensure

convergence of CP2. Furthermore, because DP1 had not previously been ordered with

respect to thebecause-clause, the two may freely permute so long as no other ordering

statements are contradicted in the process.

(75) a. [vP1 you like [DP a new co-worker. . . ]1 ]

Lin(vP1): you< like < DP1

b. [vP2 Sam thinks[CP1 that you[vP1 like [DP a new co-worker. . . ]1 ]]]

Lin(vP1): you< like < DP1

Lin(CP1): that< you< like < DP1

Lin(vP2): Sam< thinks< that< you< like < DP1

c. [CP2 Sam[vP2 thinks[CP1 that you[vP1 like e1 ]]]

because he saw you givepg1 a present[a new co-worker]1]

Lin(vP1): you< like < DP1

Lin(CP1): that< you< like < DP1

Lin(vP2): Sam< thinks< that< you< like < DP1

Lin(CP2): Sam< thinks< that< you< like < becauseP< DP1
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Of course, this type of long-distance non-successive-cyclicity is not compatible with

the common treatment of movement as a result of an Agree relationship (Chomsky 2000,

2001). It is typically thought that Agree is a necessarily local operation that is unable to tar-

get elements acrossvP and CP layers (e.g., thePhase Impenetrability Condition; Chomsky

2001). However, as I noted at the end of section 3.4.2, this rightward movement operation,

which we have thus far treated as being motivated by the need to bind the parasitic gap, can

be viewed as an instance of type-driven movement as opposed to feature-driven movement.

Thus, the step of movement over the adjunct clause need not betriggered by an Agree rela-

tionship and should not necessarily be subject to the same locality conditions that constrain

the trigger for what are considered feature-driven movements.

We are now finally in a position to account for the ungrammaticality of (66), which is

repeated again below.

(66) * Kim promotede1 without calling[management]

because she wanted to give[pg1] raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

Given the new technology that we have gained in this section,what goes wrong in this

example lies in the earlier assertion that adjunct clauses that are subject to the Revised Lar-

son’s Generalization reside in separate spell-out domainsbetweenvP and CP along with an

assumption regarding the nature of the trigger for spell-out. Let it be the case, following

Obata (2006) and Narita (2011), that spell-out is triggeredimmediately whenever a struc-

ture is built that would produce a convergent LF. The intended effect is that if a clausal

adjunct that is subject to Larson’s Generalization is merged into the derivation without a

parasitic gap, spell-out will immediately be triggered before the derivation proceeds. Im-

portant for the present discussion is that spell-out will betriggered prior to movement since

the resulting structure will converge according to the EMM.What this means for (66) is that

the rightward movement of DP1 will be properly licensed by the presence of the parasitic
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gap in thebecause-clause, but the movement will result in the production of contradictory

linearization statements in the course of the derivation.

Consider the derivation of (66) below to see how this is the case. The first step of the

derivation in (76a) shows the point at which thevP has been built and spelled out. The stage

of the derivation in (76b) is the point at which the spell-outdomain XP containing the lower

adjunct clause has been built. Because there is no parasiticgap in thewithoutP requiring

a binder, the EMM deems rightward movement of DP1 over thewithoutP unlicensed at

this point and it will remain in thevP. At spell-out, then, a linearization statement will be

gathered stating that DP1 precedes thewithoutP. The example in (76c) shows the point at

which the spell-out domain YP containing the higher adjunctclause has been built. The

becauseP is a parasitic gap domain and, therefore, rightward movement of the DP is both

licensed and required to a position above thebecauseP. However, because this movement

will result in a linearization statement which says that thewithoutP precedes the DP, con-

tradictory linearization requirements arise and the structure is rendered unpronounceable

and, therefore, ungrammatical.

(76) a. [vP Kim promoted[DP the guy. . . ]1]

Lin(vP): Kim < promoted< DP1

b. [XP [vP Kim promoted[DP the guy. . . ]1] without calling management]

Lin(vP): Kim < promoted< DP1

Lin(XP): Kim < promoted< DP1 < withoutP

c. * [YP [XP [vP Kim promotede1] withoutP ]

because she wanted to givepg1 a raise[DP the guy. . . ]1]

Lin(vP): Kim < promoted< DP1

Lin(XP): Kim < promoted< DP1 < withoutP

Lin(YP): Kim < promoted< withoutP < becauseP< DP1
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In short, by not being able to move to the edge of the spell-outdomain containing the lower

adjunct clause (given the lack of a parasitic gap) a set of contradictory ordering statements

are produced by any subsequent rightward movement.

The preceding discussion has employed several aspects of the system that has been de-

veloped over the past few subsections. I have argued that applications of movement are

evaluated at the level of each spell-out domain. This has been formalized as the EMM in

(53). I have also proposed that spell-out has a rolling trigger that sends the syntactic object

off for interpretation at the interfaces whenever the result would converge at LF and, fur-

thermore, that the adjunct clauses that are subject to the Revised Larson’s Generalization

cannot occupy the same spell-out domain. Looking back, we can see these pieces working

together in the acceptability of (67), which contained multiple parasitic gap domains that

license successive-cyclic movement. The rightward movements over each adjunct clause

illustrated in (68) and (69) are appropriately licensed by the presence of a parasitic gap in

each of them. The result is that the displaced DP moves through the edge of each spell-out

domain containing an adjunct clause. At each instance of linearization, then, the right-

ward moving DP will continuously be linearized to the right of the elements being merged

into the structure and, in this way, it avoids being involvedin contradictory linearization

statements.

We arrive at point, then, where the rightward DP-movement ofinterest is not inherently

successive-cyclic, but will proceed successive-cyclically when this is made necessary by

independent requirements in the grammar. What we have seen in particular is that this

rightward movement might proceed successive-cyclically in order to produce a convergent

LF and, as an effect, this facilitates the linearization of the displaced element.

This raises an interesting issue regarding the architecture of the grammar. If the analy-

sis presented here is correct, then we are finding that syntactic movement can be licensed

to ensure convergence at LF but movement cannot be licensed to ensure convergence at

PF. Contra Fox & Pesetsky (2005), we have failed to observe successive-cyclic movement
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purely for the purposes of producing a pronounceable string. This is suggestive of an asym-

metric model of the grammar in which the syntax prioritizes the needs of the LF compo-

nent over those of the PF component. This is very much like the“LF First” organization of

the grammar proposed by Bobaljik & Wurmbrand (2012). Put very simply, in that system

derivations compete to provide a single most economical representation for interpretation at

LF. The most economical candidate from this set of competitors then serves as the input to

PF, which then works to most economically translate the representation for the articulatory-

phonetic interface. This idea is also represented in the idea we have adopted that spell-out

is triggered precisely when LF convergence would be guaranteed.

In terms of the analysis that we have seen over the past few sections, movement is

employed in the most economical way possible to produce convergent LFs. When the most

economical derivation for producing a representation thatconverges at LF can be properly

linearized at PF, we get a fully convergent derivation (75).When the most economical

derivation for producing a representation that converges at LF cannotbe properly linearized

at PF, we get a derivation that fails to fully converge and, asa result, is ungrammatical (76).

3.6 The Difference in Licensing Conditions

Part of the puzzle that was laid out in section 3.1 asked why itshould be the case that we

observe a constraint like the Revised Larson’s Generalization in the context of rightward

movement, but not leftward movement. This is the contrast weobserve between pairs like

(7) and (13), which have been repeated below. The parasitic gap in the rightward movement

configuration in (7) is obligatory, but a parasitic gap is optional withwh-movement in (13).

(7) a. I offendede1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.

b. * I offendede1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately –

[my favorite uncle from Cleveland]1.
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(13) a. [Who]1 did I offende1 by not recognizingpg1 immediately?

b. [Who]1 did I offende1 by not recognizing my aunt immediately?

On the account of parasitic gap licensing that we find in Nissenbaum 2000,wh-movement

targets a position at the edge of thevP that is comparable to the position targeted by HNPS.

This makes the presence or absence of a parasitic gap in the context of leftward move-

ment similarly dependent on whether the adjunct is born as a null-operator structure and

is merged counter-cyclically below the movedwh-phrase (77) or whether it was born as a

proposition that is merged cyclically above the movedwh-phrase (78).

(77) vP

vP

WHx vP

. . .x. . .

AdjunctP

. . . . . .

(78) vP

WHx vP

vP

. . .x. . .

AdjunctP

. . . pg. . .

The account that I will propose for these data lies in the difference between the licensing

conditions that we can ascribe to each type of movement. BothHNPS and movement of a

wh-phrase can be licensed by their ability to license a parasitic gap in exactly the same way

as we have seen above. What makes a parasitic gap necessary ornot comes down to how

far HNPS andwh-movement are able to move a DP independent of a parasitic gap. HNPS

is focus-driven only as far as an inner projection of thevP domain. It is the parasitic gap

domain that is responsible for any further movement. On the other hand, wh-movement is

driven beyond thevP domain to the CP domain entirely independent of a parasiticgap. By

making the reference set computation for the EMM sensitive to this distinction, the apparent

optionality of a parasitic gap becomes an issue of whether movement past a clausal adjunct

can ever be part of the most optimal derivation. We will look at how this will work for

rightward movement andwh-movement in section 3.6.1 and section 3.6.2 respectively.
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3.6.1 The Dependence of Rightward Movement

We asserted previously that the particular clausal adjunctin (7) is a member of a group

of High Adjuncts that appear no lower than some XP that necessarily dominates the locus of

standard HNPS. It was for this reason that HNPS is unable to cross a clausal adjunct under

normal circumstances. This is the basic picture that is presented by the pair of structures in

(79) and (80).

(79) XP

XP

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

I offendedx1

DP1

my favorite
uncle. . .

AdjunctP

by . . . . . .

(80) *XP

XP

XP

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

I offendedx1

x1

AdjunctP

by . . . . . .

DP1

my favorite
uncle. . .

Still working under the idea that HNPS serves to indicate presentational focus, the EMM

provides a way to capture this claim.

The idea is basically that HNPS produces an LF that convergeson a particular inter-

pretation and we are observing that this interpretation canbe achieved in the position that

we have labelled FocusP. Any further applications of movement which are not required to

produce a convergent LF representation with the intended interpretation will necessarily be

blocked. This means specifically that the reference set for the EMM will contain both the

structure in (79) and the structure in (80). It is important to note that a structure with a

parasitic gap will necessarily be missing from this reference set. Either by requiring an LF

with a unique interpretation (Fox 2000, Reinhart 2006, Takahashi 2006:e.g.,) or by starting
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from different numerations (Chomsky 1995:e.g.,), these structures cannot be directly com-

pared with structures that do not contain a parasitic gap. Between the structure (79) and

the structure in (80), it is (79) that provides the most economical application of movement

towards producing a convergent LF with the intended interpretation. For this reason, it is

(79) which will always block (80) and effectively keep HNPS from targeting a position

above FocusP under normal circumstances. at

The exceptional rightward movement of the DP beyond FocusP in structures like we’ve

seen in (81) below was argued in section 3.2 and 3.4 to be licensed by the need to repair

the type-mismatch induced by the presence of the parasitic gap in the clausal adjunct.

(81) XP

XP

XP

X◦ FocusP

FocusP

Focus◦ vP

I offendedx1

x1

Adjunct

by . . . pg1 . . .

DP1

my favorite
uncle. . .

What makes the rightward movement in this example exceptional, of course, is that stan-

dard HNPS is unable to target a position above FocusP. From the point of view of the

EMM, what makes this case different from the examples without a parasitic gap like in

(80) is that there is no structure in the reference set that competes with (81) and which does

not move the DP beyond FocusP. All such derivations would fail to produce a representa-

tion that would converge at LF and meet the intended interpretive goals related to licensed
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the parasitic gap. The absence of such structures from the reference set computation has

two consequences.

First, we expect that the examples from Williams (1990), in which we observe right-

ward movement that does not target a position above the adjunct clause will not be possible.

These examples, like in (79), avoid an application of movement in the derivation of the XP

containing the clausal adjunct. However, the resulting representation would not converge

at LF seeing as the type-mismatch between the parasitic gap domain and the matrix clause

would not be repaired and and would render the structure uninterpretable.

(82) * I [vP mete1 yesterday[all your friends]1 ]

without really having the chance to talk topg1.

(Williams 1990:267)

Second, in the presence of a parasitic gap, there will be no structures that are more

economical than those that involve movement beyond FocusP to a position above the par-

asitic gap domain. In other words, we correctly predict thatonce the parasitic gap has

been licensed, the rightward displaced DP will not continueto undergo movement. A rel-

evant example is (12c) from Nissenbaum’s Paradigm, which I have provided in (83) for

convenience.

(83) * Kim promotede1 without calling[pg1]

because she wanted to give[someone] a raise –

[the guy with great references]1.

In exactly the same way as above, the application of movementover thebecauseP here

will not be necessary to produce a representation that converges at LF with the intended

interpretation. Part of what it means for the presence of a parasitic gap to license otherwise

unavailable movement, then, is that this movement operation necessarily becomes part of

the most economical structure available.
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3.6.2 The Independence of Leftward Movement

Thinking along the same lines as above, we can observe a significant distinction be-

tween HNPS and thewh-movement. Whereas the interpretation of HNPS is achieved at the

low FocusP, the interpretation of the constituent questionwe have in (13) relies on moving

thewh-phrase to a position where it takes scope over the asserted content of the utterance

at the level of a CP. This is what we see in (84).

(84) CP

DP
Who1

CP

C◦

did
IP

DP
I

IP

I◦ XP

XP

X◦ vP

x1 vP

offendx1

AdjunctP

by . . . . . .

Importantly, this means thatwh-movement in English will always be independently li-

censed to move past the relevant clausal adjuncts. Consequently, the instance of movement

that takes awh-phrase past a clausal adjunct will be entirely independentof a parasitic

gap. From the point of view of the EMM, producing a convergentLF with the intended

interpretation of a constituent question requires an application of movement that targets a

position that is higher than the clausal adjuncts that are subject to the Revised Larson’s

Generalization.

Let us continue to assume that spell-out has a rolling trigger that results in various nodes

on the verbal spine acting as spell-out domains over the course of a derivation. I suggested
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in section 3.5 that structures that are interpretable at thelevel of LF will serve as spell-

out domains. These minimally includevP as well as the extended verbal projections that

house our clausal adjuncts of interest. Given the assertions of Cyclic Linearization that we

adopted in section 3.5.2, awh-phrase in direct object position like in (13), which is repeated

below, will need to move to the edge of thevP to avoid gathering contradictory linearization

statements following further movement to Spec,CP. This is what we see illustrated roughly

in (85). If thewh-phrase were to remain in-situ as in (86), it could not subsequently be

re-ordered with respect to the othervP-internal material.

(13) Who1 did I offende1 by not recognizing [pg1/my aunt] immediately?

(85) [CP Who1 [ C◦ . . . [vP Who1 [ I offendWho1 ]]]]

Lin(vP): Who< I < offend

Lin(CP): Who< C◦ < I < offend

(86) * [CP Who1 [ C◦ . . . [vP I offendWho1 ]]]]

Lin(vP): I < offend < Who

Lin(CP): Who < C◦ < I < offend

The motivation for the intermediate step of movement of thewh-element to Spec,vP is

relatively straightforward for Fox & Pesetsky (2005). Thisis a step of movement that is

made necessary by the need to produce a representation that converges at PF. However, I

denied this as a possible motivation for movement in section3.5.2. Recall that we found

that movement cannot be motivated purely to facilitate interpretability at PF. Thus, we lose

the ability to explain the need for successive-cyclicwh-movement through the edge ofvP

with the theory of Cyclic Linearization.

There are many ways we could imagine making up for this loss inexplanatory power,

however. An intermediate step of movement of awh-element (or any element) could be

driven by the need to check an intermediate occurrence of a similar or underspecified fea-

ture (Collins 1997, Müller 1999, Chomsky 2001, McCloskey 2002). Alternatively, there
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may be a pressure for thewh-element to evacuate the direct object position due to a feature

mismatch between thewh-element and its local environment (e.g.,Survive; Stroik 1999,

2009) or due to an inability to interpret thewh-element in-situ due to its quantificational

nature (viz., QR). All that is required to remain consistentwith the picture presented here

is that the need to move in some way ensures LF-convergence. The result, in the same

was as we observed for rightward movement in section 3.5.2, will be that linearization is

facilitated.

The relevant question now is going to be whether or not thewh-phrase will also take a

step of movement through the edge of the XP on its way to Spec,CP. These two options are

presented in (87) and (88).

(87) XP

XP

X◦ vP

DP
Who1

vP

I offendx1

AdjunctP

by . . . . . .

(88) *XP

DP
Who1

XP

XP

X◦ vP

x1 vP

I offendx1

AdjunctP

by . . . . . .

In the absence of a parasitic gap, there will be no need for thewh-phrase to undergo an

application of movement at this point in the derivation. Thederivation of XP will produce

a structure that converges at LF without an application of movement of thewh-phrase.

In terms of economy, the structures in (87) and (88) will be part of the same reference set

computation. The representation in (87), however, will necessarily block the representation

in (88). The derivation that generates (87) does so without an instance of movement that is

redundantly employed in the derivation for (88).

This case of leftward movement is superficially very similarto the case of rightward

movement in section 3.6.1 above. Movement to the edge of the spell-out domain contain-
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ing the clausal adjunct is unmotivated in the absence of a parasitic gap. Basically, there will

always be a more economical structure in the reference set that doesn’t involve this move-

ment. What crucially separates the leftward movement case from the rightward movement

case, as noted above, is that the leftward movement is independently required to move be-

yond the clausal adjunct into Spec,CP. Thus, while we saw that the lack of a parasitic gap

traps a rightward moved DP in a low position, thewh-phrase is guaranteed a second chance

to continue movement beyond thevP domain. Being afforded this second chance provides

the means to move past the clausal adjunct in the absence of a parasitic gap exactly as we

saw in (84).

When there is a parasitic gap in the clausal adjunct, the situation becomes familiar

again. The parasitic gap domain will not be able to compose with the matrix clause by

way of our standard methods of composition. In the same way aswe saw for rightward

movement in section 3.4, movement of thewh-phrase to the edge of the XP containing

the parasitic gap domain provides a way to produce a syntactic representation such as (89)

which will avoid a type mismatch and converge at LF.

(89) XP

Who1 XP

XP

X◦ vP

x1 vP

I offendx1

AdjunctP

by . . . pg1 . . .

Since it is only by moving to the edge of XP that XP will be a convergent structure at

LF, then the reference set computation will only have accessto structures that move the
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wh-phrase to XP. In this sense, the parasitic gap is again licensing movement that would

otherwise be blocked by economy considerations.

What appears to be optionality of a parasitic gap in a single configuration, can really be

reduced the availability of two non-competing derivational paths for creating a constituent

question. It is the independent requirement to interpret awh-phrase in the CP domain that

makes possible either of the two derivations in (87) or (89).

3.7 Summary

The primary goal of this chapter was to provide an account forthe observation by

Larson (1989) that rightward DP-movement past particular clausal adjuncts requires a par-

asitic gap. As I argued in section 3.2, this rightward movement is exceptional in that

rightward DP-movement is not otherwise able to target a position above these particular

adjuncts. Inspired by an observation from Heck & Müller (2000), I suggested that the ex-

ceptional movement is licensed in the presence of a parasitic gap. Using the basic analysis

of parasitic gap constructions developed by Nissenbaum (2000) as the groundwork, I for-

malized this analysis in section 3.4 in terms of the ability of the exceptional movement

to permit composition of the matrix clause and the adjunct clause at the level of LF. This

led us to an interesting picture of the grammar in which, fromthe perspective of syntactic

movement, convergence at LF is prioritized over convergence at PF.

This analysis also comes with the benefit of allowing us to provide an account for the

fact that leftward movement over the same adjunct clauses does not necessitate a parasitic

gap. The reason for the asymmetry can be attributed to the difference in licensing con-

ditions. Whereas rightward DP movement beyondvP is exceptionally licensed to ensure

composition of a parasitic gap domain,wh-movement will independently be licensed to a

position where thewh-phrase takes scope over the asserted content. In English, this will li-

cense movement to Spec,CP and will do so entirely independent of the presence of a clausal

adjunct or a parasitic gap.
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It was also argued in sections 3.3 and 3.5 that rightward movement and the licensing of

parasitic gaps is similar to certain cases of RNR of DPs according to Sabbagh (2007). Both

can in principle be seen as unbounded movement operations and may be forced to proceed

successive-cyclically by a confluence of constraints enforced at interface components. The

emerging picture from these two studies on rightward movement is that they may not in

principle differ from analogous types of leftward DP-movement. The Revised Larson’s

Generalization and the unique locality conditions can be viewed as superficial differences

that happen to be reflexes of the principles of linearizationand the EMM. If the analysis

presented here turns out to be the correct one, the real difference between leftward and

rightward DP-movement does not obviously lie in the actual mechanism that is responsible

for movement. Instead the observable differences may be attributable to the particular

factors that license and constrain any given instance of movement, leftward or rightward.

However, this still leaves us with a major question: why are particular movements lin-

earized rightward and others leftward? The answer, I would like to speculate, may be found

in the correlation that exists, at least in English, betweenthe direction of an instance ofA-

movement and the domain it targets. LeftwardA-movements are those movements that

target a CP layer. The instance of rightward movement examined here, on the other hand,

is an instance ofA-movement targeting thevP domain (under standard circumstances). If

we can understand this behavior as an effect of the interpretation-dependent version of the

EMM explored in section 3.6, we can reframe this question in an interesting way: why

are short movements (HNPS) being linearized to the right, while long movements (wh-

movement) are being linearized to the left?

A promising line of research could start from the idea that there is a strong pressure to

preserve the linear order of the elements in thevP domain (Müller 2001, 2004, Williams

2003, Fox & Pesetsky 2005). The failure to preserve the orderof thevP we could under-

stand as a conflict with information-structural constraints on the presentational order of

particular discourse referents in higher domains such as the CP-layer.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELLING EXTRAPOSITION FROM NP

This is the first of the chapters that turn our attention to Extraposition from NP (EXNP)

configurations. Our primary concern here is to understand the derivation of such structures.

At stake in particular is where the extraposed material is generated. There are analyses of

EXNP suggesting that the extraposed material is generated in the usual position inside the

host and some additional mechanism, either in the syntax or at PF, results in the discon-

tinuous constituency (e.g., Ross 1967, Chomsky & Lasnik 1977, Fox & Nissenbaum 1999,

de Vries 2002). Other analyses argue that the extraposed material is generated outside

of the host in a position adjoined to the verbal spine (e.g. Rochemont & Culicover 1990,

Koster 2000, Webelhuth et al. 2013). It is fair to say that recent work on EXNP has largely

begun to converge on the idea that extraposed material is generated in a position external

to its host.

We will probe the issue by proposing and investigating a new connectivity diagnostic.

With a focus on the extraposition of relative clauses from direct objects, we will find that the

extraposed material can be interpreted as if it were inside its host. The argument is based

around the finding that a negative polarity item (NPI) licensed in the restrictor argument of

a host headed byeveryremains licensed in an extraposed position (1).

(1) a. We took[DP every guest[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]] to the hospital.

b. We took[DP every guest]1 to the hospital

[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]1.

Given that NPIs are otherwise not licensed when they are contained in the nuclear scope

of every, a tight relationship between the extraposed material and the host is implicated in
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the licensing of the NPI. I will argue below that this finding is most naturally accounted for

in theories of EXNP that generate the extraposed material inthe restrictor argument of the

host.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1 I will first briefly outline the major

representatives of the two competing classes of analyses for EXNP mentioned above as

well as the predictions they make with respect to the abilityto interpret the extraposed

material inside the host. I will propose to distinguish between classes of analyses of EXNP

on the basis of where the extraposed material generated. This inside/outsidedichotomy

gives us the following two classes:

I. Host-External Analyses

Extraposed material is generated external to its host DP.

II. Host-Internal Analyses

Extraposed material generated internal to its host DP.

Section 4.2 establishes the licensing pattern for various NPIs in the restrictor argument

of the quantifiereveryand introduces the phenomenon as a connectivity diagnosticfor an

extraposed relative clause. Of particular consequence will be the observation thatevery

is incapable of licensing an NPI in material that is adjoinedto the verbal spine regardless

of the configuration. NPIs are only licensed in material thatis generated in the restrictor

argument of the host. In section 4.3 we will see the results ofan acceptability judgment

study that tested the predictions made by the different classes of analyses and the intuitions

reported in (1). This study reveals that participants reliably detect the contrast between

NPIs in extraposed material that are licensed or unlicensedby the head of the host. Based

on these results, I argue that extraposed material can be interpreted as if it were in the

restrictor argument of its host and, furthermore, that thisis the state of affairs predicteda

priori by the Host-Internal analyses of EXNP.
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In light of the experimental data presented in section 4.3, section 4.4 evaluates the

available Host-Internal analyses. I ultimately suggest that the theory of EXNP proposed by

Fox & Nissenbaum (1999), whereby extraposition is parasitic on covert movement of the

host, most adequately accounts for the range of facts that wewill see. Given the amount of

support that Host-External analyses have accumulated, section 4.5 presses the investigation

slightly further to ask whether the derivation of EXNP configurations might employ either

a Host-Internal or Host-External mechanism. I argue that this same Host-Internal analysis

from Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) may on its own provide sufficientempirical coverage with

respect to the data examined here. Finally, section 4.6 summarizes and concludes.

4.1 Two Competing Models of Extraposition from NP

One way of carving up the logical space for possible analysesof EXNP is with regard

to the proposed relationship between the extraposed material and the host.1 Accounts may

also differ with respect to whether the host is interpreted in-situ or ex-situ or perhaps with

respect to precisely where the extraposed material is spoken.2 For the time being, these

are issues that can be treated as orthogonal to the question at hand. We will initially be

concerned with the distinction between what I refer to asHost-ExternalandHost-Internal

analyses of EXNP.

1Recent overviews and critiques of EXNP analyses can be foundin Baltin (2005) and Webelhuth et al.
(2013).

2 A set of analyses, which I will not directly address here are the non-syntactic analyses of EXNP. These
analyses suggest that the extraposed word order is the result of a post-syntactic reordering process (e.g.,
Chomsky & Lasnik 1977, Rochemont 1978, Göbbel 2013, Hunter& Frank 2014). The results of the inves-
tigation reported in section 4.2 and 4.3 are compatible withanalyses. However, I will argue in section 4.4
they should be dispreferred to syntactic approaches to EXNP. In addition to the arguments presented there,
I would point to a number of syntactic and semantic effects that have been identified with extraposition op-
erations (e.g., Williams 1974, Guéron 1980, Taraldsen 1981, Guéron & May 1984, Rochemont & Culicover
1990, Fox & Nissenbaum 1999, Fox 2002, Bhatt & Pancheva 2004)to suggest that at least some instances of
EXNP, including those considered in this thesis, are syntactic.
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4.1.1 Host-Internal Approaches to EXNP

4.1.1.1 Subextraction: Ross 1967

I will refer to those analyses of EXNP which suggest that the extraposed material is

generated inside the host as Host-Internal analyses.3 The initial formulation of the EXNP

operation by Ross (1967) is among the Host-Internal class ofapproaches to EXNP. On this

analysis EXNP is an operation that extracts the extraposed material out of its host and right

adjoins it to what Ross called the first cyclic node (2).

(2) I met [DP a linguiste1 ] this morning[CP who is from East Africa]1.

For Ross, the only cyclic node was CP. However, Baltin (1978,1981) and Guéron

(1980) and later Rochemont & Culicover (1990) observed thatthe extraposed material does

not always behave as if it were adjoined to CP. The contrasting grammaticality patterns in

examples (3) and (4), which have been adapted from Baltin (1981:269), suggest that the

height of the extraposed material correlates with the height of the host. The contrast in (3)

can be taken to show that a relative clause extraposed from a DP in direct object position

cannot be stranded by a VP-fronting operation and so must be part of the VP constituent.

The contrast in (4), on the other hand, suggests that the opposite is true of a relative clause

extraposed from a DP in subject position. The extraposed relative clause cannot be treated

as part of the VP constituent with respect to a VP-fronting operation.

(3) a. [VP Invite [DP someone]1 tomorrow[CP who is from East Africa]1 ]2

though we maye2, . . .

b. * [VP Invite [DP someone]1 ]2

though we maye2 [CP who is from East Africa]1, . . .

3 A major Host-Internal analysis of EXNP that I will not directly address in this section is the strand-
ing approach that was pursued initially by Kayne (1994). Variations on this type of account can be found
in Rochemont & Culicover 1997. I refer the reader to researchby Wilder (1995), Büring & Hartmann
(1997), Rochemont & Culicover (1997), Koster (2000), de Vries (2002), Vicente (2003), Sheehan (2010),
and Webelhuth et al. (2013) for arguments addressing the untenability of such accounts of EXNP.
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(4) a. * [VP Invited [CP who is from East Africa]1 ]2

though[DP someone]1 may have beene2, . . .

b. [VP Invited ]2 though[DP someone]1 may have beene2

[CP who is from East Africa]1, . . .

From these facts Baltin (1981) suggests that a phrase extraposed from a direct object cannot

target a position above VP while a phrase extraposed from thesubject must target a position

above VP and, for Baltin, even above the subject’s surface position.

4.1.1.2 QR+Late-Merge: Fox & Nissebaum 1999

Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) and later Fox (2002) argue for a Host-Internal analysis of

EXNP that capitalizes on the Copy-Theory of movement (Chomsky 1995) and a single-

output model of grammar (Bobaljik 1995, Brody 1995, Groat & O’Neil 1996). For them,

the host DP first undergoes an application of Quantifier Raising (QR) to the edge of VP as

shown in (5a) below. The extraposed material is subsequently late-merged into the higher

copy of the host (as in Lebeaux 1988), which will be the copy ofmovement that is deleted

at PF (5b).4

(5) a. [VP [VP I met [DP a linguist] this morning] [DP a linguist] ]

b. [VP [VP I met [DP a linguist] this morning] [DP a linguist

[CP who is from East Africa]] ]

4.1.1.3 Asyndetic Coordination: de Vries 2002

A non-movement approach to EXNP of the Host-Internal variety is offered by de Vries

(2002:ch.7). Following Koster’s (2000) theory ofParallel Construal, which we will see

in the following section, the extraposed material is part ofa phrase projected from a null

Boolean operator and is conjoined with the matrix clause (i.e., asyndetic coordination).

4More accurately, Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) argue that this method for EXNP is restricted adjuncts. As
Lebeaux (1988) points out, complements seem to resist late-merge.
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For de Vries (2002), the second conjunct of the asyndetic coordination phrase (&:P) con-

tains not only the extraposed material but also a second occurrence of the matrix clause

coordinate (6).

(6) I [&:P [VP met a linguist this morning]

[&:P &: [VP met[DP a linguist [CP who is from East Africa]] thismorning]]]

As illustrated with strikethrough text, the EXNP word orderis the result of targeting every-

thing in the second conjunct with ellipsis except for the extraposed material.

4.1.2 Host-External Approaches to EXNP

4.1.2.1 Complementation: Rochemont & Culicover 1990

An alternative set of analyses, which I will refer to as Host-External analyses, suggest

that the extraposed material is base-generated in a position that is external to the host.

Host-External analyses can be traced back to a suggestion about PP-extraposition from

NPs by Guéron (1980:642) that was subsequently applied by Guéron & May (1984:sec.

2) to result-clause and relative clause extraposition.5 For Guéron & May, the extraposed

material is extracted from its host and right adjoined to theverbal spine. The entire NP

host subsequently undergoes an application of QR at LF to a position where it governs the

extraposed material. It is by establishing this governmentrelationship at LF that Guéron &

5Outside of Transformational analyses of EXNP, which I focuson in this thesis, Kiss (2005) provides a
base-generation analysis of EXNP within the theory of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). See
Webelhuth et al. (2013) for a discussion of this system and Crysmann (2013) in the same collection for an
extension of it. Put very simply, there is an index on the host, represented as the feature ANCHOR, which
can percolate up the tree. Relative clauses are actively looking for an ANCHOR feature in order to identify
a position to join with the structure. It is the local percolation of the ANCHOR feature that licenses the
base-generation of a relative clause to the verbal spine andoutside of the host.

At present it is difficult to fairly evaluate this analysis onpar with the others as analyses of NPI-licensing in
HPSG have emerged only relatively recently (e.g., Tonhauser 2001, Richter & Soehn 2006, Sailer 2007). It is
not entirely clear to me exactly what the predictions of any given analysis would be concerning the licensing
of NPIs in a relative clause be it in-situ or ex-situ. It is forthis reason that I must set such analyses aside for
the time being. However, an anonymous reviewer forLinguapoints out that the research in the unpublished
dissertation by Heike Walker completed at Goethe-Universität am Main provides a Host-External analysis of
EXNP that interprets the relative clause as if it were in the restrictor argument of its host.
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May propose the extraposed material can be interpreted as ifit were a complement to its

host NP and interpretation would proceed as normal.

Culicover & Rochemont (1990) and Rochemont & Culicover (1990) adapt this idea to

suggest that material extraposed from an NP is simply base-generated in an extraposed po-

sition that would achieve the same result. Rochemont & Culicover (1990:32–36) formulate

theComplement Principlein (7), which encodes the requirement that the extraposed ma-

terial is construable as a complement to the host NP (or DP, following Abney (1987)) for

interpretive purposes and that this relationship is established under government.

(7) Complement Principle

β is a potential complement ofα (α, β = Xmax) only if α andβ are in a government

relation.

(adapted from Rochemont & Culicover 1990:35)

The Complement Principle in conjunction with thePrinciple of Full Interpretation(Chomsky

1986) essentially forces material extraposed from an NP to be adjoined to a position on the

verbal spine that is governed by the host in order to be properly interpreted. The ultimate

result is that an extraposed relative clause adjoins to the first VP or IP that dominates the

host roughly in accordance with the constituency facts seenin (4) and (5).6

4.1.2.2 Asyndetic Coordination: Koster 2000

Another base-generation analysis for EXNP of the Host-External variety is couched

within the theory ofParallel Construalproposed by Koster (2000). Koster (2000) proposes

employing the type of asyndetic coordination adopted by de Vries (2002). However, what

Koster (2000:22) calls a Colon Phrase (:P) conjoins only theextraposed material with some

6To be precise, Culicover & Rochemont (1990:30–35) argue that EXNP from a direct object targets the
edge of VP, EXNP from a subject targets the edge of IP or optionally VP, and EXNP from a frontedwh-
element targets the edge of CP. Along with a custom definitionof government, it is these facts specifically
that the Complement Principle is intended to account for.
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XP in the matrix clause that contains the acting host. For concreteness, I have chosen in (8)

to conjoin the extraposed material with VP.

(8) I [:P [VP met [DP a linguist] this morning] [:P : [CP who is from East Africa] ]]

The method for interpreting such a structure that is suggested by Koster (2000:22–23, 25)

is that the extraposed material can be semantically interpreted as giving “further specifica-

tion” to the acting host DP via “set intersection”.

4.1.3 Interpretive Predictions

As we have seen from the discussion above, these two sets of approaches to EXNP

differ on where they assert the extraposed material is base-generated. Because of this,

they also lead to differenta priori predictions about where it is possible to interpret the

extraposed material.

The Host-Internal analyses presented above predict that extraposed material should be-

have as if it were at some point in the restrictor argument of its host. A failure to observe

any such behavior should be interpreted as a short-coming for this class of analyses. On

the other hand, the Host-External analyses above lead us to expect the extraposed material

to behave as if it were always adjoined to the verbal spine andnever in the restrictor argu-

ment of its host. Observing that the extraposed materialdoesbehave as if it were in the

restrictor argument of its host should be seen as a short-coming for this class of analyses.

The following section will introduce exactly the type of phenomenon that could be used to

test these predictions.

4.2 A New Connectivity Diagnostic: NPIs in the Restrictor of Every

Several connectivity diagnostics have been explored in theliterature as they relate to

EXNP. Taraldsen (1981), for example, observed that the disjoint reference effect between

the indirect object pronounher and the R-expressionKim in the relative clause in (9a)

is ameliorated in the context of EXNP (9b). Rochemont & Culicover (1990) go further to
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show that the disjoint reference effect persists when the pronominal form appears in subject

position (10).

(9) a. * I showed her2 [DP a picture[CP that Kim2 thought I lost]] this morning.

b. ? I showed her2 [DP a picture]1 this morning[CP that Kim2 thought I lost]1.

(10) a. * She2 was shown[DP a picture[CP that Kim2 thought I lost]] this morning.

b. * She2 was shown[DP a picture]1 this morning[CP that Kim2 thought I lost]1.

These facts are interesting in that they can be interpreted as showing that material extra-

posed from a direct object is generated above the indirect object but below the subject.

While they potentially tell us something about the height ofthe base-generated position

of the extraposed material, they do not help us decide whether this position is internal or

external to the host. The same can be said for the data in (11) that has been adapted from

Guéron (1980:650). These examples suggest that the extraposed material with the min-

imizer slightestis in a position within the scope of sentential negation, butthey do not

tell us whether it was generated inside or outside of its host. (See Linebarger (1980) and

especially Uribe-Etxevarria (1994:ch. 2) for relevant discussion of these and other data.)

(11) a. * Mary thinks that[DP the extraposition transformation

[CP which hasthe slightesteffect on LF]] hasn’t been found yet.

b. Mary thinks that[DP the extraposition transformation]1

hasn’t been found yet[CP which hasthe slightesteffect on LF]1.

A more relevant diagnostic, which also employs the disjointreference affects associ-

ated with Condition C, comes from Büring & Hartmann (1997:9–11). They observe from

examples similar to the ones in (12) that the disjoint reference effect observed betweenhis

in the host DP and the R-expressionJohnin a clausal complement of the noun is not bled

by EXNP.

(12) a. * Mary mentioned[DP his1 claim [CP that John1 is intelligent]] yesterday.

b. * Mary mentioned[DP his1 claim ]2 yesterday[CP that John1 is intelligent]2.
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This suggests both that an extraposed complement clause is generated inside its host and

that it must be interpreted in a position inside its host.

The NPI-licensing diagnostics we will see in this section, as a connectivity diagnostic

that is observable as grammaticality, will provide the opportunity in sections 4.4 and 4.5

to further explore EXNP configurations in a way otherwise notafforded by Condition C

effects.

4.2.1 Ladusaw’s Generalization

Among the class of NPIs originally discussed at length by Klima (1964) are elements

like any and ever. Since at least Ladusaw 1979 it has been recognized that suchNPIs

are licensed in the restrictor argument of the universal quantifier everybut not in its nu-

clear scope. This is illustrated in (13a) where the NPIany is licensed in a relative clause

modifyingguest, but goes unlicensed while in the matrix clause in (13b).7

(13) a. Every[NP guest who ateanyof the potato salad] [VP became ill].

b. * Every [NP guest who became ill] [VP ateanyof the potato salad].

The examples in (14)–(17) below are intended to help establish the generality of this

pattern. In addition to the NPIsanyandever, so-called “minimizers” likethe slightest bit

andso much as (a dime)are also licensed in the restrictor argument ofevery. The contrasts

in the (a.) and (b.) variants are between sentences witheveryand sentences withsome,

which Ladusaw (1979) noted does not license NPIs. These contrasts suggest that there is

in fact something special abouteverythat is responsible for licensing an NPI.8

7I will regularly useany in a partitive construction in an extra effort to block the free-choice reading of
any, which is also licensed in the restrictor argument ofevery(e.g., Hoeksema 2012), but which would only
introduce an additional complicating factor to the investigation in this chapter. According to Dayal (2009),
any in a partitive construction tends to resist a free-choice interpretation unless it appears in the semantic
scope of a possibility modal.

8NPIs are also licensed in the restrictor of the universalall (of), but noteachor both, and they are licensed
in the restrictor argument of proportionalmost (of)andfew (of). In what follows I will focus on the use of
every. See Heim (1984) for a discussion of some interesting felicity conditions for the licensing of NPIs in
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(14) a. We met[DP every biker[CP who haseverridden on these trails]].

b. * We met[DP some bikers[CP who haveeverridden on these trails]].

(15) a. The company considered

[DP every applicant[CP who was fromanyof the local temp agencies]].

b. * The company considered

[DP some applicants[CP who were fromanyof the local temp agencies]].

(16) a. The bank contacted

[DP every customer[CP who was inthe slightest bitof debt]].

b. * The bank contacted

[DP some customers[CP who were inthe slightest bitof debt]].

(17) a. Sam stole[DP every bag[CP that hadso much as a dimeinside]].

b. * Sam stole[DP some bags[CP that hadso much as a dimeinside]].

The examples below in (18)–(21) show that it is crucial for the NPI to be in the restrictor

argument of the universal quantifier. The licensing patternobserved in these examples

suggests that NPIs that are in a phrase that is simply adjoined to the matrix clause cannot

be licensed byevery.9

(18) a. We met every biker[CP while riding on these trails].

b. * We met every biker[CP while everriding on these trails].

the restrictor ofeveryand Hoeksema (2012) for a discussion of the types of NPIs thatdo and do not appear
in the restrictor of universals.

For the purposes of the present discussion, I will set aside the issue of how to properly model the formal
properties ofevery that are responsible for licensing NPIs in its restrictor argument. However, I would
direct the reader to Giannakidou (1998) and Hoeksema (2012)for challenges faced by both the standard
monotonicity analysis of weak NPIs (Ladusaw 1979, von Fintel 1999) and the Anti-Additivity analysis of
strong NPIs (Zwarts 1998) with respect to licensing NPIs in the restrictor argument ofevery. It will be
enough for the argument being made here to work purely with the empirical facts observed in this section.

9 Note that it is a property of certain connectives includingif, without, instead of, andbeforethat they
independently license NPIs in their complements.
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(19) a. The company considered every applicant

[CP because they were from one of the local temp agencies].

b. * The company considered every applicant

[CP because they were fromanyof the local temp agencies].

(20) a. The bank contacted every customer

[CP after they were in some amount of debt].

b. * The bank contacted every customer

[CP after they were inthe slightest bitof debt].

(21) a. Sam stole every bag[CP because they had some money inside].

b. * Sam stole every bag[CP because they hadso much as a dimeinside].

Moreover, as we have already seen from the contrast in (13), it is not enough for the

NPI to fall within the scope of the phrase headed byevery. The examples below go further

to show thateverystill fails to license an NPI in its nuclear scope even when a configuration

is forced in which that NPI is in the syntactic and semantic scope of the phrase headed by

every. In both (22) and (23), a quantificational DP in subject position binds a variable in

the phrase containing the NPI and, therefore, presumably occupies a position in which the

NPI is in that DP’s syntactic and semantic scope. The contrast between the (a.) and (b.)

variants suggest that, even under these conditions, the NPIfails to be licensedevery.

(22) a. [DP Every girl ]1 leaves early because she1 becomes bored.

b. * [DP Every girl ]1 leaves early because she1 everbecomes bored.

c. [DP No girl ]1 leaves early because she1 everbecomes bored.

(23) a. [DP Every boy]1 worked while someone was watching him1.

b. * [DP Every boy]1 worked whileanyone was watching him1.

c. [DP No boy]1 worked whileanyone was watching him1.

The (c.) variants of (22) and (23) substitute the quantifierno, which licenses NPIs

in its restrictor argument as well as its nuclear scope. These examples are intended to
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provide assurance that the culprit for the relevant unacceptability observed in (18)–(23) is

not necessarily a violation of the locality constraints on NPI-licensing.10 The observation

that no is able to license the NPIs in these clausal adjuncts suggests that it is indeed a

failure to satisfy a configurational requirement that is responsible for the inability ofevery

to license NPIs in material adjoined to the verbal spine.

This characterization of the conditions on the licensing ofNPIs byeveryis consistent

with the consensus in a portion of the literature that the conditions on NPI-licensing are

at least in part syntactic. In particular, it has been arguedby Linebarger (1980, 1987),

Uribe-Etxevarria (1994), de Swart (1998), and Guerzoni (2006) that NPIs are licensed by

virtue of being interpreted in the scope of their licensor atLF. For the time being, I will

assume the same, but we will see relevant evidence in section4.4 that this is correct. Given

this particular conception of the conditions on NPI-licensing, it is possible to capture the

distribution of NPIs in the data above with the generalization in (24).

(24) Ladusaw’s Generalization

An NPI is licensed byeveryonly if that NPI is generated in the restrictor argument

of every.

This condition on NPI-licensing ensures that there will be some means available for

interpreting an NPI in the restrictor ofeveryat LF. It also provides a straightforward way

to evaluate the two sets of analyses outlined previously in section 4.1. Finding that an NPI

remains licensed byeveryfollowing the extraposition operation would suggest that the ex-

traposed material is base-generated in the restrictor argument of the host. This is naturally

captured by the Host-Internal analyses. If we find that an NPIis no longer licensed follow-

ing the extraposition operation, we would have evidence forclaiming that the extraposed

10It has been recognized at least since Fauconnier (1975) and Linebarger (1980) that the licensing of
certain NPIs may show sensitivity to the types of island constraints discussed in Ross (1967), including
certain adjunct islands. See Guerzoni (2006) for a recent discussion and other relevant references.
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material is not base-generated in the restrictor argument of the host. The Host-External

theories would more naturally account for this state of affairs.

4.2.2 The Test Cases

The examples in (25) represent one of the relevant data points to be evaluated. A relative

clause containing the NPIanyis intended to be interpreted as a modifier for a non-adjacent

host,guestin this case. The contrast in acceptability that arises fromthe alternation be-

tweeneveryin (25a) andsomein (25b) suggests thateveryis capable of licensing the NPI

in the extraposed material.

(25) a. They took[DP every guest]1 to the hospital

[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]1.

b. * They took[DP some guests]1 to the hospital

[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]1.

The additional examples in (26)–(29) are variations of the examples above and are intended

to help establish the robustness of this pattern. The (a.) variants present the NPIeverand

minimizers in relative clauses that have been extraposed from a host headed byevery. The

(b.) variants provide the relevant contrast with the quantifier some.

(26) a. We met[DP every biker]1 yesterday

[CP who hadeverridden on these trails]1.

b. * We met[DP some bikers]1 yesterday

[CP who hadeverridden on these trails]1.

(27) a. The company considered[DP every applicant]1 last month

[CP who was fromanyof the local temp agencies]1.

b. * The company considered[DP some applicants]1 last month

[CP who were fromanyof the local temp agencies]1.
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(28) a. The bank contacted[DP every customer]1 today

[CP who is inthe slightest bitof debt]1.

b. * The bank contacted[DP some customers]1 today

[CP who are inthe slightest bitof debt]1.

(29) a. Sam stole[DP every bag]1 last night

[CP that hadso much as a dimeinside]1.

b. * Sam stole[DP some bags]1 last night

[CP that hadso much as a dimeinside]1.

Intuitively, the EXNP structures here follow the same licensing pattern observed with the

in-situ structures in the previous section. The acceptability of an NPI in the extraposed

relative clauses seems to be dependent on the presence ofeveryas opposed tosome. This

contrast suggests thateveryis capable of licensing an NPI even when the NPI appears in

an extraposed relative clause.11

At this point we might be tempted to conclude that the predictions of the Host-Internal

analyses are borne out. However, the crucial comparison to be made is between sets of

11The data in (i) are cited by Akmajian & Lehrer (1976:fn. 8) whocredit Bresnan (1973) for identifying
the contrast. Similar data are also cited by Guéron (1980:fn. 17). I have not myself seen Bresnan 1973, but
such data are presented in Guéron (1980) as evidence that EXNP is a syntactic operation that feeds LF rules
for interpretation.

(i) a. [DP The best friend[CP that I everhad]] is gone.

b. * [DP The best friend]1 is gone[CP that I everhad]1.

These data are relevant for the fact that the NPIever in (ia.) is licensed by the superlativebestwhen the
relative clause is in-situ but is not licensed in the EXNP configuration in (ib.). It does not appear, though, that
superlative adjectives are entirely incapable of licensing NPIs in extraposed material.

(ii) a. Sam wrote[DP the longest title[CP that I hadeverseen on a paper]] last year.

b. Sam wrote[DP the longest title]1 last year[CP that I hadeverseen on a paper]1.

Understanding what separates examples (i) and (ii) goes beyond the scope of the argument being made here
and so the issue must be set aside for now. It is, however, worth pointing out an observation by Kyle Johnson
(p.c.) that we may be observing something of a subject/object asymmetry. The superlativebestseems to be
more willing to license an NPI in an extraposed relative clause when in direct object position (iii).

(iii) a. I called [DP the best friend[CP that Ieverhad]] last night.

b. ? I called[DP the best friend]1 that I [CP that I everhad]1.
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sentences like in (2), which has been repeated below. Recallthat it is whether or not the

NPI remains licensed in the extraposed position that provides a window into the derivation

of EXNP structures.

(2) a. We took[DP every guest[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]] to the hospital.

b. We took[DP every guest]1 to the hospital

[DP who ateanyof the potato salad]1.

Evaluating such pairs using our native-speaker intuitions, though, is not as straightforward

as it was made to seem in the introduction. Independent of thelicensing of the NPI, there

are additional influencing factors to be considered. These might include, for example,

the effect of EXNP on acceptability and possibly the increased difficulty in licensing an

NPI that this additional complexity might introduce. The following section reports on an

experiment designed to test the intuitions reported here and the predictions in section 2.3

while taking these additional factors into account.

4.3 Experiment 2: NPI-Licensing in Extraposed Relative Clauses

A judgment study was conducted to evaluate the acceptability of NPIs in both in-situ

and extraposed relative clauses. Based on the claims in the previous sections, we should

expect to find that sentences with an NPI in a relative clause that modifies the restrictor

argument ofeveryare perceived as more acceptable or more natural than when the same

relative clause modifies the restrictor argument ofsome. Finding that this contrast disap-

pears when there is no NPI in the relative clause would be a confirmation of Ladusaw’s

(1979) claim thatevery, but notsome, licenses NPIs in its restrictor argument.

Moreover, this experiment was designed so as to identify anydifference in the ability

of everyto license an NPI in an in-situ or extraposed relative clause. If it is the case that

an NPI is licensed in both in-situ and extraposed relative clauses, then we should expect to

see the asymmetry betweeneveryandsomethat arises in the presence of an NPI regardless

of the position of the relative clause. Conversely, if it is the case that an NPI fails to be
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licensed in extraposed material, we expect to observe the above quantifier asymmetry with

an in-situ relative clauses but the asymmetry should be significantly reduced or effectively

neutralized with an extraposed relative clause.

4.3.1 Participants

Sixty-four native speakers of English were recruited for the study using Amazon’s Me-

chanical Turk, a web-based service for crowd-sourcing tasks.12 Only participants with a

minimum 95% success-rate on task completion (minimum of 100tasks) were accepted

for participation. To prevent evaluating data from non-native speakers, participation was

restricted to IP addresses in the United States and participants were asked to report their

language abilities. Only a single participant reported a first language other than English.

This participant’s data was removed and another participant was recruited to replace the

lost data. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 73 with an average age of 36.33 years and

a median age of 33 years. Of the 64 participants, 53% were female and 47% were male.

4.3.2 Materials

The materials consisted of 16 items distributed across 8 lists in a fully crossed 2×2×2

design that included the factorsExtraposition, Host, andPolarity. A full example item is

provided in (30). Items differing on the nature of the Host, had either the NPI-licensing

every(30a) or the non-NPI-licensingsome(30b). The dimension Polarity had items vary

between having an NPI in the relative clause (30a) or some other non-polarity-sensitive

element (30c). Varying items on the dimension of Extraposition provided an in-situ control

for each of the ex-situ configurations.

12Amazon’s Mechanical Turk can be accessed https://www.mturk.com.
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(30) a. Ex-situ / Every / NPI

Park rangers removed every camper yesterday who was at any ofthe sites

with significant flooding.

b. Ex-situ / Some / NPI

Park rangers removed some campers yesterday who were at any of the sites

with significant flooding.

c. Ex-situ / Every / Other

Park rangers removed every camper yesterday who was at one ofthe sites

with significant flooding.

d. Ex-situ / Some / Other

Park rangers removed some campers yesterday who were at one of the sites

with significant flooding.

e. In-situ / Every / NPI

Yesterday park rangers removed every camper who was at any ofthe sites

with significant flooding.

f. In-situ / Some / NPI

Yesterday park rangers removed some campers who were at any of the sites

with significant flooding.

g. In-situ / Every / Other

Yesterday park rangers removed every camper who was at one ofthe sites

with significant flooding.

h. In-situ / Some / Other

Yesterday park rangers removed some campers who were at one of the sites

with significant flooding.

In all cases the NPI in the extraposed relative clause wasany. In the same way as noted

in footnote 7, the NPI sometimes appeared in a partitive construction in an attempt to dis-
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courage a possible free-choice reading. The non-NPI counterparts did not always contain a

partitive construction as they do in (30). For the purpose ofgrammaticality or coherence, a

simple indefinite or other non-polarity-sensitive elementwas used instead.13 A full list of

the experimental items can be found in appendix A.2.

4.3.3 Procedure

Once agreeing to participate, participants clicked a link that took them to the on-line

experiment presentation tool Ibex Farm where the experimental items were presented.14

Participants were told that they would be reading sentencesand evaluating their naturalness

as sentences of English. After providing informed consent they then received a short guided

practice for using a 7-point Likert-scale where 1 corresponded to “Completely Unnatural”

and 7 corresponded to “Completely Natural”.

The items were presented in a Latin-square design and were presented randomly among

38 filler items. The filler items had a large number of non-canonical word orders including

passive and cleft constructions. A total of 4 items were designed to be ungrammatical

by including an island violation, a case assignment problem, or a violation of a selectional

restriction. The Likert-scale with the corresponding scale values were presented along with

each item. The experiment took an average of approximately 15 minutes to complete and

participants received $0.50 in compensation upon completing the task.

4.3.4 Results

The mean naturalness rating for each condition is presentednumerically in Table 4.1

and graphically in Figure 4.1.

13One might note that these issues could be avoided entirely byusing an NPI likeeveror a minimizer
instead ofany. Minimizers were avoided because the experimental design did not make it possible to be
sure that participants were not interpreting the minimizerunder a literal interpretation. The reasonanywas
preferred toeveris that this experiment is part of a larger study that is also investigating the extraposition of
PPs from NP andeveris not possible in PPs.

14 Ibex Farm was developed by Alex Drummond and can be accessed at: http://spellout.net/ibexfarm/.
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Ex-Situ In-situ
Every Some Every Some

NPI 4.60 (0.13) 3.87 (0.14) 4.96 (0.13) 3.98 (0.14)
Other 5.14 (0.11) 5.13 (0.12)5.23 (0.13) 5.44 (0.12)

Table 4.1. Mean naturalness by condition with standard errors for Exp.2
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Figure 4.1. Mean naturalness by condition with standard error bars for Exp. 2

The data were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects (LME) regression model (Baayen et al.

2008) with thelme4 package (Bates et al. 2014) in the statistical computing environment

R, version 3.2 (R Core Team 2015).15 The fixed effects of Extraposition, Host, and Polar-

ity, as well as their interactions, were included as predictors and centered around 0 (Ex-

situ,Every,NPI = 1). Both subjects and items as well as the predictors and their interactions

were assigned random slopes. The model that was evaluated isprovided in (31).

(31) Rating∼ Extraposition×Host×Polarity+

(Extraposition×Host×Polarity+1|subject)+

(Extraposition×Host×Polarity+1|item)

15The statistical computing package R can be accessed at: http://www.r-project.org/.
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Pointwise comparisons and 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI)were calculated with two-

tailedt-tests of the subject means.

The LME model yielded the results summarized in Table 4.2. Significance at the con-

ventional levelα = 0.05 was determined by an absolutet-value greater than 2.00.

β̂ Std. Error t
(Intercept) 4.793 0.128 37.26

Extraposition -0.105 0.043 -2.45
Host 0.190 0.048 3.99

Polarity -0.438 0.084 -5.23
Extraposition×Host -0.006 0.039 -0.15

Extraposition×Polarity -0.010 0.045 -0.23
Host×Polarity 0.237 0.062 3.85

Extraposition×Host×Polarity -0.055 0.048 -1.16

Table 4.2. Model results with estimate, standard error, andt-value for Exp. 2

A significant main effect was revealed for each of the fixed effects Extraposition, Host,

and Polarity. Additionally, a significant interaction was observed for the type of Host and

the Polarity sensitivity of the extraposed material, reflecting a significantly larger effect

of Polarity for conditions with the hostsomethan for the conditions for the hostevery.

In particular, collapsing over the factor Extraposition, we find that there was overall a

significantly greater penalty in naturalness for replacinga non-NPI with an NPI in the

relative clause when the host wassome(∆µ̂ = 1.36, 95% CI [1.09,1.63]) than there was

when the host wasevery(∆µ̂ = 0.40, 95% CI [0.18, 0.62]).

The LME model did not detect a significant effect of the three-way interaction term.

Looking closely at theeveryconditions in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, though, it does seem

that numerically there was some additional penalty in naturalness observed for having an

NPI in an extraposed relative clause compared to having an NPI in an in-situ relative clause.

For this reason, a set of post-hoc analyses were designed to further investigate the effect.

First, examining only those conditions with an NPI in the relative clause, a comparison

of the confidence intervals for the difference between the estimate of the mean for each Host
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condition in an Ex-situ construction (30a)/(30b)(∆µ̂ = 0.73, 95% CI[0.35, 1.11]) and the

difference between the estimate of the mean for the same two conditions In-situ (30e)/(30f)

(∆µ̂ = 0.98, 95% CI[0.69, 1.27]) failed to indicate a significant effect of Extraposition

on naturalness ratings. A pair of by-participants (F1) and by-items (F2) repeated-measures

ANOVAs were also performed on the NPI conditions. These analyses, like the LME model,

showed a significant effect of both Extraposition (F1(1,63) = 6.09, p< 0.05;F2(1,15) =

4.91, p < 0.05) and the type of Host (F1(1,63) = 48.8, p < 0.01;F2(1,15) = 31.7, p <

0.01). However, this analysis, too, failed to observe a significant interaction between Ex-

traposition and Host(F1(1,63) = 1.22, p< 0.30;F2(1,15) = 0.99, p< 0.35).

The same analyses were also performed over only those conditions with everyas the

host. Comparing the confidence intervals for the differencebetween the estimate of the

mean for the two Polarity conditions ex-situ (30a)/(30c)(∆µ̂ = 0.54, 95% CI[0.22, 0.85])

and the same conditions in-situ (30e)/(30g)(∆µ̂ = 0.27, 95% CI [−0.04, 0.57]) again did

not indicate a significant effect of Extraposition on naturalness ratings. In the repeated-

measures ANOVAs, Polarity was significant by-participantsand by-items (F1(1,63) =

14.2, p<0.01;F2(1,15)=5.64, p<0.05) while Extraposition was significant by-participants

and marginally significant by-items (F1(1,63)=4.55, p<0.05;F2(1,15)=3.43, p<0.10).

The interaction of Extraposition and Polarity failed to reach significance (F1(1,63)=1.45, p<

0.25;F2(1,15) = 1.46, p< 0.25).

4.3.5 Discussion

The main effect of Extraposition found in the LME model is notparticularly surprising.

We can understand the lower acceptability ratings for Ex-situ structures to be a reflection

of the fact that EXNP is a marked structure in out-of-the-blue contexts. The main effect

observed for each of Host and Polarity in the LME model do not follow directly from

anya priori predictions made here. However, we might imagine that the main effect of the

presence or absence of an NPI in the relative clause reflects the additional cost in processing
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related to licensing an NPI. The main effect of the type of Host, and perhaps even some of

the main effect of Polarity, seems to be carried by the significant interaction between these

two factors. From the direction of this interaction, which is apparent in the graph in Figure

1, we see that NPI conditions with the hosteveryconsistently received higher ratings than

the NPI conditions with the hostsome. This is a clear reflection of the intuition that NPIs

are licensed byeverybut are not licensed bysome.16

Concerning the three-way interaction, we were looking for this effect as a sign that the

sensitivity of an NPI in a relative clause to the type of host is affected by whether or not that

relative clause has been extraposed. Finding that EXNP neutralizes the effect of the type

of host would suggest that NPIs are not licensed in extraposed material. Interestingly, this

three-way interaction between factors was not detected in the LME model. In the absence

of this interaction there is no evidence that the magnitude of the additional decrease in

perceived naturalness that results from having an NPI in a relative clause with a universal

host is different based on whether or not the relative clauseis in-situ or extraposed. This

means that we are unable to reject the null-hypothesis that NPIs are equally licensed by the

presence ofeveryin-situ and ex-situ.

The post-hoc analyses also failed to reject this null-hypothesis. The lack of evidence

that Extraposition interacts with the Host conditions given an NPI in the relative clauses

means that we are unable to say that the observed licensing asymmetry betweenevery

and somediffers given the position of the relative clause. The inability to identify an

interaction between Extraposition and the Polarity conditions when the host was headed

by everymeans we cannot conclude that the observed ability ofeveryto license an NPI

16The anonymous reviewers forLinguapoint out that the relatively high condition means and the relatively
small difference between the levels of Host in the NPI conditions fail to meet the expectations developed
based on the discussion in section 4.2. Specifically, one might expect to observe lower response means for
the NPI conditions withsomeas part of the claim by Ladusaw (1979) thatsomedoes not license NPIs. It is
important to keep in mind that there are noa priori predictions made regarding the estimates of the means
for the experimental conditions. The values of the estimates for the true means of these conditions will
necessarily be an artifact of the design of this particular experiment. For this reason, we are only interested
in interpreting the predictors and their interactions thatare included in the model in (31).
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differed as a function of the position of the relative clause. Something extra must be said,

then, concerning the additional penalty that seems to be present numerically when an NPI is

in extraposed material. A potential explanation that one might pursue is that this effect is an

off-line reflection of some additional increase in on-line processing effort that is associated

with licensing an NPI either across a greater distance or in the face of greater structural

complexity. The current study was not designed to speak to either of these possibilities,

thus the issue must be left for future research.

To summarize briefly, we saw a significant interaction of the factors Host and Polarity

such that NPIs were reliably perceived as less natural when the host quantifier wassome

compared to when the host quantifier wasevery. We also failed in both the planned and

post-hoc comparisons, to identify any evidence that this licensing pattern is interrupted

by EXNP. These results are consistent with the intuitions that were reported above: NPIs

licensed in a relative clause byeveryremain licensed following EXNP. Returning to the

predictions made by the two sets of analyses for EXNP discussed in section 3.1, these

results show the predictions of Host-Internal analyses borne out. Although a relative clause

has been extraposed, with respect to NPI-licensing it behaves as if it were generated in the

restrictor argument of the DP that hosts it.

4.4 Towards Modelling EXNP

Let us start by considering the subextraction analysis of Ross (1967) again. Recall that

on this analysis of EXNP, the extraposed relative clause hasbeen extracted out of its host

and right-adjoined to the verbal spine. On this analysis, itwill be necessary to reconstruct

the extraposed material back into the restrictor argument of every. Only in this way will it

be possible to satisfy the configurational condition that anNPI be interpreted in the scope

of its licensor at LF.17

17Independent of the discussion here, any need to reconstructthe extraposed material is arguably a weak-
ness of this analysis. I would refer the reader to Williams (1974), Taraldsen (1981), Rochemont & Culicover
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To see that reconstruction of the material containing the NPI will be necessary, we can

consider the following examples, which have been adapted from Linebarger (1980:225-

228). Equivalent examples are discussed in this same context by Uribe-Etxevarria (1994:ch.

2). It is interesting to note first that the existentially quantified subject in (32) is scopally

ambiguous with respect to sentential negation. The truth ofthe surface scope reading in

(32a) requires a context in which there is a particular doctor that was not available. The

inverse-scope reading in (32b) requires a situation in which there are no doctors that are

available.

(32) A doctor wasn’t available.

a. ∃ > ¬

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors. Only Tim wasn’t available.

‘There is a (certain) doctorx such thatx was not available.’

b. ¬ > ∃

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors. Both Tim and Pam weren’t available.

‘It is not the case that there is a doctorx such thatx was available.’

What is interesting for our purpose is the observation that the scope of the subject and

sentential negation is disambiguated given a relative clause containing an NPI. The string

in (33) strongly resists the surface scope reading in (33a) but is compatible with the inverse

scope reading in (33b).

(1990), Fox & Nissenbaum (1999), Fox (2002), and Bhatt & Pancheva (2004) for interpretive evidence that
extraposed material must be interpreted in its extraposed position.
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(33) A doctor who knowsanything about acupuncture wasn’t available .

a. * ∃ > ¬

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors who know about acupuncture. Only Tim

wasn’t available.

‘There is a (certain) doctorx such thatx knows about acupuncture and it is

not the case thatx was available.’

b. ¬ > ∃

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors who know about acupuncture. Both Tim

and Pam weren’t available.

‘It is not the case that there is a doctorx such thatx knew about acupuncture

andx was available.’

A way to make sense of these facts is to assert that the relative clause that contains the

NPI must be interpreted at LF in a position that is within the scope of sentential negation.

Taking it to be the case that logical scope relations are determined at LF (e.g. May 1985),

then the obligatory low scope of the subject would follow from something along the lines

of the Principle of Full Interpretation, which requires that every element in a syntactic

representation be appropriately interpreted at the interfaces (e.g., Chomsky 1986). While

the subject and its relative clause may be spoken outside thescope of negation, if they

are not interpreted together in a position where the relative clause can be construed as a

modifier of the subject, the resulting structure could not beinterpreted appropriately and

would consequently not be a legitimate linguistic representation.

In short, the data above in (33) suggest that NPI-licensing affects logical scope rela-

tions, which in turn suggests that NPI-licensing is itself determined at LF. It is from this

conclusion that we formulate the expectation that it will benecessary to reconstruct the ex-

traposed material back into the restrictor argument ofeveryin order to satisfy the configura-

tional constraints on NPI-licensing. Given this, we can formulate a very specific prediction

regarding when NPI-licensing byeverywill be possible. On the Ross-style analysis, NPI-
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licensing byeveryshould no longer be possible if there is some independent requirement

to interpret the extraposed material in its extraposed position at LF. The resulting conflict

over where to interpret the extraposed material is predicted to result in ungrammaticality.

A requirement of the relevant type for testing this prediction comes in the form of

Antecedent-Contained Deletion (ACD). An example is provided in (34).

(34) I [VP bought every book]1 yesterday[CP that I was told to∆1 ].

Based on the observations in Sag (1976) and Williams (1977) and following May (1985),

the relative clause containing the ellipsis site must evacuate the antecedent VP. It is in

this way that the LF-identity relationship that is requiredfor deletion can be established

between the ellipsis site and the antecedent VP without falling into the problem of infinite

regress. Baltin (1987) proposes an EXNP-by-extraction analysis of ACD intended to do

exactly this. For him, the relative clause in (34) is extracted from its hostevery bookand

adjoined to the VP. By allowing movement to only optionally leave a trace (e.g. Pesetsky

1982, Lasnik & Saito 1984), the ellipsis site can be resolvedunder LF-identity with the

antecedent VP.18 Basically, then, it is because the extraposed material is interpreted in its

extraposed position at LF that ACD is licensed.

Because on this analysis of EXNP the choice to satisfy eitherthe conditions on ACD-

licensing or the conditions on NPI-licensing would necessarily violate the conditions of

the other, we should observe ungrammaticality in a sentencewith both an instance of ACD

and an NPI licensed byevery. As the contrast in (35) demonstrates, this expectation is not

borne out. The extraposed relative clause can simultaneously contain an ACD site and an

NPI licensed byevery.

18See Larson & May (1990) and Fox (2002) for further discussionof the analysis presented in Baltin 1987.
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(35) a. Kim[VP bought every book]1 yesterday

[CP that she hadeverbeen told to∆1 ].

b. * Kim [VP bought some books]1 yesterday

[CP that she hadeverbeen told to∆1 ].

Given the particular beliefs about ACD that have been adopted here, I interpret the gram-

maticality of (35a) as indicating that reconstruction is not necessary for the licensing of

NPIs in extraposed material. It can, therefore, be taken as evidence against subextrac-

tion analyses of EXNP like those proposed by Ross (1967), Baltin (1978, 1981), and

Guéron & May (1984).

We can also note that (35a) resists a non-syntactic analysisof the EXNP operation.

Assume that NPI-licensing in an extraposed relative clausewith a host headed byev-

ery is possible because the EXNP operation involves constituent reordering at PF (e.g.

Hunter & Frank 2014). Such an analysis falls into the Host-Internal variety of analyses

seeing as the extraposed material is generated in the restrictor argument of its host. It

would also straightforwardly account for the ability of thehost to license an NPI in extra-

posed material because the extraposed material in fact never leaves the host and could be

interpreted in its restrictor argument at LF. The issue thatthis analysis faces is that EXNP

can be observed to feed ACD.

Building on data from Larson & May (1990), Tiedeman (1995) observes contrasts like

the one between (36a) and (36b). The example in (36a) shows that a relative clause con-

tained in the subject of an embedded finite clause cannot be interpreted in a position where

the ACD site can be resolved to the matrix VP. What (36b) reveals is that an application of

EXNP will produce the structural configuration required to properly resolve the ACD site.

As the bracketing of this examples illustrates, this can be achieved if the extraposed relative

clause targets a position outside the matrix VP.19 The example in (36c) that replacesevery

19See Fox (2002) for further relevant discussion of such examples.
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with someprovides the relevant contrast with (36b) to show thateveryis licensing the NPI

in the extraposed relative clause.

(36) a. * I [VP claimed that[DP every movie[CP that youeverdid ∆1 ]] was awful]1.

b. I [VP claimed that[DP every movie] was awful]1 [CP that youeverdid ∆1 ].

c. * I [VP claimed that[DP some movies] were awful]1

[CP that youeverdid ∆1 ].

The contrast between (36a) and (36b) is unexpected on the view that the mechanism re-

sponsible for EXNP operates at PF. Finding that EXNP shows its influence both on the

linear string and on the semantic interpretation suggests that we are observing a syntactic

operation. The contrast between (36b) and (36c), then, is showing us that an NPI licensed

by everyremains licensed following the syntactic operation that isresponsible for EXNP.

I take this to be evidence against a purely non-syntactic analysis of the EXNP mechanism

and the NPI-licensing phenomenon.

This leaves us to consider two remaining Host-Internal analyses: the QR analysis in

Fox & Nissenbaum 1999 then Fox 2002 and the asyndetic coordination analysis in de Vries

2002. Both of these analyses are suited to handle the facts in(35) and (36). For each

analysis, the extraposed material is in the restrictor argument of its host and the host is in a

position external to the antecedent VP. This is precisely the type of configuration required

to simultaneously license an NPI witheveryand properly resolve an ellipsis site in the

extraposed material.

In choosing between these two remaining analyses, we can note that the asyndetic co-

ordination analysis suffers from a general interpretive problem. Webelhuth et al. (2013:38)

point out that, given a quantificational head, the phrases being coordinated could poten-

tially have different truth conditions. The issue is more serious for the universally quanti-

fied structures that we have been considering in this chapter. We in fact get the wrong truth

conditions. For example, the postulated conjuncts for the structure in (37) would respec-
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tively meanx took every guest to the hospitalandx took every guest who ate any potato

salad to the hospital.

(37) They[&:P [VP took every guest to the hospital] [&:P &:

[VP took [DP everyguest[CP who ateanyof the potato salad]] to thehospital] ]]

Because the truth conditions of the first conjunct entail thetruth conditions of the second,

the conjunction of the two is expected to be equivalent tox took every guest to the hospital.

However, this example, in which the extraposed relative clause is intended to serve as a

restrictive modifier, has only the interpretation in which asubset of all the guests, namely

those who ate the potato salad, were taken to the hospital.

This interpretive problem is not an issue for the QR analysis, which is designed to inter-

pret the relevant quantifier only once. Fox (2002) suggests that, for extraposition structures

to be interpretable, the lower copy of the host must be turnedinto the kind of object at LF

that can be bound by the higher copy. Following Engdahl (1980) and Sauerland (1998),

Fox (2002:67) formulates an operation calledTrace Conversionwhich effectively turns the

lower copy into a definite description with a variable. The variable that is introduced by

this operation can then be bound by the binder index introduced as part of the movement of

the host in the way suggested by Heim & Kratzer (1998). This isillustrated in (38), which

is a rough partial representation of the LF for the example in(35a).
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(38) IP

DP

Kim

VP

VP

VPA

bought[DP1 thebookx1 ]

AdvP

yesterday

1

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

book
CP

book2
2

that she hadeverbeen told
to [VPE buy [DP thebooky2 ]]

The direct objectevery bookhere has undergone an instance of QR to the edge of the

matrix VP. The lower copy of the direct object in the matrix antecedent VPA has undergone

Trace Conversion, which replaced the lower instance ofeverywith a null variant ofthe

and inserted the variablex to yield the book x. The relative clause containing both the NPI

everand the elided VPE, which was merged counter-cyclically, is present only in the higher

copy of QR’ed direct object. The NPI is licensed in this configuration by virtue of being

interpreted in the restrictor argument ofevery. The identity relationship between VPE and

VPA required for deletion of VPE can also be satisfied in this configuration as VPE is not

contained in VPA. Along with the additional assumption that relative clauses can employ

a head-internal matching analysis,20 the lower copy of the movement dependency in the

relative clause will undergo Trace Conversion to yieldthe book y. Modulo the names of the

variables, the LF representations of these VPs are identical and ellipsis is licensed.

The QR-based analysis of EXNP directly accounts for the licensing of NPIs in ex-

traposed material while simultaneously accounting for theadditional data presented here.

20Fox (2002) cites Kayne (1976), Cinque (1981–82), Sauerland(1998), Cresti (2000) and Kennedy (2000).
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On the basis of these results, I would suggest that it is this analysis that we get from

Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) and Fox (2002) that is best suited formodeling instances of

EXNP that call for a Host-Internal approach.

4.5 On Maximizing Empirical Coverage

While the data that have been presented in the preceding discussion support the con-

clusion that a Host-Internal mechanism for deriving EXNP isgenerally available, they do

not force us to conclude that EXNP configurations can only be derived via Host-Internal

means. It remains to be shown that, in the absence of the need to employ a Host-Internal

strategy, there is no Host-External means for deriving EXNPconfigurations.

The same point can be raised with respect to the types of data that are typically put

forward in support of Host-External analyses. Perhaps the strongest evidence for the ne-

cessity of a Host-External approach to EXNP includes the observation that EXNP is not

subject to the full range of island constraints that we find with leftward movements (e.g.,

Rochemont & Culicover 1990) and the possibility for split antecedents (Perlmutter & Ross

1970). We will look at each of these in turn below, but it is worth noting at this point

that, while such data may suggest the need for some Host-External analysis of EXNP, they

do not force us to the conclusion that EXNP configurations canonly be derived via some

Host-External mechanism.

This state of affairs places us in a position to employ the investigative logic that has

recently been applied to Right Node Raising configurations by Barros & Vicente (2011)

and Larson (2012). In what follows we will examine sentencesthat simultaneously con-

tain a suspected requirement to employ a Host-External strategy and our new suspected

requirement to employ a Host-Internal strategy. If we find, in the form of ungrammat-

icality, that these contradictory requirements on the derivation cannot be simultaneously

accommodated, we can conclude that both types of mechanismsare available to the gram-

mar and necessary to derive EXNP configurations. However, ifwe find that such sentences
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do not result in ungrammaticality, we would have evidence that one or both of these two

approaches is no longer needed. Assuming that these two approaches—eitherinsideor out-

sidethe host—exhaust the logical possibility space, we are licensed to make the stronger

conclusion that one approach in particular could be dispensed with.

On the basis of the particular English data that we examine below, I will suggest that

only a single strategy is necessary and that the QR-based analysis of EXNP is able to

provide sufficient empirical coverage. We will see in the same way as above that the virtue

of this analysis is ultimately its combination of the benefits of Host-Internal and Host-

External analyses. The extraposed material is simultaneously generated inside of its host

and in its extraposed position.

4.5.1 Island-Violating EXNP

The example in (39), which is adapted from Rochemont & Culicover (1990:33), pro-

vides an example of a relative clause extraposed from a DP in subject position.

(39) [DP A man ]1 came into the room[CP that no one knew]1.

Examples such as this are often noted to represent an exception to theSubject Condition,

which is presented in (40).

(40) Subject Condition

A DP in Spec,IP is opaque for subextraction.

The examples in (41) illustrate. Leftward subextraction from a DP serving as the grammat-

ical subject (41a) is significantly degraded relative to subextraction from the same DP that

is in the associate position of expletive-there(41b) or in the direct object position (41c).21

21See Haegeman et al. (2014) for a discussion of ameliorating effects for the Subject Condition.
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(41) a. * This is[the animal]2 that[a documentary aboute2 ]1

was reviewede1 last week.

b. ? This is[the animal]2 that there was[a documentary aboute2 ]1

reviewede1 last week

c. This is[the animal]2 that they reviewed[a documentary aboute2 ] last week.

Rochemont & Culicover (1990) interpret this state of affairs as strong evidence against a

movement analysis of EXNP and in favor of a Host-External base-generation analysis,

which at the time was the major competing approach.

In as far as EXNP from a DP in subject position does indicate the use of a Host-External

strategy and NPI-licensing by the host indicates a Host-Internal strategy, we should find that

the two phenomena are mutually incompatible. As explained above, the contradictory re-

quirements placed on the derivation of a such a sentence should result in ungrammaticality.

This is not what we find, however, in the examples that we have already seen in (36) and

the pair of examples below in (42). The contrast between these examples suggests that the

NPI in the extraposed relative clause is licensed byeveryeven when EXNP targets a DP in

subject position.

(42) a. [DP Every camper]1 left this morning

[CP who was atanyof the sites with significant flooding]1.

b. * [DP Some campers]1 left this morning

[CP who were atanyof the sites with significant flooding]1.

It is the acceptability of (42a) specifically which suggeststhat either a Host-Internal or

Host-External approach is sufficient to account for these data on its own. Still taking it

to be the case that NPI-licensing byeverystrongly supports the need for a Host-Internal

approach, the strategy I will take is to sketch a way in which (42a) could be derived via

Fox & Nissenbaum’s (1999) QR-based analysis of EXNP. Recallthat on this analysis the

host will first undergo an instance of covert movement and theextraposed material will
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be introduced counter-cyclically into the higher copy. As illustrated in (42), this strategy

provides a means for rightward displacement without incurring a violation of the Subject

Condition.

(43) i. Covert Movement

IP

IP

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

camper

VP

left . . .

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

camper

ii. Late-Merger

IP

IP

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

camper

VP

left . . .

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

camper
CP

who . . . any

Note that the extraposed material is not subextracted on this derivation. Instead, the island

domain is itself picked up and moved. By late-merging the relative clause into the higher

copy, the Subject Condition is effectively circumvented.22

22Strunk & Snider (2013) also present a series of corpus and experimental studies that they interpret as
showing that EXNP of a relative clause is not subject to a categorical constraint against extraction out of a
complex NP (see Chomsky 1973). They conclude further from this observation that EXNP is not subject to a
categorical syntactic locality constraint such as Subjacency. If this is the correct interpretation of those data,
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While this analysis provides an account for the apparently exceptional cases of subex-

traction above, Webelhuth et al. (2013:23–24) argue that it“creates great problems for the

theory”. Covert DP-movement is being employed to account for EXNP from a position

that otherwise disallows overt DP-movement. We have seen above that EXNP is possi-

ble from subject position, but as Postal (1974:83–84) observed DPs cannot be rightward

moved out of Spec,IP in English. This is illustrated by the contrast in (44), which modifies

the examples from above.

(44) a. This morning,[DP every camper]1 left

[CP who was at any of the sites with significant flooding]1.

b. * This morning,e1 left

[DP every camper who was at any of the sites with significant flooding ]1.

Webelhuth et al. (2013) also observe that EXNP is permitted from the first object in a dou-

ble object construction (45) and from the object of a preposition (46). We have already

seen in chapter 3 that rightward DP-movement is not possiblefrom either of these posi-

tions (Ross 1967).

(45) a. On Valentine’s Day, we will give[DP all those couples]1 a free meal

[CP that come to our restaurant]1.

(Webelhuth et al. 2013:23, (72))

b. * On Valentine’s Day, we will givee1 a free meal

[DP all those couples that come to our restaurant]1.

(Webelhuth et al. 2013:23, (71))

then we might hope to extend the analysis sketched here to those examples. We will look at such examples
in slightly more detail in section 5.1 of the following chapter.
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(46) a. We will talk to[DP all those couples]1 about their food preferences

[CP that come to our restaurant]1.

(Webelhuth et al. 2013:24, (78))

b. * We will talk to e1 about their food preferences

[DP all those couples that come to our restaurant]1.

(Webelhuth et al. 2013:24, (77))

The contention for Webelhuth et al. (2013) is that the QR-based theory of EXNP makes the

wrong predictions about when EXNP should be possible. If EXNP is driven by an instance

of DP-movement, we should only find EXNP in environments where DP-movement is pos-

sible. Furthermore, accounting for these discrepancies between EXNP and DP-movement

would “require a multitude of construction-specific stipulations” about when an instance of

movement must be covert and when it can be overt.

What goes overlooked in this discussion is that covert movement of the first object

in a double-object construction and covert movement of prepositional objects is possible

entirely independent of EXNP. This is illustrated in (47) and (48) respectively by the avail-

ability of an inverse-scope reading with a DP in subject position.

(47) Someone will give every couple a free meal.

‘For everyx such thatx is a couple, there is some persony such thaty will give

x a free meal.’

(48) Someone will talk to every couple about their food preferences.

‘For everyx such thatx is a couple, there is some persony such thaty will talk

to x aboutx’s food preferences.

The general clause-boundedness of QR makes this difficult todemonstrate for subjects.

That aside, we can interpret the examples above to be demonstrating that, entirely indepen-

dent of EXNP, we are already faced with a puzzle of why certaintypes of DP-movement

out of certain positions must be covert. This is not a puzzle that is produced by the analysis
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we get in Fox & Nissenbaum 1999, it is simply a puzzle that is further illuminated by this

analysis.

The actual puzzle that I would claim that we are left with—anda puzzle that is not

entirely unfamiliar to us—is whyA-movement that does not independently target the CP-

layer is either covert or linearized rightward. Presumably, whatever factor or factors are

found to be responsible for this fact can be circumvented by material that is late-merged.

This is what we learn from the analysis provided by Fox & Nissenbaum (1999).

4.5.2 Split Antecedents

EXNP is famously compatible with so-calledsplit antecedents. The original observa-

tion comes from (Perlmutter & Ross 1970) and is exemplified bysentences like in (49),

which is adapted from their example (3).

(49) [DP A man ]1 entered the room and[DP a woman]1 went out

[CP who were quite similar]1.

The problem that these examples present can be seen by tryingto reconstruct the source

sentence. One finds that neither DP is capable of hosting a relative clause of this particular

shape.

(50) a. *[DP A man who were quite similar] entered the room and[DP a woman]

went out.

b. * [DP A man] entered the room and[DP a woman who were quite similar]

went out.

This observation has been interpreted by a number of researchers as strong evidence against

a movement analysis of EXNP and in favor of some Host-External base-generation analy-

sis (Perlmutter & Ross 1970, Gazdar 1981, Rochemont & Culicover 1990, Webelhuth et al.

2013).

With this, we can probe for the necessity of both Host-External and Host-Internal anal-

yses of EXNP in the same way as we did above. In as far as NPI-licensing requires a
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Host-Internal mechanism and split antecedence requires a Host-External mechanism, we

should expect ungrammaticality in a sentence that must simultaneously satisfy both re-

quirements. The pair of examples in (51) below suggests, contrary to these expectations,

that an NPI can be licensed in the extraposed material even given split antecedence.

(51) a. [DP Every intern]1 left and[DP every employee]1 quit

[CP who were inanyof the basement offices]1.

b. * [DP Some interns]1 left and[DP some employees]1 quit

[CP who were inanyof the basement offices]1.

The acceptability of (51a) suggests that either a Host-Internal or Host-External approach

alone is sufficient to account for the data at hand. Again, I would suggest that the QR-

based analysis of Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) provides a way to think about these data that

will accommodate the ability to have split antecedents and have those antecedents license

an NPI in the extraposed relative. However, having seen thatthe extraposed material can

be traced back to just one of the host DPs, we will require something extra to make this

work.

As a hint for what this extra something might be, we can take note that (49) displays

what Yatabe (2003) and Grosz (2015) refer to assummative agreementand which Postal

(1998) observed in known instances of Right Node Raising (RNR). The example below has

been adapted from Postal (1998:173).

(52) The pilot claimed that the first nursee1 and

the sailor proved that the second nursee1 – [were spies]1

In the same way as (43) above, the example in (52) does not find an obvious source in

either conjunct, as demonstrated by (53). The morphological shape of the displaced pred-

icatewere spiesis not determined singularly by the subject of either conjunct but instead

cumulatively by the subject of both conjuncts.
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(53) * The pilot claimed that the first nurse[were spies] and

the sailor proved that the second nurse[were spies].

On the basis of this observation, I would like to expand on a suggestion made by Grosz

(2015) that EXNP configurations that show split antecedencelike (49) and (51a) involve

multidominance-based RNR (e.g. McCawley 1982). As we will see immediately below,

this means that the extraposed material is shared by the hostin each conjunct. Still building

on Grosz (2015) and following Kluck & de Vries (2013) specifically, I would suggest that

the relevant mechanism for EXNP feeds the application of RNR.23 On this view of split

antecedence, sentences like (49) in fact do not reveal anything about the mechanics of

the EXNP operation itself. However, by adopting the QR-based analysis of EXNP, it is

possible to model the observation that in (51a) an NPI is licensed in extraposed material

that has split antecedents headed byevery.

We can imagine a derivation of (51a) that proceeds as followsto produce the represen-

tation in (54) below. Separate applications of movement (orfurther multidomination) will

covertly displaceevery internandevery employeeto the edge of their respective conjuncts.

The resulting configuration will permit the late-merger of the relative clause into both con-

juncts simultaneously. Looking at (54) we see a representation for a relative clause with

split antecedents very much like the one proposed by McKinney-Bock (2013). The relative

clause is simultaneously in the restrictor argument of eachhost. By permitting the type

of multiple agreement and feature sharing between the hostsand the relative clause opera-

tor that we find in Grosz 2015, an explanation of summative agreement begins to emerge.

Specifically, it is the features on the relative clause operator that are triggering summative

agreement inside the relative clause. By being interpretedin the restrictor argument of a

23I am imagining, in particular, that the output of EXNP satisfies theRight Edge Restriction, which repre-
sents a constraint on the application of RNR that requires the shared material to be rightmost in both conjuncts
(e.g. Postal 1974, Wilder 1997b, Hartmann 2000, Sabbagh 2007).
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DP headed byevery, we expect an NPI to be licensed in the extraposed material inthe same

way as above.

(54) ConjP

IP

IP

[DP1 every intern] left

DP1

D◦

every
NP

N◦

intern

ConjP

Conj
and

IP

IP

[DP2 every employee] quit

DP2

D◦

every
NP

N◦

employee

CP

who . . . any. . .

This, however, is merely a sketch of an approach to the problem. It remains to be

shown that this type of structure can be both properly linearized and properly interpreted.

Moreover, this approach differs in non-trivial ways from other recent analyses for split an-

tecedence. Baltin (2005) and Fox & Johnson (2015) propose different methods of achiev-

ing an Across-the-Board style QR operation that results in coordinating the two hosts in a

position outside of what I have represented above as ConjP.24 On both accounts, the ex-

traposed material is functionally late-merged with the coordinated hosts. Zhang (2007)

24See Fox & Johnson (2015) for an explicit way of interpreting the representation that results from their
treatment.
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presents an account that is essentially the inverse. The hosts begin as the conjuncts of

a nominal coordinate phrase that is conjoined above my ConjPand each move sideward

(e.g. Nunes 2001) into their respective conjuncts. Fillingthe gaps present in the analysis

sketched around (54) and choosing among the available alternative analyses must be left as

challenges to future research.25

4.6 Summary

The novel connectivity diagnostic that we developed in section 4.2 and that we inves-

tigated experimentally in section 4.3 revealed that NPIs inrelative clauses in extraposition

to the direct object are licensed by the head of the host. I argued that this observation is

best modeled by a Host-Internal analysis of EXNP, which treats the extraposed material

as being generated internal to the restrictor argument of its host. Host-External analyses

claiming that the extraposed material is adjoined to the nuclear scope of the host do not

predicta priori the possibility of NPI-licensing in such configurations.

Based on additional evidence presented in section 4.4, I suggested further that the QR

analysis of EXNP in Fox & Nissenbaum 1999 is best suited to account for the observed

NPI-licensing facts. In section 4.5 I also argued that this analysis may account for a range

of data that are commonly taken to support Host-External analyses and which otherwise

present puzzles for a movement-based approach to EXNP. Moving forward, we will con-

tinue to examine and work with this model of EXNP.

25We might also hope to see that this analysis could be extendedor adapted to account for relative clause
constructions with coordinated heads (Vergnaud 1974, Jackendoff 1977, Link 1984), which are also compat-
ible with EXNP configurations.

(i) a. [DP Every intern and every employee]1 quit [CP who were in any of the basement offices]1.

b. * [DP Some interns and some employees]1 quit [CP who were in any of the basement offices]1.
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CHAPTER 5

THE LOCALITY OF EXTRAPOSITION FROM NP

This chapter turns to an investigation of the locality conditions on EXNP. A review

of the previous literature will reveal that EXNP is a strictly local operation. However, a

range of evidence from quantifier scope and Antecedent-Contained Deletion suggests that

an extraposed relative clause can be interpreted higher than its extraposed position. While

such facts initially suggest that the locality conditions on EXNP are potentially violable,

we will see a range of data that suggest this is not the case. Instead, we will find that there

can be disconnect between where extraposed material is interpreted and where it must be

spoken. I propose an account of these facts that relies on thesuccessive-cyclicity of QR

and I try to illuminate some outstanding problems raised by the data.

In section 5.1 we will examine evidence for subclausal locality constraints on EXNP.

In particular we will look at standard arguments presented by Baltin (1978, 1981), Guéron

(1980) and Rochemont & Culicover (1990) that provide the picture for the locality condi-

tions on EXNP that are illustrated in (1). Briefly, this tree diagram captures the generaliza-

tion that EXNP from direct objects targets the edge ofvP and EXNP from subjects targets

either the edge ofvP or the edge of CP.
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(1) Locality Conditions on EXNP

CP

CP

C◦ IP

DP1 IP

I◦ vP

vP

v◦ VP

V◦ DP2

EX1/2

EX1

Section 5.2 introduces some puzzling data which initially suggest that the Locality Con-

ditions on EXNP are violable. We will observe data supporting a stronger version of a gen-

eralization credited to Williams (1974), which says that the host of an extraposed relative

clause is interpreted at least as high as the adjoined position of the extraposed relative. We

will be led to the generalization in (2) which states that thehost and extraposed relative

clause are interpreted at the exact same position, just as Bhatt & Pancheva (2004) conclude

for comparative clause extraposition.

(2) Extraposition-Scope Generalization

When a phraseβ is extraposed from a hostα, the scope ofα is exactly as high as

the attachment site ofβ.

(adapted from Bhatt & Pancheva 2004:21, (39))

With this interpretive correlation in hand, it will be somewhat puzzling to observe that the

host of an extraposed relative clause and the relative clause itself may behave interpretively

as if they were in positions higher than predicted by the Locality Conditions on EXNP.
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Even under such circumstances however, we will find that, with respect to pronunciation,

an extraposed relative clause cannot violate the locality conditions represented by (1).

Based on the results of the previous chapter, I will continueto treat EXNP as the product

of covert movement of the host DP and late-merger of the extraposed relative clause. I argue

that the results of section 5.2 can be understood by adoptinga view of covert movement, and

Quantifier Raising in particular, as a successive-cyclic movement (e.g., Nissenbaum 2000,

Cecchetto 2004, Hulsey & Sauerland 2006, Takahashi 2006). Ithen propose a constraint

on EXNP that requires extraposed material to be late-mergedwith its host within the first

cycle of QR.

(3) Condition on EXNP

In an EXNP configuration, extraposed material must be mergedwith the host in the

first cycle of QR.

Given the nature of QR, subsequent cycles will be unable to alter the pronunciation of the

chain. This will provide a way to force extraposed relative clauses to be spoken in their low

position, but allow subsequent applications of QR to widen their semantic scope.

In section 5.4 we will see that certain cases of Antecedent-Contained Deletion (ACD)

present a similar puzzle regarding where extraposed material can be spoken and where

it can be interpreted. We will be particularly interested ininstances of ACD that require

EXNP. A well-known example of this comes from a contrast identified by Tiedeman (1995)

and presented in (4).

(4) a. * I expect that[ everyone that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉]

will visit Mary.

(Larson & May 1990:107, (21a))

b. I expect that[ everyone]1 will visit Mary

[ that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉]1.
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In the same way as section 5.2, we will observe that the extraposed material in (4) behaves

as if were still within the embeddedvP. This is so despite the fact that the ellipsis site

is resolved to the matrixvP and given the requirement for EXNP. These examples are

particularly interesting, however, because they reveal the potential unboundedness of the

instance of movement that is responsible for EXNP. Thus, we find that the instance of

movement that is responsible for EXNP is potentially unbounded and successive cyclic,

just like HNPS and leftward movement, but its apparently exceptional locality constraints

can be attributed to an independent constraint on late-merge of the extraposed material (3).

Section 5.5 concludes by summarizing and discussing the relevant questions and puz-

zles that remain. In brief, it is not straightforwardly obvious why a constraint on EXNP

like (3) should hold. If HNPS can be proceed in an unbounded fashion as part of ensuring

LF-convergence, we might expect the same to be true of EXNP. Second, we will see that

is is rather mysterious that EXNP should be obligatory in (4)given that it does not target a

position outside the antecedent to the ellipsis site.

5.1 Sub-Clausal Locality Conditions on EXNP

We have seen in both chapter 1 and chapter 4 that EXNP displaysunexpected locality

conditions relative to leftward displacement operations.Recall that, for Ross (1967:307),

all rightward movement targets the edge of its first containing clause. This accounts for the

data in (8), which illustrates that EXNP can extrapose a relative clause within an embedded

clause (5a), but cannot extrapose a relative clause from an embedded clause into the matrix

clause (5b).

(5) a. Sam said[CP that he bought[ some coffee]1 for his co-workers

[CP that they serve in the library]1 ].

b. * Sam said[CP that he bought[ some coffee]1 ] to his co-workers

[CP that they serve in the library]1.
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We can observe the clause boundedness of EXNP from subjects in (6). While a relative

clause can be extraposed from the embedded subject in (6a), it cannot appear to the right

of an adverbial phrase modifying the matrix clause (6b).

(6) a. Sam said[CP that [ everyone]1 is upset at Kim

[ who ever bought one of her cars]1 ].

b. * Tim said[CP that[ everyone]1 is upset] to Kim

[ who ever bought one of her cars]1.

Akmajian (1975:119–121) proposes to strengthen the locality conditions on EXNP by

arguing that DP also counts as a cyclic node for the application of movement rules. This

is based on examples like (7) adapted from Akmajian 1975:118, fn. 3, which he takes to

show that a PP can only be extraposed over a single DP node.

(7) a. [DP A photograph of[DP a book about French cooking]]]

was published last year.

b. [DP A photographe1 ] was published last year

[PPof [DP a book about French cooking]]1.

c. * [DP A photograph of[DP a booke1 ]] was published last year

[PPabout French cooking]1.

(Akmajian 1975:118, fn. 3, (i)–(iii))

The statement in (8), which I will callAkmajian’s Right Roof Constraint, represents the

general bounding condition on extraposition posited in Akmajian 1975:119 based on the

data above.

(8) Akmajian’s Right Roof Constraint

No element may be extraposed more than one cycle up from the cycle containing

it, where CP and DP are cyclic nodes.

This constraint says that extraposed material can cross itscontaining DP node, but not its

containing clausal node. As Akmajian (1975:120) notes, this simply amounts to a “special
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case” of Subjacency (cf. Chomsky 1973) in that it sets a restriction on the number of cyclic

nodes movement may cross. The difference is that while an extraposed element can cross

a single cyclic node, it cannot then cross another in a secondapplication of movement.1

In a series of experimental and corpus studies on English andGerman Strunk & Snider

(2013) argue contra Akmajian (1975) that EXNP can in fact span multiple DP nodes.

Strunk & Snider hypothesize that Subjacency is not a relevant factor determining the ac-

ceptability of EXNP structures. Examining pairs of sentences like those in (9), which are

disambiguated by the shape of the relative clause operator,one predicts that a relative clause

extraposed from DP1 (9a) should be perceived as significantly more acceptable than a rela-

tive clause extraposed from the embedded DP2 (9b) if EXNP configurations are subject to

Subjacency and all else were equal. Interestingly, Strunk &Snider (2013) failed to observe

any difference between these sentences.

(9) I consulted[DP1 the diplomatic representative of

[DP a small country with[DP2 border disputes]]] early today. . .

a. [CP who threatens to cause a hugely disastrous war]1.

(Strunk & Snider 2013:119, (32))

b. [CP which threaten to cause a hugely disastrous war]2.

(Strunk & Snider 2013:119, (33))

They interpret this lack of an effect to indicate that this instance of EXNP is not constrained

by something resembling Subjacency. They conclude further, based on the additional re-

sults from other judgment studies and corpus investigations, that there is no hard subclausal

1Note that the same paradigm in (7) emerges for leftward movement. It would seem that a PP cannot be
extracted from an embedded NP regardless of the direction ofthe movement.

(i) a. They published[DP a photograph of[DP a book about French cooking]]] last year.

b. [PP Of [DP what]]1 did they publish[DP a photographe1 ] last year?

c. * [PP About [DP what]]1 did they publish[DP a photograph of[DP a booke1 ]] last year?

Therefore, it is not clear that the paradigm in (7) shows us anything that is exceptional about the locality
constraints on rightward movement as compared to leftward movement.
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locality constraint on EXNP. Instead, in as far as such a constraint manifest itself, Strunk

& Snider propose that it is a soft (violable) constraint and one that might actually represent

constraints on sentence processing.

The connectivity diagnostic introduced in the previous chapter actually provides a dif-

ferent way to ask whether EXNP is subject to a locality constraint that prohibits EXNP from

a DP embedded inside another DP. By comparing examples like those in (10), it could be

possible to determine whether an NPI can be licensed by the quantifiereveryif it heads an

embedded DP as in (10b).

(10) a. I met[DP1 every representative for[DP2 a country]] today

[CP who everthreatened to start a war]1

b. I met[DP1 a representative for[DP2 every country]] today

[CP which everthreatened to start a war]2

I have suppressed my own judgments for these examples. If it is observed that (10b) is rela-

tively acceptable, it would provide further support for theclaim presented in Strunk & Snider

(2013) that EXNP can target embedded DPs. In the case that (10b) is judged as relatively

unacceptable, it would suggest that EXNP cannot target embedded DPs.

These arguments aside, a number of diagnostics have been identified which do indi-

cate that there is a subclausal upper-bound on where an extraposed relative clause can

be spoken and interpreted. Guéron (1980:640–642), Baltin(1981:266–270), and also

Rochemont & Culicover (1990:34–36) provide evidence that material extraposed from a

DP does not behave as if it were always adjoined to CP. Instead, there is a correlation

between the height of attachment of the extraposed materialand the grammatical role of

its host DP. The following examples adapted from Baltin (1981:267) show that a relative

clause extraposed from a subject NP may be outside thevP as it is able to escapevP-ellipsis

(vPE).
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(11) Although nobody would[vP ride with Fred]2 who knew just him,

people would∆2 who knew his brother.

(Baltin 1981:267, (22))

TakingvP-fronting to represent the same sort of facts, Baltin (1981:269) then provides the

examples in (12) to illustrate that material extraposed from an object NP, on the other hand,

behaves as if it were part of the targetedvP constituent and, therefore,vP-internal.

(12) a. [vP Call people up who are from Boston]1 though he maye1,

he’s generally pretty cheap about long-distance calls.

b. * [vP Call people up]1 though he maye1 who are from Boston,

he’s generally pretty cheap about long-distance calls.

(Baltin 1981:269, (29))

Baltin (1981) attempts to subsume Akmajian’s Right Roof Constraint under a general

theory of Subjacency that is relativized to the direction ofmovement. For instance, it is

possible to make sense of the different results that we attain from (11) and (12) by asserting

thatvP also counts as a cyclic node for rightward movement.2 What we might callBaltin’s

Right Roof Constraintcan be stated as in (13).

(13) Baltin’s Right Roof Constraint

No element may be extraposed more than one cycle up from the cycle containing

it, where CP,vP, and DP are cyclic nodes.

Thus, extraposition from a direct object can cross the containing DP to adjoin tovP and

extraposition from a subject can cross the containing DP to adjoin to CP.

Rochemont & Culicover (1990) and Culicover & Rochemont (1990) argue that Con-

dition C effects corroborate this picture of EXNP. Taraldsen (1981) observed that EXNP

2Baltin (1981) argues that, in fact,all maximal projections count for evaluating Subjacency in instances
of rightward movement. An immediate problem for this specific claim, which is discussed at length by Baltin
(2005), is that it incorrectly predicts that extrapositioncannot target material embedded in a PP:We looked at
a book last week about French cooking.
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from a direct object ameliorates the disjoint reference effect between an R-expression in

the extraposed relative clause and a pronominal indirect object.

(14) a. * I showed her1 [DP a picture[CP that Kim1 thought I lost]] this morning.

b. ? I showed her1 [DP a picture] this morning[CP that Kim1 thought I lost].

This contrast suggests that the extraposed material is adjoined to, and interpreted in, a

position that is higher than the indirect object. Rochemont& Culicover (1990) found that

the disjoint reference effect persists, however, when the R-expression in the extraposed

relative clause is co-indexed with a pronominal subject (15). Observing that EXNP is

otherwise acceptable in this configuration (16), the examples in (15) suggest that EXNP

cannot target a position above the subject.

(15) a. * She1 was shown[DP the picture[CP that Kim1 thought I lost]] this morning.

b. * She1 was shown[DP the picture] this morning[CP that Kim1 thought I lost].

(16) Pam was shown[DP the picture] this morning[CP that Kim thought I lost].

The above facts from ellipsis, movement, and Condition C areconsistent with the claim

that EXNP is subject to some set of subclausal locality constraints. In particular, these facts

characterize the locality constraints on EXNP that are promoted in Baltin 1981: EXNP

from a direct object targets the edge of VP and EXNP from a subject targets the edge of IP.

With regard to EXNP from a subject, Culicover & Rochemont (1990) argue that the

picture is slightly more complex. Specifically, they argue that EXNP from a subject may

also target a position at the edge ofvP. Culicover & Rochemont (1990:31–35) argue ex-

tensively, contra Baltin (1981), that material extraposedfrom a subject can be part of the

constituent targeted byvPE (17).

(17) Although none of[DP the MEN ]1 did 〈 go to theconcert[CP who werevisiting

from Boston]1〉, several of[DP the WOMEN]2 went to the concert[CP who were

visiting from Boston]2.

(Culicover & Rochemont 1990:30, (16))
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Independent of the success of this argument, we can find corroborating evidence from

NPI-licensing. The example below in (18) from Linebarger (1980), which is discussed by

Uribe-Etxevarria 1994:60–63 reveals that sentential negation can license an NPI in a rela-

tive clause extraposed from a subject. This is consistent with the claim that the extraposed

material is adjoined to and interpreted in a position at the edge ofvP. We will discuss this

example in more detail in the following section where we willsee that this is the correct

interpretation of this data point.

(18) [ A doctor]1 wasn’t available[CP who knowsanything about acupuncture]1.

(Linebarger 1980:228, (23a))

Putting these pieces together produces the generalizationin (19). Material extraposed

from a direct object is not able to target a position higher than thevP-layer. Material that is

extraposed from the subject may target one of two positions.This may be inside or outside

thevP-layer. To establish a parallelism with EXNP from a direct object, I will assume that

when material extraposed from a subject is adjoined outsidethevP-layer, it is in a position

within the CP-layer.
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(19) Locality Conditions on EXNP

CP

CP

C◦ IP

DP1 IP

I◦ vP

vP

v◦ VP

V◦ DP2

EX1/2

EX1

The question that arises in light of the research by Strunk & Snider (2013) and some addi-

tional facts that we see below, is whether these locality conditions on EXNP are violable

constraints. The following sections will turn us to this issue.

5.2 Potential Locality Violations

In this section we will see some initial evidence suggestingthat the locality constraints

on EXNP that were identified in the previous section are violable. In particular, we will

be led to the conclusion that a direct object host and an extraposed relative clause can

be interpreted outside their containingvP. However, we will also make the contradictory

discovery that even in such cases the extraposed relative clause does not otherwise behave

as if it were in a position outside thevP.

5.2.1 The Scope of the Host

To understand the nature of the problem we must start with theobservation by Williams

(1974) that an extraposed result-clause or comparative-clause marks the semantic scope of
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its host. Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) and Fox (2002) argue that the same holds for EXNP

configurations (22).

(20) Williams’s Generalization (Fox 2002:72)

When an adjunctβ is extraposed from a “source DP”α, the scope ofα is at least

as high as the attachment site ofβ (the extraposition site)

To illustrate, Fox (2002) makes use of the ambiguity discussed by Sag (1976) and Williams

(1977) that exists in the example in (21). This sentence has either the LF in (21a) or (21b).

(21) Sam read every book before you did∆.

a. Sam[vP [vPA every bookλ1 readx1 ]]

before you did[vPE every bookλ1 readx1 ] ]

b. Sam[vP every bookλ1 [vP [vPA readx1 ] before you did[vPE readx1 ] ]]

In (21a), every bookhas undergone short QR to a position below thebefore-clause. In

this position it remains part of the antecedentvPA for the elidedvPE in thebefore-clause.

The interpretation this LF yields is one in which there is a set of books and Sam read the

entire set before you read the entire set. The other LF in (21b) is the result ofevery book

undergoing QR to a position above thebefore-clause where it is outsidevPA and binds a

variable invPE. The interpretation here is one in which it is the case for each book that

Sam read it before you read it.

The following examples are adapted from Fox (2002) to illustrate the effect of EXNP

on the above ambiguity. As one may expect, the ambiguity persists with an in-situ relative

clause (22). Of interest to us here is the observation consistent with (20) that the ambiguity

is resolved for the high scope reading of the universal quantifier given EXNP in (23).

(22) I read[DP every book[CP that Kim had recommended]] before you did∆.

a. before> ∀ : Sam read the entire set before you read the entire set.

b. ∀ > before: Sam read each book before you read it.

(Fox 2002:72, (22a))
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(23) Sam read[DP every book] before you did∆ [CP that Kim had recommended].

a. * before> ∀ : Sam read the entire set before you read the entire set.

b. ∀ > before: Sam read each book before you read it.

(Fox 2002:72, (22b))

This observation that EXNP disambiguates the scope of the host in favor the∀ > before

reading supports the claim that the host of an EXNP configuration is interpreted at least as

high as the extraposed material.

It can be shown that Williams’ Generalization in (20) is in fact too weak. Building off

of the ambiguity in example (33) from section 4.4 of chapter 4and the work in Linebarger

(1980:225–228), Uribe-Etxevarria (1994:60–63) discusses the fact that the scope of the

subject and sentential negation is disambiguated given an extraposed relative clause con-

taining an NPI that is licensed by sentential negation. The string in (24) is reproduced from

(18) above. It is interesting to note that this example is compatible only with the inverse

scope context in (24b).

(24) [ A doctor]1 wasn’t available[CP who knowsanything about acupuncture]1.

a. * ∃ > ¬

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors who know about acupuncture. Only Tim

wasn’t available.

‘There is a (certain) doctorx such thatx knows about acupuncture and it is

not the case thatx was available.’

b. ¬ > ∃

Context: Tim and Pam are doctors who know about acupuncture. Both Tim

and Pam weren’t available.

‘It is not the case that there is a doctorx such thatx knew about acupuncture

andx was available.’
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We can understand these facts by asserting first that the extraposed relative clause can sit

in a position at the edge ofvP (following the constituency facts that are established by

Rochemont & Culicover (1990)) and, therefore, under negation. This will necessarily be

the case in (24) ifany is to be licensed. Similar to the discussion of (33) from section

4.4, the obligatory low scope of the subject would then follow from the Principle of Full

Interpretation (Chomsky 1986), which will require that therelative clause and the host be

interpreted together.

This is effectively a restatement of the more restrictive version of William’s General-

izationthat is presented in Bhatt & Pancheva (2004) and provided in (25). The scope of the

host of an EXNP configuration is exactly as high as the extraposed relative clause.3

(25) Extraposition-Scope Generalization

When a phraseβ is extraposed from a hostα, the scope ofα is exactly as high as

the attachment site ofβ.

(adapted from Bhatt & Pancheva 2004:21, (39))

5.2.2 The Scope of the Extraposed Relative Clause

Let us now consider the examples in (26) and (27) which show anEXNP configuration

in which the host is the negative polarity item (NPI)anyand the positive polarity item (PPI)

some, respectively.

(26) Tim didn’t invite[DP any people]1 to the party[CP who work in his office]1.

(27) Tim didn’t invite[DP some people]1 to the party[CP who work in his office]1.

Supposing that the extraposed relative clause is adjoined under negation at the edge of VP,

the NPI host in (26) is expected to be licensed. However, assuming that the PPIsomemust

3The Extraposition-Scope Generalization is a property of relative clause EXNP that follows naturally
from the QR-based theory of EXNP proposed by Fox & Nissenbaum(1999). We will see how this is the case
in the following section.
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be interpreted above sentential negation, the acceptability of (27) is interesting for revealing

that the host in an EXNP configuration can be interpreted in a position higher thanvP.

A vague quantifier likemanyand a numeral quantifier likefive reveal the same thing.

The scope ambiguity with respect to negation that is shown bymanyin (28a) andfive in

(29a) persists in conjunction with EXNP in their respective(b) variants. Thus, we find

another case in which the EXNP host can be interpreted in a position outside thevP.

(28) a. Sam didn’t invite many people to the party.

i. ¬ > many: Sam invited only a few people.

ii. many> ¬ : There are many people that Sam did not invite.

b. Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming]1.

i. ¬ > many: Sam invited only a few people with an interest in coming.

ii. many> ¬ : There are many people with an interest in coming that Sam

did not invite.

(29) a. Sam didn’t invite five people to the party.

i. ¬ > 5 : Sam invited only four or fewer people.

ii. 5 > ¬ : There is a group of five people that Sam did not invite.

b. Sam didn’t invite[DP five people] to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming].

i. ¬ > 5 : Sam invited only four or fewer people with an interest in com-

ing.

ii. 5 > ¬ : There is a group of five people with an interest in coming that

Sam did not invite.

The puzzle begins now with the examples in (30) and (31) below. These examples are

modified from (26) and (27) respectively by placing the NPIever inside the extraposed

relative clause. On the basis of the discussion we saw in section 5.2.1, if the NPIeveris to
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be licensed by sentential negation, the extraposed relative clause will need to be interpreted

in a position below sentential negation. Knowing this, the contrast between (30) and (31)

seems to be revealing that it is not always the case that a relative clause extraposed from a

direct object is interpreted below sentential negation.

(30) Sam didn’t invite[DP any people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

(31) * Sam didn’t invite[DP some people]1 to the party

[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

In (30) where the host is an NPI, and is therefore interpretedbelow negation,ever is li-

censed in the extraposed relative clause. On the other hand,when the host is a PPI and

interpreted above negation as in (31), we find that it is no longer possible to license an

NPI in the extraposed relative clause. Given the acceptability of (26) and (27) above, this

suggests that when the host is interpreted above negation, so too is the extraposed relative

clause. This is exactly what one would expect from the Extraposition-Scope Generalization

(20).

A similar result is obtained again with the vague quantifiermanyin (32) and the numeral

quantifierfive in (33). An NPI in the extraposed relative clause is licensedonly on the

reading in whichmanyorfiveis interpreted below negation as in the (a) variants. Again,this

suggests that when the host is interpreted above negation asin (31) above, the extraposed

relative clause must also interpreted above negation.

(32) Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

a. ¬ > many: Sam invited only a few people who have teased him.

b. * many> ¬ : There are many people who have teased him that Sam did not

invite.
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(33) Sam didn’t invite[DP five people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

a. ¬ > many: Sam invited only four or fewer people who have teased him.

b. * 5 > ¬ : There is a group of five people who have teased him that Sam did

not invite.

With these data in hand, examples like (27) and others in which the host and extra-

posed relative clause are interpreted outside thevP are potential counter-examples to the

the Locality Conditions on EXNP. It may be that the Locality Conditions on EXNP can be

violated precisely when the host and extraposed relative clause are interpreted in a posi-

tion outsidevP. If this were the case, we would expect the extraposed relative clause to no

longer behave as part of thevP. For instance, if the extraposed relative clause were adjoined

outsidevP when the host is interpreted above negation, we would expect to find that, in

precisely these instances, they are able to escapevPE.

Turning to the examples in (34)–(36) we see that this prediction is not borne out. The

example in (34) contains the PPIsome, which we know is interpreted above negation, but

the extraposed relative clause is still unable to escapevPE (34b). Similarly, the sentences

in (35b) with the vague quantifiermanyand (36b) with the numeral quantifierfive are

ungrammatical.

(34) a. Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP some people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim didn’t∆1 either.

b. * Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP some people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim also didn’t∆1

[CP who work in her office].
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(35) a. Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP many people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim didn’t∆1 either.

b. * Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP many people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim also didn’t∆2

[CP who work in her office].

(36) a. Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP three people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim didn’t∆2 either.

b. * Sam didn’t[VP invite [DP three people] to the party]1

[CP who work in his office] and Kim also didn’t∆1

[CP who work in her office].

To summarize briefly, the observations discussed here leaveus with paradoxical con-

clusions regarding the syntactic and semantic scope of the extraposed relative clause. On

one hand, we observe that an extraposed relative clause and its host are interpreted together

in the extraposed position and this can be outsidevP. However, with respect to where the

extraposed relative clause can be spoken, we find that it mustbe spoken in a position in-

side thevP regardless of where it is interpreted. The next section discusses how we might

handle these seemingly contradictory results.

5.3 Successive-Cyclic QR and the Condition on EXNP

In this section I will present the proposal for resolving thepuzzle from the previous

section. I will suggest that the apparently conflicting results are best understood by pre-

serving our view of the Locality Conditions on EXNP and extending the analysis of EXNP

proposed in Fox & Nissenbaum (1999). We will see that by requiring the QR to proceed

successive-cyclicity, we can formulate a condition on EXNPthat requires late-merge of an

extraposed relative clause to take place within the first cycle of movement. The output of

the EXNP operation may then feed additional applications ofQR. This will allow us to
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separately control where an extraposed relative clause must be spoken and where it can be

interpreted.

5.3.1 Local Extraposition

The QR-based analysis of EXNP provided by Fox & Nissenbaum (1999) and argued

for in chapter 4 comes with the basic machinery required to account for the puzzle from

section 5.2. The EXNP operation under this analysis will generate representations like the

one shown in (37). The host DP1 has undergone QR to the edge of the first dominating

vP, as per the Locality Conditions on EXNP in (19). The extraposed relative clause has

been late-merged into the higher copy of the host. As an instance of QR, which is a covert

movement, only the material in the lower copy of the host willbe spoken and the higher

copy will be deleted at the PF-interface. Because the relative clause has been late-merged

into the higher copy of the host, it will necessarily be interpreted in this position at both

PF and LF. This means that it will be spoken in the position occupied by the higher copy

of the host. In conjunction with the principle of Full Interpretation, this also derives the

Extraposition-Scope Generalization. The relative clausein this configuration can only be

interpreted at the edge ofvP and, for this reason, so must the host in order to assure that

they are properly interpreted at the LF interface.
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(37) NegP

not vP

vP

vP

v◦ VP

V◦

invite
DP1

D◦

any
NP

N◦

people

AdvP

DP1

D◦

any
NP

N◦

people
CP

who. . . (ever)

This is the type of representation that is responsible for the examples from section 5.2 in

which the host and the extraposed relative clause are interpreted together below negation.

The structure in (37), then, represents a partial representation for each of the examples that

are repeated below.

(28) Tim didn’t invite[DP any people]1 to the party[ who work in his office]1.

(30b-i) Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming]1.

¬ > many: Sam invited only a few people with an interest in coming.

(31b-i) Sam didn’t invite[DP five people] to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming].

¬ > 5 : Sam invited only a four or fewer people with an interest in coming.

(32) Sam didn’t invite[DP any people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.
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(34a) Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party

[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

¬ > many: Sam invited only a few people to the party who have ever teased

him.

(35a) Sam didn’t invite[DP five people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

¬ > 5 : Sam invited only four or fewer people to the party who have ever teased

him.

Looking closely at (37), an NPI in the extraposed relative clause is licensed because the

relative clause is interpreted below negation. As noted above, this means that the host is

interpreted below negation and the NPI hostany will be licensed (but not the PPI host

some) and the quantifiersmanyandfivewill necessarily be interpreted below negation.

5.3.2 Subsequent QR

What this analysis of EXNP cannot account for in its present state are those examples

in which the host and extraposed relative clause are interpreted in a position higher than

where the relative clause is spoken. If EXNP were always derived directly by a single

application of QR, there would be no reason to expect the Locality Conditions on EXNP to

hold. That is, it should be possible to QR the host to thevP-external position above negation

where it and the late-merged relative clause can be interpreted. Therefore, I suggest that we

extend the proposal in Fox & Nissenbaum 1999 by adopting a view of covert movement,

and of QR in particular, that permits its successive-cyclicapplication (Nissenbaum 2000,

Cecchetto 2004, Hulsey & Sauerland 2006).

To model this idea, we will continue to operate under the assumptions regarding spell-

out domains that were sketched in chapter 3. Specifically, wewill treat spell-out as the

result of a rolling trigger that sends the syntactic representation to the PF and LF interface

components whenever it would converge at LF. Let us assume that it is in accordance with

the Economy of Movement Metric from section 3.4 of chapter 3 that the instance of QR
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that repairs the type mismatch between the direct object andthe verb (May 1977, 1985,

Rooth 1985) targets the edge ofvP. This means that, in the case that a direct object takes

scope above negation, the direct object will be compelled tomove through the edge ofvP

before moving to a position above negation.

This will make it possible to generate structures such as theone in (38) below. The

direct object has undergone QR to the edge of thevP at which point the extraposed relative

clause was late-merged into the higher copy. The host and relative clause have then been

targeted by a subsequent application of QR in a higher cycle that has placed them together

in a position where they are interpreted above negation.

(38) XP

NegP

not vP

vP

vP

v◦ VP

V◦

invite
DP1

D◦

some
NP

N◦

people

AdvP

DP1

D◦

some
NP

N◦

people
CP

who. . . (*ever)

DP1

D◦

some
NP

N◦

people
CP

who . . . (*ever)

What is still missing from this analysis is something that forces the extraposed relative

clause to be spoken in the copy of the host that resides at the edge ofvP. Recall from the

previous section that, even when the relative clause is interpreted outside thevP, it cannot
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be spoken outside thevP. We can make this fact follow from the normal properties of QR

if we accept the following condition on EXNP.

(39) Condition on EXNP

In an EXNP configuration, extraposed material must be mergedwith the host in the

first cycle of QR.

The Condition on EXNP essentially requires that the late-merger of an extraposed relative

clause occurs before spell-out of thevP. In other words, the structure in (37) is a necessary

step in the derivation of (38). Considering now the instanceof QR that generates (38), we

should expect it to behave like any other instance of QR. In particular, we correctly predict

that this instance of movement will widen the semantic scopeof the host and the relative

clause at LF, but will not affect where either are pronouncedat PF.

The representation in (38), therefore, underlies those examples from section 5.2 in

which the host and the extraposed relative clause are interpreted above negation. For con-

venience, I have provided these below.

(29) Tim didn’t invite[DP some people]1 to the party[CP who work in his office]1.

(30b-ii) Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming]1.

many> ¬ : There are many people with an interest in coming that Sam didnot

invite.

(31b-ii) Sam didn’t invite[DP five people] to the party

[CP who had an interest in coming].

5 > ¬ : There is a group of five people with an interest in coming thatSam did

not invite.

(33) * Sam didn’t invite[DP some people]1 to the party

[CP who haveeverteased him]1.
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(34b) * Sam didn’t invite[DP many people]1 to the party

[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

many> ¬ : There are many people who have teased him that Sam did not invite.

(35b) * Sam didn’t invite[DP five people]1 to the party[CP who haveeverteased him]1.

5> ¬ : There is a group of five people who have teased him that Sam didnot

invite.

The host will be interpreted above negation and, therefore,can be the PPIsome(but not the

NPI any). This is also the configuration that gives a wide-scope interpretation to the vague

quantifiermanyand the numeral quantifierfive. Because the relative clause is interpreted

above sentential negation as well, an NPI cannot be licensedin an relative clause extraposed

from a PPI or a host interpreted above negation.

At present, it is not clear precisely what is responsible forthe Condition on EXNP. This

makes EXNP different in a rather fundamental way from how I framed HNPS in chapter

3. It is tempting to attempt formulate the Condition on EXNP instead as a condition on

the application of late-merge or counter-cyclicity, but itis not obvious that is desirable.

The anti-reconstruction effects observed by Lebeaux (1988) that motivate an operation like

late-merge inwh-questions suggests that late-merge need not apply in the first cycle. In

order for late-merge to be a viable means for bleeding the Condition C violation in (40),

it must be possible to introduce the PPnear Timwith the offending R-expression after the

wh-phrase has escaped thevP and the scope of the pronominal subject.

(40) [Which town near Tim1]2 does he1 visit e2 most?

The Condition on EXNP, therefore, represents the first of ourpuzzles regarding EXNP.

Future research will hopefully be able to illuminate why it is that the late-merge operation

associated with EXNP is restricted to the first cycle of QR.
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5.4 Evidence from Antecedent-Contained Deletion

In this section we turn our focus to a specific class of Antecedent-Contained Deletion

(ACD) configurations in which the host is generated in an embedded clause, but the ellipsis

site is resolved to the matrix clause. In section 5.4.1 we will identify cases where there is

a clear requirement for EXNP in order to resolve the ACD site to the matrix clause. This

type of example presents another potential violation of theLocality Conditions on EXNP.

However, we will see in section 5.4.2 that these extraposed relative clauses—even though

they are resolved to the matrixvP—still behave as if they are adjoined to a position in

the embeddedvP. Thus, these examples are interesting for providing evidence that, while

late-merge of the relative clause is necessarily very local, QR is a potentially unbounded

operation that can continue to widen the scope of the extraposed relative clause.

5.4.1 When ACD Requires EXNP

The examples in (41) and (42) from Larson & May (1990) are cases of ACD in which

the embedded subject of a non-finite complement clause contains an ACD site that is re-

solved to the matrixvP. Following Wilder (2003), I will refer generally to such cases where

an ACD site in an embedded host is resolved to the matrixvP as a wide scope ACD (WS-

ACD) configurations.4

(41) I expect[DP everyone you do〈 expecte to visit Mary 〉] to visit Mary.

(Larson & May 1990:107, (21b))

(42) John believed[DP everyone you did〈 believee to beagenius〉] to be a genius.

(Larson & May 1990:107, (23b))

Larson & May (1990) observe the interesting contrast between the examples above and

(43) and (44) below. In these examples, the WS-ACD site is hosted by the subject of a

4Unless otherwise noted, I will use angled brackets〈 . . . 〉 andstrikethrough text to identify the elided
constituent and its content.
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finite complement clause. These examples are ungrammaticalon an interpretation where

the ellipsis site is resolved to the matrix clause.

(43) * I expect that[DP everyone that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉]

will visit Mary.

(Larson & May 1990:107, (21a))

(44) * John believed that[DP everyone you did〈 believee is agenius〉] is a genius.

(Larson & May 1990:107, (23a))

The account that Larson & May (1990) offer for this contrast relies on a constraint on the

QR operation responsible for licensing ACD. If we take QR to be unable to cross finite-

clause boundaries, then the hosteveryonecannot be raised to a position where the WS-ACD

site could be resolved. Tiedeman (1995), however, made the well-known observation that

the subject of an embedded finite clause can host a WS-ACD siteon the condition that it

is part of an EXNP configuration. This is demonstrated by the examples in (45) and (46)

below.

(45) I expect that[DP everyone]1 will visit Mary

[CP that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉]1.

(46) John believed that[DP everyone]1 is a genius

[CP that you do〈 believee is agenius〉]1.

These examples are interesting for revealing that it is possible to resolve an embedded ACD

site to the matrixvP. Given the necessity of EXNP, though, these configurationscan be seen

as potential violations of the Locality Conditions on EXNP.In fact, Fox (2002) interprets

these data as evidence for the claim that ACD always requiresan application of EXNP.

That is, the necessity of EXNP suggests that it is only by late-merging the relative clause

in a position at the edge of the matrixvP that the ACD site can be resolved.5

5See Baltin (1987) and Larson & May (1990) for further relevant discussion regarding the link between
ACD and EXNP.
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Similar although more controversial cases of WS-ACD have been identified in which

the host of the ACD site is generated as the direct object of the embedded clause. Kennedy

(1997) provides the example in (47) to show that an ACD site hosted by the direct object

of a non-finite complement clause can be resolved to the matrix vP. Wilder (1997a, 2003)

provides examples like in (48) to show that the direct objectof a finite complement clause

can contain an ACD site resolved to the matrixvP.

(47) Tim wants to visit[DP every city Bill does〈 wantto visit e〉].

(Kennedy 1997:671, (22))

(48) John thought that the fire destroyed

[DP every book that Bill did〈 think thefire destroyede〉].

(adapted from Wilder 2003:93, (49a))

It is interesting now to observe the paradigm in (49) from Jacobson (2008:43). These

examples shows that a WS-ACD site hosted by an embedded object cannot be resolved to

the matrix clause unless it is spoken phrase-finally. This can be achieved by either HNPS

(49b) or EXNP (49c). The examples in (50) show that we observethe same pattern given

WS-ACD in a non-finite complement.

(49) a. * John said that Mary put[DP every book

that Bill also did〈 saythatMary put eon theshelf〉] on the shelf.

(Jacobson 2008:43, (18))

b. John said that Mary pute1 on the shelf

[DP every book that Bill also did〈 saythatMary put eon theshelf〉]1.

(Jacobson 2008:43, (19))

c. John said that Mary put[DP every book]1 on the shelf

[CP that Bill did 〈 saythatMary put eon theshelf〉]1.

(Jacobson 2008:43, (20))
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(50) a. * John expects Mary to put[DP every book

that Bill does〈 expectMary to put eon theshelf〉 on the shelf.

b. John expects Mary to pute1 on the shelf

[DP every book that Bill does〈 expectMary to put eon theshelf〉]1.

c. John expects Mary to put[DP every book]1 on the shelf

[CP that Bill does〈 expectMary to put eon theshelf〉]1.

Like the examples provided by Tiedeman (1995), the requirement for EXNP in these ex-

amples seems to suggest that the relative clause is being placed in a position outside of its

antecedent clause in order to resolve the WS-ACD site.

In light of the claims made in section 5.3 that a relative clause can be interpreted in

a position higher than where it is spoken, this is a particularly puzzling state of events.

Looking again at the contrast presented by Tiedeman (1995),we would expect it to be

possible to speak the string in (51a) but interpret the relative clause as if it had been carried

by QR to the position in the matrix clause where it is interpreted in (51b).

(51) a. * I expect that[DP everyone[CP that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉 ]1

will visit Mary.

b. I expect that[DP everyone]1 will visit Mary

[CP that you do〈 expectewill visit Mary 〉]1.

The ungrammaticality of (51a), however, suggests that thisis not possible. In fact, Johnson

(2012) argues that this contrast in (51) shows precisely that it is not possible to interpret a

relative clause in a position higher than where it is spoken.This requirement for EXNP in

(51b)—and presumably in (49) and (50)—seems to indicate that the Locality Condition on

EXNP, and the Right Roof Constraint, can be violated as part of resolving a WS-ACD site.

It is possible that this is exactly what we are seeing. I argued in chapter 3 that right-

ward DP-movement over clause boundaries is possible precisely when it is to ensure LF-

convergence. Thus, we could imagine that there are instances in which exceptional EXNP
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is licensed when it would ensure LF-convergence by permitting the resolution of a WS-

ACD. We can determine whether this is what we are seeing in thesame way that we did

in section 5.2. If we are observing exceptional EXNP given the need to accommodate a

WS-ACD site, we would expect to observe that the extraposed relative clause that contains

the WS-ACD site will behave as if it were adjoined outside of the embedded clause. The

data that we will see in the following subsection suggests that, even under these conditions,

the Locality Conditions on EXNP are not violable.

5.4.2 ACD Does Not License Exceptional EXNP

Wilder (2003) presents examples like (52) below to demonstrate that, even with a WS-

ACD site, an extraposed relative clause hosted by the subject of a finite clause cannot be

spoken to the right of an adverbial modifying the matrix clause. This suggests that the

EXNP operation is not displacing the relative clause over a finite clause boundary. The

example in (53) shows the same result but replaces the adverbial yesterdaywith to Sue,

which serves as an argument for the matrix predicate.

(52) * John said[ that [ everyone]1 is a genius] yesterday

[ that you did〈 saye is agenius〉].

(Wilder 2003:92, (44a))

(53) * Bob said[ that [ everyone]1 is a genius] to Sue

[ that you did〈 saye is ageniusto Sue〉]1.

Using the same technique, Bachrach & Katzir (2007) provide the example in (54) to

illustrate that an extraposed relative clause hosted by a direct object also fails to behave as

if it were adjoined to a position in the matrix clause despitethe presence of a WS-ACD

site.6 As (55) shows, the extraposed relative also fails to follow an argument of the matrix

predicate.

6Bachrach & Katzir (2007) interpret this as evidence that ACDis not dependent on EXNP, contra Baltin
(1987) and Fox (2002).
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(54) * John will claim[ that the fire destroyed[DP every book]1 ] tomorrow

[CP that I will 〈 claim thatthefire destroyede〉]1

(adapted from Bachrach & Katzir 2007:5, (18))

(55) * Kim said [ that the fire destroyed[DP every book]1 ] to Bill

[CP that Tom did〈 saythatthefire destroyede〉]1.

We observe the same pattern with Jacobson’s (2008) examplesas well. Even when EXNP

is required to license the WS-ACD site contained in an embedded object, the extraposed

relative clause does not behave as if it were in the matrix clause.

(56) * John said[ that Mary will put[DP every book]1 on the shelf] yesterday

[CP that Tom did〈 saythatMary will put eon theshelf〉]1.

(57) * John said[ that Mary will put[DP every book]1 on the shelf] to Sue

[CP that Tom did〈 saythatMary will put eon theshelf〉]1.

The judgments are not as clear with non-finite complement clauses, but this technique

seems to yield the same results in this domain. The examples provided in (58) and (59)

are intended to show that EXNP of a relative clause with a WS-ACD site from the subject

of an non-finite complement clause does not license a violation of the EXNP Locality

Conditions.

(58) * Kim believed[ [DP everyone]1 to live in Vermont] this afternoon

[CP that you did〈 believee to live in Vermont〉]1.

(59) * Tim wanted[ (Pam) to live in[DP every city]1 ] this afternoon

[DP that Bill did 〈 want(Pam)to live in e〉]1.

The familiarvPE diagnostic from Baltin (1978, 1981) and Guéron (1980) confirm these

results. In fact, we will see that the Locality Conditions onEXNP are strictly adhered to.

Relative clauses with WS-ACD sites that are extraposed fromembedded direct objects still
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fail to escape deletion of the embeddedvPE.7 If it were the case that WS-ACD licensed

EXNP to a position where the ACD site was no longer antecedent-contained, we should

expect that the relative clause containing the ACD site will, at a minimum, not behave as if

it were part of the embeddedvP.

To start, recall from section 5.1 that a relative clause extraposed from a subject is able to

escapevPE. This is the case also in examples like (60) in which a relative clause containing

a WS-ACD site has been extraposed from an embedded subject. Just as we might expect,

the relative clause can be stranded by embeddedvPE in the second conjunct.

(60) I thought[DP everyone]1 would help[CP that Bob did〈 think e would help 〉]1

and you thought[DP everyone]2 would 〈 ehelp〉

[CP that Kim did〈 think ewouldhelp〉]2.

Examples like this should assure us that a relative clause containing a WS-ACD site is not

incapable of escapingvPE.

For cases of WS-ACD that are hosted by the direct object of a finite complement clause,

the relative clause containing the WS-ACD site must be treated as part of the embeddedvP

despite the fact that the WS-ACD site is resolved to the matrix clause. In (61) we see ex-

amples modeled on those in Jacobson 2008 with an obligatorily extraposed relative clause.

We find in (61a) that the relative clause containing the WS-ACD site can be interpreted in

the ellipsis site. With the variant in (61b), we find that the relative clause containing the

WS-ACD cannot escape ellipsis even of the embeddedvP.

7Note that we cannot use these diagnostics to examine WS-ACD configurations with embedded subjects.
Even if it were the case that a relative clause extraposed from embedded subject adjoined to a position at the
edge of the matrixvP, we should expect it not to behave as if it were outside thisvP.
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(61) John said Mary should put[DP every book]1 on the shelf

[CP that Tom did〈 sayMary put eon theshelf〉]1 . . .

a. . . . and then he said Sue should〈 put [DP everybook ]1 on theshelf

[CP thatTomdid 〈 sayMary put eon theshelf〉]1〉.

b. * . . . and then he said Sue should〈 put [DP everybook ]1 on theshelf〉

[CP that Tom did〈 sayMary put eon theshelf〉].

We make the exact same discovery in (62) for WS-ACD sites hosted by the direct object of

an embedded non-finite clause. The relative clause containing the WS-ACD site cannot be

treated as if it were outside the embeddedvP with respect to thevPE diagnostic.

(62) Tim wants to visit[DP every city that Kim does〈 wantto visit e〉] . . .

a. . . . and Sam also wants to

〈 visit [DP everycity thatKim does〈want tovisit e〉]〉.

b. * . . . and Bob wants to

〈 visit [DP everycity ]1 〉 [DP that Sue does〈 wantto visit e〉].

The data presented above ultimately characterize the Locality Conditions on EXNP:

material extraposed form direct objects cannot escapevPE but material extraposed from

subjects can. Given the acceptability of (60), we can attribute the unacceptability of the

object conditions above to the inability of EXNP to displacerelative clauses to a position

in which they could escapevPE. This is true even when the relative clause contains a WS-

ACD site.

The conclusion I reach on the basis of these data is similar tothe conclusion reached

in section 5.2. The Locality Conditions on EXNP represent hard constraints on the phono-

logical displacement of extraposed material. However, thefact that WS-ACD is possible

suggests that an extraposed relative clause and its host arebeing interpreted higher than

where they can be spoken. To account for these observations,we can appeal to the same

analysis that was offered in section 5.3. QR applies successive-cyclically and can widen
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the scope of extraposed material. As per the Condition on EXNP in (39), though, an extra-

posed relative clause must be introduced within the first cycle of QR, which has the effect

of forcing it to be pronounced low in the structure. What we learn from these examples of

WS-ACD is that the QR operation that EXNP is parasitic upon, can subsequently cross a

clause boundary to target a position where the host and relative clause can be interpreted

outside the antecedent constituent of a WS-ACD site.

On this analysis, whereby QR may proceed successive-cyclically over a potentially un-

bounded distance to widen the scope of a relative clause, theExtraposition-Scope General-

ization predicts that it should also be possible to interpret the host outside of its containing

clause. As noted above, it is often thought that QR is unable to cross clausal-boundaries

for the purposes of taking scope over another quantificational element. I have not provided

the relevant evidence in this section to determine if this isin fact the case.

Interestingly, Cecchetto (2004) argues that otherwise unavailable inverse-readings be-

tween a matrix subject and an object embedded in the infinitival complement of the non-

restructuring subject control verb becomes available in the context of the Italian correlate

of WS-ACD. Recently, Syrett (2015) has argued for English that inverse-scope between the

matrix subject and the direct object of an embedded finite clause is possible precisely in

the context of WS-ACD. Syrett (2015) reports on a truth-value judgment task suggesting

that undergraduate participants were able to access the relevant inverse-scope reading on a

wide-scope interpretation of an ACD site. In this experiment, participants were shown an

image and heard a story corresponding to the target scenario. At the end of the story, the

narrator delivered the target sentence and asked the participant about the accuracy of the

statement. A sample target sentence is provided in (63a) with its intended interpretation in

(63b).
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(63) a. Someone said he could jump over every frog that Jessiedid.

b. ‘For every frogx such that Jessie said she could jump overx, there was

someone who said he could jump over that frog.’

(Syrett 2015:586)

These types of facts lend support the system being advocatedhere whereby QR is successive-

cyclic and potentially unbounded when provided the appropriate motivation.

In addition to the puzzle of why we observe the Condition on EXNP, the discussion

here has brought a second puzzle to light. Given the proposedability to interpret a relative

clause in a position higher than where it is spoken, the contrast in (51) from Tiedeman

(1995) was rather puzzling. The system sketched in section 5.3 does not predict cases of

obligatory EXNP. Assuming that the observations in this section and their interpretation are

accurate, then contrasts like (51) become all the more puzzling. We are observing instances

of obligatory EXNP to resolve WS-ACD sites, but the instances of EXNP we are observing

do not actually target positions outside the antecedent constituent. The question, therefore,

is why EXNP is needed at all in these configurations.

Two possible answers have been offered in the literature. First, Fox (2002), building

on Baltin (1987), argues that ACD simply requires EXNP. However, this does not help us

to understand the fact that the EXNP that is involved in the resolution of WS-ACD sites

does not target a position outside the antecedent constituent. Furthermore, there is reason

to think that EXNP is not required for the resolution of ACD. The examples in (64) and

(65) respectively show that A-movement andA-movement may be sufficient means for

permitting the resolution of an ACD site.8

(64) [DP Every bike that could be〈 repairede 〉]1 was repairede1

(65) [DP The articles you asked me to〈 burnede〉]1 I burnede1.

8These examples are perfectly compatible with an analysis ofACD-resolution that asserts that the relative
clause must be late-merged. The point made by the examples in(64) and (65) is only that EXNP, in the sense
of a QR+Late-Merge operation, is not always necessary.
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Second, Wilder (2003) argues for a constraint that militates against string-containment

in addition to the usual constraint against containment in the antecedent constituent at LF.

It is possible, however, to find counter-examples to the claim that string-containment is not

possible. Among the cases explicitly discussed by Wilder (2003) is the example in (66)

where the ACD site precedestwo dollarsbut permits in interpretation as part of the elided

material.

(66) John gave[ whoever he could〈 givetwo dollars〉] two dollars.

The analysis that Wilder (2003:sec. 6) offers to account forthese examples asserts that

the material to the right of the ACD site does not actually correspond to material that is

deleted by thevPE operation. The idea is that the relative clause in (66) actually contains a

pseudogapping constructions in which the pseudogapped material is elided under identity

with the corresponding string in the matrix clause. This is illustrated in (67).

(67) John gave[ whoever he could〈 giveee1 〉 [two dollars]1 ] two dollars.

(Wilder 2003:106, (99b))

There is an empirical issue for this analysis that arises from the claim that string-

containment is possible only when pseudogapping is possible. This predicts that an ACD

site will not be able to proceed a constituent that is interpreted in the ellipsis site, but can-

not be targeted for pseudogapping. To test this prediction,we can start with an observation

that resultative secondary predicates strongly resist being stranded by thevPE ellipsis. This

suggests that resultatives cannot be the remnant of pseudogapping.

(68) * Sam painted the door red and Kim〈 paintedthedoor〉 black.

We expect now to find that a string-final resultative will failto be interpreted as part of the

ACD site. As example (69) shows, this expectation is not realized.

(69) I painted[DP everything you wanted me to〈 painte red〉] red.

This data point resists a pseudogapping explanation and forthis reason constitutes counter-

evidence to the claim that ACD sites cannot be string-contained.
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Thus, it is not clear that either of these answers could provide viable a viable solution

to the question of why EXNP is required in examples like (51).These examples, then,

continue to present an interesting direction for future research.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has largely been in service of examining the locality constraints on EXNP

and presenting two outstanding puzzles. I argued in section5.1 that EXNP is subject to

subclausal locality constraints that force an extraposed relative clause to be spoken within

the first dominatingvP or CP. We also saw in section 5.2 that it is possible to interpret the

host of an EXNP configuration and an extraposed relative clause in positions higher than

expected on the basis of these locality conditions. While these cases presented potential

counter-examples to the subclausal locality conditions onEXNP, the extraposed relative

clause did not otherwise behave as if it were adjoined to a position higher than expected.

I modeled this disconnect between where extraposed material is spoken and where it

is interpreted in section 5.3 with an extended version of theQR-based system for EXNP

proposed by Fox & Nissenbaum (1999). I adopted a system that assumes the successive-

cyclicity of QR and postulated the Condition on EXNP that restricts the late-merger of

extraposed relative clauses to the first cycle of QR. This allowed us to independently control

where extraposed material will be interpreted. The fact that the extraposed relative clause

is pronounced in its lowest copy was suggested to follow fromthe usual properties of QR.

Section 5.4 examined instances of wide scope ACD configurations that provided an-

other example of the ability to interpret an extraposed relative clause in a position higher

than expected given the Locality Conditions on EXNP. These constructions were partic-

ularly interesting because they presented cases in which EXNP was obligatory in order

to achieve the intended interpretation. Familiar diagnostics revealed that, even in these

instances, EXNP failed to violate the Locality Conditions on EXNP.
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This investigation left us with two questions that will guide future research. First, it is

not entirely clear why we should observe a constraint like the Condition on EXNP given

that HNPS is potentially unbounded. The second question wasborne out of the observation

that EXNP is obligatory in the resolution of at least some ACDconfigurations, yet those

instances of EXNP did not by themselves resolve antecedent-containment. Given the anal-

ysis outlined in section 5.3, it is not clear how or why EXNP should be involved in the

resolution of the relevant ACD sites.

To conclude, we can take note again that the Condition on EXNPpresents a clear dif-

ference between HNPS and EXNP that warrants further investigation. However, it is in-

teresting to consider that we did not observe that positionsbeyond the firstvP or CP are

inaccessible to extraposed material and its host. We observed only that extraposed material

and its host cannot be spoken in these position. Thus, the relevant difference in locality

that we observe between these two rightward displacement operations is in their locality

of pronunciation. Based on the acceptability of WS-ACD and the evidence presented by

Cecchetto (2004) and Syrett (2015), the two constructions display the same locality of

movement. Like leftward movement, both HNPS and the QR operation that drives EXNP

are potentially unbounded and successive-cyclic movementoperations.
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APPENDIX

EXPERIMENTAL ITEMS

A.1 Experiment 1 Items

(1) a. No judge should contact, in order to give his scoresheet (to), the contestants

in this month’s competition.

b. No judge should contact, and give his scoresheet (to), thecontestants in this

month’s competition.

c. No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition, in order

to give his scoresheet (to).

d. No judge should contact the contestants in this month’s competition, and

give his scoresheet (to).

(2) a. No woman could meet, in order to give her yearbook (to),the person she

roomed with in college.

b. No woman could meet, and give her yearbook (to), the personshe roomed

with in college.

c. No woman could meet the person she roomed with in college, in order to

give her yearbook (to).

d. No woman could meet the person she roomed the in college, and giver her

yearbook (to).

(3) a. No fireman should befriend, in order to give his groceries (to), the homeless

people outside the station.

b. No fireman should befriend, and give his groceries (to), the homeless people

outside the station.
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c. No fireman should befriend the homeless people outside thestation, in order

to give his groceries (to).

d. No fireman should befriend the homeless people outside thestation, and give

his groceries (to).

(4) a. No nurse could save, after giving her blanket (to), thevictims of the most

recent tornado.

b. No nurse could save, and give her blanket (to), the victimsof the most recent

tornado.

c. No nurse could save the victims of the most recent tornado,after giving her

blanket (to).

d. No nurse could save the victims of the most recent tornado,and give her

blanket (to).

(5) a. No landlady should evict, after giving her key (to), the tenants causing trou-

ble around the building.

b. No landlady should evict, and give her key (to), the tenants causing trouble

around the building.

c. No landlady should evict the tenants causing trouble around the building,

after giving her key (to).

d. No landlady should evict the tenants causing trouble around the building,

and give her key (to).

(6) a. No boss would punish, by giving his work (to), the interns who regularly

show up late.

b. No boss would punish, and his work (to), the interns who regularly show up

late.

c. No boss would punish the interns who regularly show up late, by giving his

work (to).
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d. No boss would punish the interns who regularly show up late, and give his

work (to).

(7) a. No officer could calm, because he gave his warning (to),the people who

were parking in the street illegally.

b. No officer could calm, and give his warning (to), the peoplewho were park-

ing in the street illegally.

c. No officer could calm the people who were parking in the street illegally,

because he gave his warning (to).

d. No officer could calm the people who were parking in the street illegally,

and give his warning (to).

(8) a. No man would thank, before giving his car (to), the valets working outside

this restaurant.

b. No man would thank, and give his car (to), the valets working outside this

restaurant.

c. No man would thank the valets working outside this restaurant, before giving

his car (to).

d. No man would thank the valets working outside this restaurant, and give his

car (to).

(9) a. No women could contact, before telling her mission (to), the undercover spy

that the company hired.

b. No women could contact, and tell her mission (to), the undercover spy that

the company hired.

c. No women could contact the undercover spy that the companyhired, before

telling her mission (to).

d. No women could contact the undercover spy that the companyhired, and

tell her mission (to).
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(10) a. No chef would fire, after telling his recipe (to), the people that were hired to

help in the kitchen.

b. No chef would fire, and tell his recipe (to), the people thatwere hired to help

in the kitchen.

c. No chef would fire the people that were hired to help in the kitchen, after

telling his recipe (to).

d. No chef would fire the people that were hired to help in the kitchen, and tell

his recipe (to).

(11) a. No captain would rescue, because he told his destination (to), the sailors that

were found stranded at sea.

b. No captain would rescue, and tell his destination (to), the sailors that were

found stranded at sea.

c. No captain would rescue the sailors that were found stranded at sea, because

he told his destination (to).

d. No captain would rescue the sailors that were found stranded at sea, and tell

his destination (to).

(12) a. No inspector should interrogate, after telling his technique (to), the person

suspected to be guilty of the crime.

b. No inspector should interrogate, and tell his technique (to), the person sus-

pected to be guilty of the crime.

c. No inspector should interrogate the person suspected to be guilty of the

crime, after telling his technique (to).

d. No inspector should interrogate the person suspected to be guilty of the

crime, and tell his technique (to).

(13) a. No boy should annoy, by telling his hobbies (to), the girls who sit next to

him on the bus.
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b. No boy should annoy, and tell his hobbies (to), the girls who sit next to him

on the bus.

c. No boy should annoy the girls who sit next to him on the bus, by telling his

hobbies (to).

d. No boy should annoy the girls who sit next to him on the bus, and tell his

hobbies (to).

(14) a. No librarian should scare, by telling her penalty (to), the people who keep

books past the return date.

b. No librarian should scare, and tell her penalty (to), the people who keep

books past the return date.

c. No librarian should scare the people who keep books past the return date, by

telling her penalty (to).

d. No librarian should scare the people who keep books past the return date,

and tell her penalty (to).

(15) a. No salesman should encourage, before telling his motive (to), the people

who are unsure about buying a car.

b. No salesman should encourage, and tell his motive (to), the people who are

unsure about buying a car.

c. No salesman should encourage the people who are unsure about buying a

car, before telling his motive (to).

d. No salesman should encourage the people who are unsure about buying a

car, and tell his motive (to).

(16) a. None of the sergeants could gather, in order to tell his strategy (to), the

commanding officers in charge of protecting the city.

b. None of the sergeants could gather, and tell his strategy (to), the command-

ing officers in charge of protecting the city.
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c. None of the sergeants could gather the commanding officersin charge of

protecting the city, in order to tell his strategy (to).

d. None of the sergeants could gather the commanding officersin charge of

protecting the city, and tell his strategy (to).

A.2 Experiment 2 Items

(1) (Yesterday) park rangers removed [every/some] camper(s) (yesterday) who was/were

at [any/one] of the sites with significant flooding.

(2) (Last night) the boys stole [every/some] bag(s) (last night) that had [any/a few]

credit cards inside.

(3) (Last night) we invited [every/some] neighbor(s) (lastnight) who had [any/some]

interest in building a park.

(4) (Yesterday) citizens ousted [every/some] politician(s) (yesterday) who had [any/many]

connection(s) to pirates.

(5) (Last month) the bank contacted [every/some] customer(s) (last month) who had

[any/some] outstanding credit card debt.

(6) (Last year) the company considered [every/some] job applicant(s) (last year) who

was/were from [any/one] of the local temp agencies.

(7) (Last week) the press criticized [every/some] representative(s) (last week) who

is/are from [any/one] of the Republican districts.

(8) (Last week) the police monitored [every/some] witness(es) (last week) who was/were

in [any/some] danger from the local mafia.

(9) (This afternoon) Greg removed [every/some] rosebush(es) (this afternoon) that was/were

in [any/some] of the temporary pots.

(10) (This month) Kara promoted [every/some] employee(s) (this month) who was/were

in [any/one] of the top accounting divisions.
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(11) (This morning) the doctors examined [every/some] patient(s) (this morning) who

is/are on [any/some] of the new experimental pain medications.

(12) (Last week) the government quarantined [everyone/someone] (last week) who was

on [any/one] of the cruises in the Caribbean.

(13) (Last night) someone stole [every/some] bike(s) (lastnight) that was/were on [any

of/∅] the bike rack(s) behind the building.

(14) (Today) Sarah sold [every/some] book(s) (today) that was/were in [any/one] of the

national book review journals.

(15) (Next season) teams will recruit [every/some] athlete(s) (next season) who is/are at

[any of the/a] universities/university with a recent championship.

(16) (Last semester) Allen tutored [every/some] student(s) (last semester) who was/were

on [any/one] of the intramural basketball teams.
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